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adar Screening for Low-
Flying Targets

By Lieutenant Colonel Albert J. Weinnig, Coast Artillery Corps

radar response. This fact was made all the worse when
the Nazi, because of metal or production shortages, be-
gan to construct V -I with plywood wings; however, the
increased vulnerability of the plywood bird to gunfire
partly compensated for the poor radar response. The V-I
response on the SCR-584 was remarkably clean, slightly
weaker in intensity than the "pip" of a fighter, such as the
P-47, and was almost entirely free of bobbing characteris-
tics. It was easy to identify-principallv because of its un-
changing altitu'de, unvar)~ng azimutl{ of approach, and
constant speed. The radar operators became very pro-
ficient in distinguishing the V-I pip from that of an aircraft
-although on a few occasion a low-flying Spitfire or
Typhoon made the boys a bit trigger happy as it sped
toward an Antwerp airfield on a typical V-I course.

TEHRAIN FEATIIHES

In order to understand the problem of radar siting in the
Antwerp defense one must have a clear picture of the
terrain as the radar "sees" it. The important features are
ground contour, type of soil, vegetation and sources of fixed
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ITOR'SNOTE: This article is based 011 a study made with
the radar o{f1cers of tlle 50th aud 56th Brigades, Major
\'ictor Raabe aud Major Clallde 1. Parish, respectively.
Colouel \Feillllig was $-3, 56th AAA Brigade.

"PIPOLOGY"'"

.Pipology is the study and interpretation of radar scope
ures. Ability to interpret "pips" is both a science and
IlTt. It req1lires milch st1ld;y and endless hOllrs of prac-

011 the radar. It involves size aud shape of "pip," bob-
or ~lIctllation characteristics, mId movement in azi-

h and range.

he characteristics of the V-I itself presented a radar
!em different in many ways from that required for con-

nal antiaircraft gunnery technique. The V-I is rela-
~ small in size, travels at a relatively high speed (375
) and at altitudes that vary normally from 500 to 4,000
The nature of the defen;e, that is,' successive gun belts
the channelized avenues of attack (see sketch). al-

presented an unfavorable aspect angle of the V-I to
ar. The radar always "saw" a head-on view of the
hereas a si

Radar ollicers have long preached the doctrine that the
('('tion of a radar site is of prime importance. Their

s. unfortunately, were in most instances disregarded
their clamor for emphasis on radar siting was like the
lical voice crying in the wilderness-heard but un-
Icd. It was not until tragic failure or only partial suc-
or many missions because of improper radar siting that
doctrine of the radar oflicer was c1earlv enunciated and
e mandatory, namely, that tactics ma)' govern the gen-

I location of a gun battery but the siting of the SCR-584
II detennine the exact position. Experience has been
h a harsh pedagogue that now every possible technique

t'Illployed to insure that the radar site selected is the best
iblc under the existing conditions. These techniques,

h as the use of radar equipped heliocopters which can
er at varying heights over every possible radar location

d obtain camera record of scope pictures, and the use of
ly terrain mock-up for line of sight studies, and the
lysis of site requirements for the radar determination
hostile mortar positions, are absorbing studies in them-
es. This article, however, will relate how American and
tish radar officers encountered unique problems of radar

ing and radar screening in setting up the defenses of
t\.\erp against the all-out German V-I (Buzz Bomb) at-

on that vital supply installation.
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echoes. The terrain is essentialh- Aat. An elevation study 5,000 feet. The first problem is that of ground cI
of cross sections of the ground' along lines through th~ which appear on the PPI scopes and range scopes when
Antwerp port area to the North, Northeast, East and South- radar searches at angles below 60 mils. Usually, cluttt't
east shows a general slow rise in the ground of a few yards experienced at low elevations when the radar has a J
(0-10 yds.) for a distance of 10,000 to 20,000 yards outward view over the surrounding country. This is particu" .
from the port area. From this first slight crest there is an true in flat terrain in low countries when the towns
imperceptible downward slope which drops about 1° to villages are built on the higher ground. In such te~
20 yards over a distance of 20,000 to 50,000 yards. Beyond echoes from obiects such as houses, factories, water tOI
this depression the ground again rises in the Northeast and chimneys, and' hills produce objectionable clutter of t~
East to another similar crest and in the Southeast the scopes. The second problem is the possibility of the racial
ground rises to small rolling hills. As tactical doctrine dic- locking down on the ground reRection of the aircraft
tated that the gun battery be not less than 10 miles from the stead of tracking the echo from the aircraft itself. This
so-called vulnerable ~rea (VA) of 'Antwerp (so that especially true if the terrain is extremely wet in which casj

wounded "birds" could not glide into the Vt\), the radar the reAected echo of the aircraft is usually strong enough ~
invariably had a clear view of the valley while searching track. If the presej1ce o~ strong fixed echoes makes ta
for a pick-up of the V-I. This was a situation conducive to elevation tracking erratic, this possibility becomes Ie
intense clutter which would prevent detection. In addition, probable. The elevation of the radar parabola which ha
the ground was extremely wet as the water level varied from erroneously locked upon the reHected echo will continue ~
above ground to a few feet below the surface. Radar could decrease as the aircraft approaches until it finally come, ~
~eldom be dug-in and the reHections of radar waves from against the elevation stops and the aircraft is lost. This 1
the damp ground were very strong. The effect of this also become a very ~Ian~erous situ~tion when commands
condition was to intensify the clutter. The presence of the fire are a matter 01 spIlt second Judgment, particularh
great number of small towns and villages, each with its night when the unseen type of fire control is in effect'oj
several chimneys and church steeples, further aggravated should be emphasized that the above is experienced on
the problems of clutter. Fortunately, much of the area was when the altitude of the aircraft is comparativelv lo\\'. a
covered with small patches of woods, mostly pine, and these terrain features are as described above .. I

could be used as an e/Iectilve mask to screen out the fixed The obvious method of solving these two problem, I
echoes. Proper siting of the radar with respect to these clutter and ground reflection is to screen the radar from th
patches of trees made many areas usable which otherwise source of trouble. The most desirable method of screen~'
would not have been acceptable as radar sites. would be to place the radar in a saucer-like depression

the ground with a near horizon of ground within a
TACTICAL REQUIREl\lENTS I 000 I I f I I b I, y.arcs, t le crest 0 t le grounc eing at an ang e ,/1

The tactical requirements of the defenses imposed the sight 01 about 20 mils. In such a site, the source of t~
most exacting radar demands. The SCR-584 was required ground dutter is screened from the radar beam and is th,
to function perfectly both as a gun-laying radar and as a eliminated from the radar scopes. Obviously this type ~
medium-range search radar. Every refinement that the screening is rarely available, especially when tactics or hi~
radar experts could devise was employed to "squeeze out" gun density dictate the exact location of the radar and p~
the last ounce of accuracy so that even unseen fire under dudes the choice of a site outside a verv limited area. U~
the most adverse conditions was lethal to the buzz bomb. der these conditons, artificial screening 'or major alterati~
The fire control problem, however, was relatively easy of of the terrain are necessarv. •
solution when compared to the difficulties of detection A method of determi~ing where artificial screening I
which were imposed by the tactical necessity of practically reqUire,d and some of the details of screen constructionJ
pin-pointing batteries 1,000 yards apart on a straight line. described below:
Radar siting was thus limited to a position not more than a. Clutter diagrams are made for the radar with
300 yards from a point designated by a map study: The parabola set to zero degrees elevation. The radar is t
ability to search and pick-up a low-Hying target like the V- I oughly tuned and maintained at its peak performance i
so that smooth tracking with steady director output data order to be certain that all clutter that is present will s~
was obtained at a minimum of 12,000 yards range required up on the radar scope. These clutter diagrams are till
an exceptional radar site. It was soon discovered that of studied to determine whether or not an artificial screenJ
the fifty-odd gun positions which were pin-pointed on the needed, and if so, over which azimuth arcs it should J
map, only a half dozen satisfied the minimum requirements erected. The tendency of the radar to track the grou

of a satisfactory radar site. The next section of this article reHection of the aircraft can be observed by watching~
is a general discussion of our e/Iorts to improve radar siting behavior of the parabola as the raaar tracks a low-HIli
to insure early pick-up of the low-Hying buzz bomb. As aircraft through its engagement arc. Rarely will there 0

such, the results of our experiences are applicable to any tendency to track a reRected echo when there is hj
gun defense against very low-Hying aircraft. or no ground clutter, as the mask. which screens out'

clutter, will also screen out any echo reH,c"cd r~~RADAR$CREE....ING FOR Low-FLYING TARGETS -ground.
The detection of low-Rying aircraft with the radar SCR- b. The extent of screening will depend on tactics, \\'

584 presents two specific problems which are not encoun- will determine throu~h what arc the target shall be
.. 'I". r n . 1. 1. r 1 If ....1 . ~ ~r.. ;,.. ..........hn nT"lrY .....,...H~....l ;~ '1 1im;
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the echo sufficiently well to pre\'ent the fixed echo from
causing loss of target.

Screening material can be improvised. In our specialized
defense against the buzz bomb, the large number of radar
sites that required alteration made it practical for the Brit-
ish supply services to desjgn and issue a standard screening
set. This set consisted ot iron tubing, guy and fastening
wire, clamps, turnbuckles, and an ample supply of light
wire fencing of 1- and 2-inch mesh. J\ laterial for a 60° arc
of screening at 50-yard radius could be transported on a
2~-ton truck. At some sites, it is possible to dig in the radar
until the roof is level with the around and then constructo
an earth mask with a bulldozer. Screens can be made from
a thick live foliage, particularly in wet seasons of the year.
However, the wire screen is most practical because of its
uniformity, ease of transport, construction, and camouflage
adaptability.

It is again pointed out that artificial screening is mainly
of importance in engagements where the altitude of the
target is low (3,000 to 5,000 feet), and the signal strength
is relatively weak. For normal targets abO\'e 5,000 feet,
clutter is seldom serious because searching is perfomled
above 60 mils angle of sight, at which point the narrow
beam of the radar sweeps ovcr sourccs of fixed echoes and
dutter is practically nonexistent.

RULES FOR SITING

Every ncw developmcnt or relocation of a gun battery
was an exercise in radar siting from which valuable les-
sons were glcaned. One of our first experiences was to learn
to use ground contours to our advantage in siting the radar.
As an example, the position given the 494th AAA Gun Bat-
talion was well forward of a crcst, so dropping back to a re-
verse slope was impractical. In an effort to obtain good
long-range pick-up this battalion sited thcir radars with in-
sufficient tree mask. The remedv in this casc was found to
be resiting the radars behind h~avy tree-covcred areas giv-

. ing an angle of elevation measured from the center of the
radar antenna to the top of the trees of about 25 mils.

Two sites which were occupied by the 407th Battalion
illustrated still another condition. These sites were located

RADAR SCREENI:\lG FOR LOW-FLYING TARGETS

~ning is erected only to cover that arc with sufficient
rlap "about I0° ~n each side) to guard against spillO\'er.

c, lhe angle of sIght to the top of the screen from the
'tl r will vary from site to site, If the screening is too high,

3ircraft itself will be screened and not detected. The
Jl3ximum angle which can be allowed is governed by the

ted altitude of the target and the detection range
uired, In the defense of Antwerp, the angle of sight

the center of the parabola to the top of the screen
Id not exceed 20 mils. For this measurement of angle

siahl. it is imperative that the radar be' leveled and that
~Iescope mounted on the parabola be collimated with

!he electrical'axis of the parabola .. J\leasurement can be
ked with a B.G telescope mounted on the roof of the

aT.
d. The lOp of the screen must be truly horizontal. The
reen is extended downward to ground level and must
completely grounded.
e. The screen is set at an angle between 15 and 30 de-
'$ to the vertical, sloping downward and outward from

}{'radar. i.e., the lOp of the screen is the nearest point of
screen 10 the radar. (See sketch.)

f. Provision must be made to enable the height of the
en to be adjusted when first erected. The height is ad-

.led initially until the clutter has been removed or has
n sufIiciently reduced to insure that no interference

clutter is experienced while tracking targets over the
ole of the engagement arc. The screen is then clamped

fixed in position.
g. The distance of the screen from the raiJar should be
ual over the whole screening arc, i.e., the screen is
('Ctcdon an arc of a circle with the radar at the center.
I has been exp~rienced that the greater the distance the

een is from the radar, the more effective the screening.
\\'as decided to fix this distance at 40 to 50 vards because
practical limitation of height 10 which scre~ning material
n be erected and the amount of screening material that
S available. In exceptional circumstances the absolute

inimum radius of 30 yards was authorized. If the screen
too close, the radar beam is distorted and power is dissi-
led into the screen.
The effect of artificial screening thus erected usually

rs up a cluttered PPI scope, reduces the effects of fixed
Desupon automatic tracking, and eliminates false track-
of ground reflection. The reduction of clutter to

lath amplitude can be taken as the performance to
. expected from a single wire screen of the chicken-
re type. Proper adjustment of PPI intensity will cause

echoes to produce only faint intensification of the
be screen, or even to vanish entirely. Very strong
hoes will not appear to be affected at all. This is

!:tothe fact that the strong signal, even though re-
d.90 per ceot, is still strong enough to give a satura-
sIgnal. The attenuation caused bv the screen in the
of these strong echoes will be e\'ide~ced by a reduction

angular height at which these echoes disappear. Screen-
~ in the firing sector outside the search sector is practical
reduce the effect of fixed echoes on automatic tracking.
~.any cases screening out fixed echoes will.permit track-

through" the echo with no noticeable irregularity of
<;
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with a perFectly Rat, clear, \-ery wet area about 800 yards
wide directlv in Front 01' the radar. Be\'ond this area was a
low tree m~sk. Clutter at these sites' was present in the
range 01' 0 yards to 20,000 yards but not so thick as to pre-
vent searching, picking up and even locking on the buzz
bomb. However, the effect 01' ground reflections was pro-
nounced. The radars tracked satisfactorily until a ground
echo in the radar beam entered the narrow gate and gained
sufficient strength to pull down the parabolas. Normally as
soon as the narrow gate cuts out the interFering signal a
radar goes back to the target. In these sites, the target signal
reHected from the damp ground was so strong that it, com-
bined with the fixed echo signal, ,pulled the parabolas 01'
the radars to an anole of elevation less than zero mils ando
the radars continued to track the reHected target signal at a
negative elevation angle. Since other considerations made
it impractical to mO\'e the batteries, artificial wire screens
were erected and, by eliminating the ground reflections,
cured the trouble.

Still another lesson was learned b\' B Btrv, 184th Bat-
talion. This battery was set up to'tak~ advant~ge of natural
tree screening. However, isolated high trees stood up above
the general level of mask. These trees did not too seriously
interfere with pick-up, but whenever a target being tracked
automatically passed behind a tree, the radar data became
very erratic and unsteady, causing poor firing and fre-
quently loss of target.

The results of site failures led to a set of rules for siting,
based upon ability of the radar to make pick-ups of divers
in time to allow steady director output data at 12,000 yards
ground range. The rules were:

a. Angle of mask not less than 10 mils or more than 20
mils over firing sector.

b. Locate on reverse slopes where possible-if not behind
trees.

c. Locate so that tree mask would be within 400 vards of
the radar if possible ..

d. Avoid wet ground ahead of the radar if possible.
e. The PPI tube must show no clutter bevond 15,000

yds. at 25 mils elevation and all clutter must 'disappear at
75 mils to 100 mils elevation.

These rules were never hard and fast, but merely a guide
in the selection of sites. The necessity for pin-pointing the
batteries in a small area made their practical application
difficult. However, by working toward them, sites were
much improved.

One additional siting operation is noteworthv. At one

March-

time it became tactically ad\'isable to site four batteries
the 125th Battalion at the extreme north end of the defe
within 3,000 yds. of the enemy. This area represented \~
bad radar condition-forward sloping ground, extreme\
~amp wit~ pools of standing water: no tree. patches usabit,
for screenmg out clutter, many of their high trees inl...l
fering with tracking, and lots of clutter-producing Oh~
-chimneys, windmills, houses, wireless towers, etc.,
the area. The area as it stood was useless. Tactical COk<
siderations were judged to outweigh the radar site, so tIJ
batteries were sent out to Occupy the area. The reCO~d
this battalion had previously been excellent but here
experienced almost 100% Failure to hit. Rather than
the battalion and leave uncovered the buzz bomb alley 0\

their positions, it was decided to make completely artificiiJ
sites by using wire screening. 1

At the beginning of the screening operation all four ball
teries reported:

a. Superior pick-up-launching could be observed at 35 I
000 to 40,000 yards away and 35,000 yards was standl
ard pick-up range for targets of extremely low aluj
tudes.

b. Targets could be followed norm.ally into -the den~
clutter area in all sites at about 18,000 to 20,000 yard,1

c. Automatic tracking at long ranges was impossibleI
Radar almost always tracked ground reflection.

d. Automatic tracking at short firing ranges produced
erratic firing because of fixed echo interference anq
trees. I

The "site repair" job was as follows:

a. One radar not previously pin-pointed on the groUl~
was moved to take maximum effect of the terrai'~
features. The move was about 50 yards and helped
materially.

b. The interfering thin high trees were cut.
c. \\Tire screens were installed to eliminate ground refll'('

tions to reduce the effect of fixed echoes on automa[~
tracking and to thin out the fixed echo patches ~
reducing the weak echoes below the PPI intensitl
level. I

,

After crews became accustomed to operational differ!
ences between the artificial sites and the sites thev had pr~
viously occupied, excellent firing results were 'again o~
tained.

"The decision, to deploy U. S. Antiaircraft Battalions in the Diver
defense of Antwerp was based on the demonstrated superiority of the
SCR 584-1\119 Director-Au'tomatic laying 90mm gun combination
against Hying bombs."-From an offzcial ETO document.



otes on Ger
\..The follawillg are extracts of all illterrogatioll of a fore-

.,ost Irllthority 0'1/ Germml tl11tiaircraft artillery.)

PERSOXXEL AXD TRAINING

Orioinally, Gennan .antiaircraft personnel were specially~ , ,
sr.Jectedmen who were superior in morale, discipline and
SlD3rtness.Careful mental, physical and "moral" investiga-

ns were made of them before they were accepted for the
ice and thereafter they were oiyen a year's training be-,0,

fore thev were considered ready for combat. Six months
rJ this \\;3S comparable to our ba~ic training and culminated
m a target practice. I\ len were then assigned to units and
undement unit training for the remaining six months of
!be period. Eyen more rigid selection was made of officers,
ilh comparably stricter training standards; every officer

bad 10 be proficient in any duty which he could order a
man10 perform. "

,\s the war progressed the initial six months of basic
lraining was cut to three, and the unit trainino was con-o
dueted on operational sites. This reduction in basic train-

1
1Ilg time was deemed a mistake.

Ere~tually the s..electness of the organization was ruined
, lakIng about 7)% of the men for duty in other arms.

lThe repla~~ment~ were a~ything but up to grade and were
IOlunteer RUSSIan P\V s, members of the Hitler ]ugelld,

and women and girls. Apparently some German allies were
also used, but these were spoken of despairingly. Girls were

d only in searchlight units as telephonists and plotters.
Em~l~asis was p,laced on the need for selected manpower

1/1 antIaIrcraft artIllery, because antiaircraft gunnery was
considered a "technical art."

Ilea\')' guns were always manned by AAA units; light
ns at specific industries were manned by Heimat Flah

nits composed of factory workers. '
Firing ranges were difficult to find because of the den-

"tyof the population. There were four ranges in the vicin-
~y of Bostock with fields of fire over the Baltic, one near
cramp on the Channel, and one near Antwerp. Inasmuch

as there. were oyer 2,000 batteries to be fired, transportation
/fieultles made these ranges available to only a limited

number of units, and finallv it became custo~arv to fire
Iar~el practices from the gu'n positions, with wa(nings to
the POpulation to clear out.

I ~wing planes were invariably' too slow. The Luftwaffe
londed no modern airplanes to tow targets and efforts tot better ones were not very successful; they were too

, Iy needed else\\ihere. At long last they secured the serv-
~ of a few captured airplanes.

I\hSSIOX OF t\A
The mission of An tiaircraft Artillery was to destroy

fIlem' f ';Du . y aJrcra t and by destruction to defend the objective.
nng a period after the beginning of the war, it was

~ed by some that the mission of AA was to defend the
ive an th t it

cra~t were destroyed or turned away. However, this concept
agaIn gave way to that of destruction.

EARLY \ VARNIXG SERVICE

. Originally" there were three early warning nets in opera-
lIon-the Flllkko (civilian warning service), the Air Corps
and the 1\A-each serving its own organization independ-
ently. This often resulted in the existence of three di/rerent
"pictures" of the air situation so, in the fall of 1943, the
system of early warning was changed. The same services
c~ntinued to be performed by each, but the Air Corps
~Ighter Command was made responsible for all early warn-
II1g a.nd t~1e 1\1\ an~ Flllkho nor~nally received their early
warnIng from the Fighter Operations Room.

The Air Corps initially 'used ground OP's but these
were gradually superseded by Radar from 1942 on. \Vithin
the Fighter Command Operations Room all flights, both
friendly and hostile, were plotted and the Commanding
Officer of the fighter wing was present, in person, for all
alerts. The AAI\ Liaison O/l1cer was normally a Brioadier
General or Colonel and he, too, was present for all ~lerts.
There was only one AALO.

The Flllkk; was located In each large city and its area

1.2Rmm AkA Gun
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was d,etermined primarily by available communications.
The Flllkko plotted hostile and unidentified flights only
and its purpose was to warn the appropriate civilian agen-
cies.

Early warning in general was excellent. An early-
warning radar was present in all areas defended by AA
guns, and Allied aircraft were picked up at distances which
ranged from 200-300 km (130 to 200 miles). This per-
mitted AA units to receive about two hours warning of
bomber attack. German radio listeners picked up warnings
as soon as American planes began to wann up at English
bases. (This caused the observation that the Luftwaffe
should have attacked take-offs. An effort was made to con-
vince both Hitler and Goering, but with scant success, that
this would have been effective.)

There were few false alerts, but feint raids caused con-
siderable difficulties. As a result of feints Berlin received
some attacks without warning.

AA FIGHTER COORDINATION

Before the fall of 1943, the AAA Commander frequently
coordinated the AAA and the fighters and would tell the
Fighter Commander when to be airborI:le, what area to
cover, etc. About the time of the Hamburg raid, however,

2 mm AAA Gun

night fighters demanded and secured permission to enter
flak-defended areas.

\Vith reorganization, coordination of Air Defense \\al
made the responsibility of the Fighter Command and opera-
tional control over the AA.t\ was exercised by the Fighter
\\ling commander through the AAA Liaison officer in the
Fighter Operations Room. This control normally took th~l
form of restrictions. For example, AAA could not open fire
in daytime abo,ve certain ceilings (initially this was 7JffJ
meters but was made progressively lower until, in some
defenses, AAA could not fire at all when fighters werel
airborne).

German flights in the German zone of communicationl
were reported to a central point prior to take-off. The Ger
man AAA received this information of friendl" movemenb
of aircraft to include time airborne, course, ;nd altitudl
However, when an Allied raid was in progress, the systeM
did not function properly and the AAA did not receive ad,
vance warning of friendly Rights.

AAA was permitted tn flrp on unidentified aircraft,
This caused "much confusion" because German pilot,
did not observe the rules for restrictions to flying.

It was believed that no restrictions should be placed on
day fighters, as good aircraft recognition training (in their
palmy days, flak units had two hours of recognition train'
ing daily) will protect fighters during daylight hours. At
night, fighters should engage attacking aircraft only on their
approach to a Rak-defended area, breaking off as the al:
tackers come within gun range. There was a high regara\
for the effectiveness of ~alwrtillerie as compared to that of
fighter aircraft.

In each Operations Room, the COJll1lumdillg Offzcer, jlf'f
person, conducted all alerts. (If the commanding officer
was to be temporarily absent, he designated another office'
by name to take his place.) A duty officer remained in ead I
Operations Room. He was required to call the Command
ing Officer on the approach of any hostile flight.

AAA ALERTS ANDi\lANNI;';'G DETAILS

For hean' AAA, alerts were normall" called for lef
or more air~raft onl,,; and toward the end of the war.
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The Grossebatterie was actually three single batteries
side by side. There was no more operational tie between
these three batteries than when separated, except that all
engaged the same target.

Never during the war were all three directors in a Grosse-
batterie knocked out b" air attack. If one director or radar
did go out, then that battery received present position data
by telephone and calculated data by use of the Malsi. There
was no way of connecting. more than one battery of guns
to one director, nor was there an arrangement for sending
radar data to other than its own director.

Flank spotters were not used. Other batteries would
telephone the firing battery after a course and report the
average de,'iations.

Volley fire, where all guns in a battery fired together
at a set interval, was not used. (1.0. Volle" fire was ob-
served to be used b,' the Germans in Tunisia; however,
this was probably no't normal.)

PRI~tARY SECTORS A:\'D CO:\'TROL OF FIRE

Each heavy AAA battery had its primary sector for en-
gagement,. and sectors were laid out with overlapping sec-
tors so at least two batteries could fire on anv taroet. Bat-, 1:>

teries were required to fire on enemy planes appearing in
their primary sector but the decision as to which of suc-
ceeding formations entering that primary sector should be
engaged was left to the bartery range officer. \ Vhen there
was no target in the prima'ry sector. a battery was permitted
to fire in its secondary sector but first it must infonn the
Operations Room at' which time negative fire direction
could be exercised.

From ten to twenty seconds were required to change
targets. depending on the sector of the new target.

TilE GnossEBATTERIE

Early in the war, planes were structurally light, lightly
armored, and slower. One-battery units gave sufficient
fire power, but as planes were improved structurally and
more heavily armored, more fire power was necessary.
Single batteries (four to eight guns) were consolidated to
form Dobblebatterien (double batteries) and even Grosse-
batteriell (great batteries) for more fire power.

37mmAAA Gun

I-IEAVY AAA

PREPARATORY FIRE

Ileavy AAA batteries received met messages from the
Fighter Command every three t~ ~our hours. vVhen these
met messages were being received llO trial fire was con-
ducted. In the absence of met data, trial fire was conducted
5e\'eral times daily.

Calibration fire was I/Ot conducted. Trained teams meas-
ur~ the muzzle velocity of each gun in a battery (as re-
quired-perhaps every several months) and this was the
onlycalibration correction made.

.~Iuzzle velocity was measured by a chronograph-two
"'r~ screens at a set distance apart through which the pro-
jectIle passed. Near thickl" inhabited areas, these screens
~re placed on scaffolds s~ that the gun could fire at a
safeangle of elevation.

CmwuCT OF FIRE

Snit was strictly forbidden to make any corrections during
ng. After firing, errors were checked and corrections

in preparation for the next course.

cause of ammunition shortage, AAA was forbidden to en-
I~age attacks consisting 01' one or two aircraft only. Flak
colllmanders alerted the At\f\. The Fiohter Control Center

1:>

could not alert the AAA. "That was wI1\' we had Flak
commanders."

In light AAA there we.re normally no special alert periods
in Germany. though this depended on Allied air tactics; in
Itak there was a dawn and dusk alert because Allied air-

I't usually attacked during these periods. Light AAA
IlI'ays kept at least the No. I gunner on each gun. This

man could, in an emergency, point the gun and fire the
IIlmunition in the magazine. In addition at least one air

guard was on duty in each platoon ..
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:\'ormally, all three batteries of a Grossebatterie engaged
the same target. Each battery could engage a single target,
though that was seldom done.

TACTICAL El\IPLOYl\lE~T OF HEAVY GUl"S

An initial bomb release line (IBRL) was computed for
each area objective assigned for flak defense. This compu-
tation was based on the highest altitude and highest speed
at which enemy attack could be expected.

Heavy flak units were distributed all around the objective
at as regular intervals as terrain and radar reception allowed.
128mm batteries were placed just inside the lBRL (i.e.,
toward the objective) so that with their ground range. of
10.,000-11,000 meters they were able to cover the entire
Critical Zone to their front. 105mm batteries seemed to be
similarly employed. 88mm batteries were uniformly spaced
within the area between the outer edge of the objective and
the IBRL and, if the area were large some batteries were
placed within it.

Every effort was made to engage aircraft before bombs
were released.

The Gennans had made only meager plans for defense
against retaliatory use of PAC (pilotless aircraft) by the
Allies. It was the subject of a memorandum issued by the
Heichsmarshal, Goering, but not much was done about it.
Barrage balloons, AAA, and jet aircraft in daylight-all
were to be used but there were no specific plans for the use
of AAA

Each heavy AA battery was supposed to have alternate
positions prepared and camouflaged about 1,500 meters
from its regular position but this was seldom complied with.

DEFE~SE OF A POl~T OBJECTIVE

The minimum defense of a Point Objective would be
twelve batteries arranged as four Grossebatterien. Bat-
teries would be situated near the bomb release line to cover
the critical zone (considered as thirty seconds). Altitude
used in calculation of the bomb re!e~se line depended on
Allied tactics-normally 7,000 meters.

DEFENSE OF LARGEOBJECTIVES

The vital points in the area were picked out and the
bomb release line was calculated for the area including
these vital points. Outlying objectives of lesser importance

0/31."~t"('en guns b. " ~' / Attack eq't'cfpcl
/n a platoon: \: ~ /~

30-S0N~ters \ :,/ /'rom direction
\ /' Perpt'ndicu/ar to or af

/)i~t. between plafOQn~: A I ~ tL •
\ ~ / an an91e 10 ne rlypr

300-500 Meters \ /' b~t not down the
~rl river

~~ Location of SIL
/ " and. sound loca-

/ \7 " tor with each
V "- platoon is not

/ "indicated.

/ "-
/<1 V ~"

AW' Defense of a Bridge

were not normally considered in determining the size
the are? to be defended. 1\ letropolitan areas, as such, \\tIt

not defended. Grossebatteriell were then placed to CO\er
the critical zone with batteries spaced nonnally as follo\\

88mm: 1,500-3,000 meters
105mm: 2,500-4,000 meters
128mm: 3.500-5,000 meters

Large importa,:t objectives were defended by as mant
as 500 guns though it was believed that absoluteh. \"iti
objectives, such as synthetic gasoline plants, etc., ~hould
have been defended with 1,000 guns placed in three ~
centric circles.

DEFE~SE OF AIRFIELDS

Airfields were not defended bv heavy AAA. Then:
simply weren't enough guns for d{is purPose.

DEI'ENSE AGAINST HADARJAl\ll\lING

Although radar jamming is very often effective, it can be
overcome by training and special equipment. Aircraft
carrying electric jammers were the first priority targets. In
the presence of window, it was sometimes found possiblt
to engage succeeding formations by flank batteries. It \\a,
also possible to track and fire on the lead planes of a raid
using window. \Vith the radar jammed, the aircraft were
engaged by barrage fire for unseen firing and by use of
height finder for seen firing. At night targets were illumi-
nated when friendly fighters were not airborne or were out
of AA range.

Low OR DIVI~G ATTACKS

Low-level attacks on gun positions were quite unsuccess-
ful; the crews knew they were well protected and stood b~
their guns. Precut fuzes were kept in gun pits and pro\"ed
guite effective, as did incendiary pellet ammunition. Too.
each heavy AAA battery had a light AAA platoon (2Omm
or 37mm) assigned to the battery and deployed as a platoon
about 200-500 meters from the heavy AAA batten' for
local defense along the most likely aven~e of approach:

GENERAL COMMENTS

Radio is sufficiently secure from jamming to be con.
sidered a primary means bf communication.

At the beginning of tlie war it was thought that a hea\~
flak burst within thirty yards of a B-17 was sufficient to
prevent its return to its base. This danger area is no\\
believed to be only five yards.

LIGHTAA

Like the heavy AAi\, emphasis in the A \V's was on nre
power, and the fire unit was considered to be the platoon
of three guns-either 20mm or 37mm with ranges as fol-
lows:

Destrtlctive Fire Harassing Fire
20mm 1,200 meters up to 2,200 meters
37mm 2,000 meters up to 3,000 meters

The platoon operated under the central control of the
platoon leader and was capable of delivering a murderous
volume of fire. Guns within each platoon were sited thirIf

.....:.l
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l bit" meters apart and platoons 300-500 meters apart,
boih 20mm and 37mm guns.

[)elense of a bridge: Here again, fire power was stressed.
~ platoons were normally sited to support each other,

ing J very effective defense. ~o bridge strongly de-
knd~l was destroyed during the course of the war.

Defense of large objectives: There was no A \ V defense
large areas though A\ V defenses of point objecti,'es

thin J large area were established.
Defense of airfields: Throughout the war. the AAA

ions never included 'the defense of aircraft on the
field.

~

HIY in the war. when air superiority \\.'as maintained.
airfields were often completely undefended, the AA being

!in defense of industry. If the airfield was defended at
~. the hangars, workshops. and near-by oil. gasoline and

f
IHUl1ition dumps were protected by light AAA (2Omm

pi \ IGs only) mounted on top of hangars.
Commencing in 1943, when the Allies beoan gainino airv l ...,

t,

superiority. the oil, gasoline and ammunition dumps were
mo\'Cd from the vicinity of the hanoars and workshops to, 0

near one end of a runway. At least one platoon defended
each of these dumps. Then twO or more platoons were
placed 200-1,000 meters from that end of the runway to

protect aircraft about to land. The opposite end of the
runway was defended only when planes landed from that
direction. Such a defense served as a deterrent to discouraoe
Allied planes from following Gemlan planes in. 0

Defense of routes: A \V platoons defended vital points
along routes. such as defiles, etc., and the remainder of the
road was patrolled by Flakll'aggo/ls. If sufllcien t A \ V were
J\'ailable. the Flakwaggolls would not be employed.

Barrage fire: Barrage fire with A \Vs was \'Cry seldom
used.

Searchlights and radar with A \ V: Each platoon of r\ \ V.
had a searchlight and a sound locator as a part of the pla-
toon. There was no radar for use of the light AAA though
such use had bccn proposed.

lAAA Versus the JP's•

By Major William D. Workman, Jr., Coast Artillery Corps

The operational debut of jet propelled aircraft (within
hich category we include Hying bombs) has presented
wand challenging problems to the antiaircraft artillery-

IIlan-problems which bid fair to wax more and more dif-
kult with the further development and improvement of

t propulsion.
The Germans used jet propelled fighters in fair numbers

rctu.ring the last few spasmodic months of the Luftwaffe's
txlStence. So far as the Allied antiaircraft artillery is con-
ce~ne?, however, jet propulsion has been enc;untered

~

nclPallY thus far in the form of the Hying bomb, or
rolxll1~b,"with. which the Germans attacked London and

em'Hons dunno the summer of 1944.
I;>l..For the most part, piloted "JP's" were employed in the

~e of interceptors against formations of Allied bombers
orer Europe, but there were instances of OHler employment,
~ it is reasonable to anticipate that the near futu're will

ng considerable development in the use of "JP's" against
IlIrfaceinstallations.

This business of jet propulsion in and of itself would be
If onl" academic interest to the AA artillerymen were it

fo~ the terrific speeds attained by aircra'ft using such

motive power. These speeds greatly affect the problem
of AAA fire control and introduce difficulties which here-
tofore have been of a rather theoretical nature. v\lith the
increase of target velocity from the 300 miles per hour
range to the order of 600 miles per hour, more exacting de-
mands are placed on AAA personnel both as to training
and as to materiel.

In view of this, it is perhaps not as callous as would first
seem to say that despite the destruction wrought on Eng-
land by the robombs, their employment may be regarded as
helpful in some degree (at least to the AAA student), in
that they provided a valuable training aid fer the transition
from 300 to 600 miles per hour engagements. Furthermore,
they provided the basis for test firings which were at least
partially controlled, and afforded British and American ar-
tillerymen a wealth of statistical data upon which to base
future tests and developments.

As AAA targets, the robombs possessed certain character-
istics which, though introducing new difficulties, neverthe-
less had some compensations. The item of speed, for ex-
ample, \\'as not without some benefit, for it made for less
irreoularitv in Hioht. This feature, noticeable in the ro-o _ I;>
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A destroyed ME262 jet propelled plane left on the Reich Autobahn near Leipheim, Germany.
Signal C~TJIl

bombs with their a\"erage speed of approximately 325 miles
per hour, is expected to be e\"en more apparent as velocities
in the 600 mph range are reached. The proportion of rec-
tilinear flight will be increased because the sheer speed
of the aircraft will permit of fewer deviations from straight
flight. Apropos of this speed factor, it might be fitting to
remark parenthetically that the terrific velocities antici-
pated will make the enemy air crew's problem of ta;-gct
location, identification and attack extremely difficult at any
of the low altitudes,

Another help affordcd the AAA gunners by the robombs
was the matter of visibility at night, when most of the
bombs were launched. The vivid red exhaust Hames pro-
vided a target indicator which not only was better than
having searchlight illumination but which generally af-
forded a better "bull's-eye" by night than did the craft it-
self by day.

A third, and perhaps the most gratifying, compensation of
the robombs was their unexcelled capability for registering
hits. Once effectively struck by AAA fire, the bombs either
\\'ould explode violently in mid-air or would plunge to the
surface and detonate there. There was none of that exas-
perating business of having a badly hit target aircraft glide
or limp away out of sight before crashing or exploding.
That single item alone served as an important morale factor,
as it made for Pile placing of credit where credit was due,
a matter very dear to the hearts of all AAA gun crews.

In the opening days of the flying bomb assault, the anti-
aircraft artillery played an important but not overly effec-
tive role in a defensive team which included naval craft,
interceptor aircraft, AAA guns and automatic weapons,
and barrage balloons. At that stage of the battle of the
bombs, the antiaircraft artillery was disposed some distance
inland, in which positions the artillery accounted for
only 23% of the robombs destroyed in one 3D-day period.
However, along with considerable improvements in tech-

nique and materiel, the need for several tactical chang
became apparent and the guns were redisposed accordingh. I
They were moved from inland positions to that section oil,
the coast over which the robombs passed en route to Lon '
don. There they were formed into a belt of ouns and auto- :, 0
matic weapons coverino the entire sector of entry.

,0 I

As a consequence of improvements in technique and.
tactics, the rate of bombs destroyed b)' AAA fire beoan t I,01
rise appreciably. On the basis of actual results, the ratio 01;
robombs credited to AAA rose from the 23% cited abo\'c t

55% for the six-week period immediately following the
changes. If the destruction caused by the barrage balloon- .
is to be credited to the AAA, the percentage stands at 631',

The use of balloons against robombs necessitated a fel
changes in balloon employment, for there were differen;
factors to be considered. For one thing, there was no "P,I"
chological effect" on the pilotless aircraft, obviously, Can.
sequently, whereas the mere threat of .striking a cable ha
deterred the Germans from flying into balloon-defended
areas below the operational height of the balloons, it nOI
became essential that the balloons be emplaced so as to ob-l
tain the greatest practicable number of strikes. Further
more, it was more difficult to achieve these impacts due t

the considerably smaller wing span of the robombs as op-
posed to German bombers.

Ho\\'ever, the balloons were disposed in a screen south.
east of London and sited for the maximum cable densirt
consistent with other tactical factors. l'n this role, thel
served well, accounting for as much as 7% of all destruc
tion in one period. German appreciation of their effecli\e-
ness was indicated bv the discovef\' that some of the bombs
were being fitted with cable cutters, as had been some It

the ]u-88's and He-Ill's during the Luftwaffe's bombin{
of Britain.

So far as the antiaircraft artillery was concerned. l!lt
guns did the bulk of the work and deserve the lion's sha
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German V-I buzz bomb, Bad Neustadt, Germany.

the credit. American 90mm and British 3.7-inch ouns
b

re used, but the bulk of the radar and other fire control
uipment used was American. As one U. S. group com-

jl8nder stated, the particular combination of American
teriel used for the robomb-kiIling job was "the answer
3 maiden's prayer." StilI further praise was forthcoming
J1l 3 British general officer, who said that the reason
nited States antiaircraft artillerymen were on the job
tead of British troops alone was that U. S. equipment was

'SUperiorto any on earth for this particular type of target."
He added that the record was evidence that the U.S. troops
tnew how to use that equipment.

The success gained in combating the flying bombs spurred
A \ 3rtillerymen to greater efIorts in planning for the
fJlI'3gement of 600 mph targets. Tests were conducted

f

bOlh in this country and in Great Britain with the goal of
determining the capabilities of present equipment in
dealing with such high speed targets and the requirements

l
forfurther developments in training, technique, tactics

and materiel. \Vhile the results of these tests necessarilv
are classified, it can be said that many factors were brougl{t
up for fresh consideration and studv. from the anoles of

" b
• both automatic weapons and gun gunnery.

Gunnery, however, is not the sole matter concerned, for
is obvious that, for one thing, the scope, ranoe and (Jen-

......... LJ e
eral effectiveness of warning services, visual and radar,
must be increased. Not onlv does this become necessarv
for guns and searchlights, but for automatic weapons a"s

ell. Along with the need for earlier detection ooes the
need for earlier identification .. b

Included in materiel comiderations i"s the matter of
tracking, for whether the targets be flying at minimum alti-
udes or great heights, rates for all guns and instruments

.. ill be much faster. Furthermore, major changes in alti-
I de will be more sudden, for some of the JP's alreadv in
action are estimated to have a rate of climb of app;oxi-
lnately 10,000 feet per minute at the higher altitudes.

The greater speeds wiII have a pronounced effect on per-
orrnance data currenth- listed for AAA weapons. For ex-

pie. Tl\ I 4-260 defines "effecti\'e ceilin-(J" arbitrarilv
: "the maximum height at which a directl): approaching

craft flying at a ground speed of 300 mph can be en-tged by an AA gun battery for 20 seconds, assuming the
CStround is fired at maximum fuze, and the last round is

ired at 70 degrees quadrant elevation." '\lith this as a
Lasis,the maximum effective ceilino of AAA ouns immedi-

b " •

ltely is lowered by several thousand feet when 600 mph
lIrgets are contemplated.

This decrease in the ceiling is not the only effect of the

high speeds, for e\'en though 20 seconds of fire at the
lower altitude is possible. rounds fired along the course of
the target wiII ha\'e a linear density only one-half of that
produced in fire against 300 miles per hour' targets. It be-
comes apparent, therefore, that higher rates of fire and
shorter times of flight (i.e., higher muzzle velocities) are
needed to restore fire density against high speed targets.

The tactical dispositions of both guns and automatic
,,'eapons necessarily will be changed somewhat in the
face of attacks by jet-propelled aircraft. It requires no
slide rule to realize that the Initial Bomb Release Line for
a 600 miles per hour bomber wiII be removed almost twice
as far from the objective as will that for a 300 miles per
hour plane. Similarly, the Critical Zone wiII be doubled in
width although unchanged in time length. Consequently,
to bring fire to bear in advance of the lBRL, guns must
be moved farther from the objective, thereby requiring a
greater number of batteries to provide a gun density equal'
to that against 300 miles per hour targets.

To cite figures which apply to just one set of conditions,
consider a 600 mph bomber attacking an objective from an
altitude of 25,000 feet with 500-pound SAP bombs. \\lith
an allowance of '1,500 yards as the approximate distance of
trail for that altitude and speed, the plane would reach the
Initial Bomb Release Line at a point 7,200 yards ( 4.1 miles)
from the objective. A bombing run of 60 seconds would
create a Critical Zone of 18,000 yards (10.3 miles). The
point at which the attacking pla~e would begin its bomb-
ing run, therefore, would be 25,200 yards (14.4 miles)
from the objective. If the objective were large, as it likely
would be under these conditions, the area to be cO\'ered
by gun fire would be tremendous.

The high speed of jet propelled aircraft will affect the
problem in still another light, for if current time data for
the settling of rates, drill time and time of flight are as-
sumed, the target aircraft moving at 600 miles per hour
wiII be almost upon the lBRL by the time the first bursts
occur along the flight path of the plane. The true Critical
Zone, as a consequence, dwindles to a fraction of its former

Army Air Forces Photo
A radio radio-controlled flak rocket, launched from the
ground, was intended for use against our bombers. The Nazis

were developing such weapons at war's end.
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size. thereby necessitating eyen more accurate fire control. Thus it may be seen that the tasks confronting the :\.-\;
Going back to the set of conditions cited abo\'e. if just with the ad\'ent of jet-propelled aircraft. while by no mea

10 seconds were allowed for settling of rates and drill time insum10untable. are ne\'ertheless formidable. In the neVer
combined. and 30 sec~nds for time of Hight. the resuiting ending bout between aircraft and antiaircraft. a new round
-lO-second period would permit the 600 miles per hour is coming up. and the fight will go on with nEW tricl.
plane to tra\'e! 12.000 yards. or exactly two-thirds the entire added to the repertoire of each of the opponents and \\iib
distance of the Critical Zone. no holds barred.

-------------------------------------------------~-

Trial Fire for 90mm Gun Batteries

3. ROCKET PLANE. Purest and simplest
form of jet propulsion. Oxygen (usually
in liquid form) and fucl (alcohol or gaso-
line) are piped directly into combustion
chamber and ignited. Continuous blast
which results sends craft forward. Speed
regulated by metering of fuel. Carrying its
own oxygen, rocket plane is independent
of air; when range-giving fuels are de
veloped, it will ascend to and Ay in airless
spaces 100 miles above earth. Common
fallacy is that jet blast slams against air.
driving craft forward. Fact: plane would
work as well in vacuum. Principle same as
in jet plane above-for every action. an
equal and opposite reaction. German \'-2
rocket, which shot to 60-mile height at
speed of 3,600 m.p.h., was precursor.
Given retarding and landing devices.
could have carried passenger. ROCkel
pI,"" "m ),'gdy ;" ,hwot;"l "'80. _

j
•I

Drnwim:::s from Lockhe{'d and '\.t..~tinghouse.

*From The Rotarian, by permission.

2, TURBINE-PROPELLER combination.
Here the gas turbine described above is
compounded with a standard airplane pro-
pelIer, an arrangement which retains the
advantages of the jet-type engine and yet
avoids its low-dl;ciency factor at speeds
under 500 miles an hour. In this applica-
tion, the propelIer does the work, the vio.
lent jet blast being largely absorbed by a
larger turbine fan and by velocity-reduc-
ing devices. \Vide use is predicted for this
combination: it will power new planes,
will replace the complicated reciprocating
engines on existing aircraft. Adapted, the
gas turbine may also drive locomoti\'es,
buses, electrical generators, and perhaps
even automobiles.

A Layman's Introquction to the Jet-Engined Planes of Tomorrow*
By Hall L Hibbard

L JET PLANE. Air scooped in at the nose
streams to blower, which compresses it in
combustion chamber; fuel is injected at
high pressure. Resulting mixture is ignited
by red-hot glow plug, to give continuous
explosion of tremendous force. Escaping
rearward. the exhausting gases drive tur-
bine wheeL which in turn. drives the
initial compressor blower. Then, blasting
out of exhaust nozzle at tail, the explosive
force drives entire craft forward. Principle
involved: For even' action there is an
equal and opposite 'reaction. This engine
is called a gas turbine; development of
new heat-resistant metals made it possible.
Has but one moving part, burns cheap
fuels, may largely replace conventional
aircraft engines, An air breather, it cannot
lea\'e earth's atmosphere. Shooting Star
is an example of this type of airplane.

By Captain E. P. Carter, Coast Artillery Corps
EDITOH's NOTE: As a mcmbcr of a GUllller)' Illstructioll

T eum ill the ETO, Captaill Carter received ll11lllerolls

C0111111clldatiollSfrolll hattnlioll, group, mId brigade com-
malulers.

GE~ERAL

The purpose of trial fire is to determine the unknown
errors of the gun, ammunition, and meteorological data,
and not to shoot out the determinable errors of the fire con-

J

trol eguipment. To obtain accurate corrections to compen.,
sate for unknown errors, accurate preparation for trial fire
should be made. Level, orientation and synchronization of
all eguipment and adjustment of SCR 584 and 1\1-9 Direc-
tor should be carefully checked, and the trial fire problem
should be computed by longhand or chart prior to firing.

CmmuCT OF TRIAL FIRE

T rial fire should be conducted: (I) \Vhen a new lot of--
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Calculation of firing data for those batteries using the
Director 1\ 1-9 based on IT 90 AI\-B-2 differs only in the
method of applying corrections to the Director whe~ check-
ing Director output.

Computation of TSP data are made, using IT 90 A1\-3
exactlv as outlined above.

Firing table corrections, based on \VDTC No.9, to-
gether with a plus 2 mil azimuth spot (drift correction)
must be applied to the Director in addition to the normal
ballistic effects.

Subtract 0.1 fuze number from Director output. TC
No.9 says subtract 0.1 fuze number from fuze output of
M-7 Director. This is due to a Aat 0.1 fuze error in the B-2
tables. The same error exists in the 1\1-9 fuze SeIYO but

firing data for the final altitu~e and horizontal range after
all corrections ha\'e been applied. In order to check the
computations made by the Director and to fire a trial shot
problem, an altitude and horizontal range are chosen, and
the corresponding quadrant elevation and fuze are selected
from the firing table. The gun is fired with this quadrant
elevation and this fuze. Computations are made to deter-
mine the location of the TSP with respect to the radar.
The trial shot point is located by adding algebraically the
separate effects to the altitude and horizontal range chosen.
This TSP is the point of aim and the data for this point
are set into the Director. The firing data as then read on
the Director should correspond with the data initially
selected and set on the guns. See sample problem.

Select convenient values of quadrant elevation and fuze
from FT 90 I\A-B-3 corresponding to even values of I-I and
R. Select a firing azimuth in the field of fire. These values
are firing data and are set on the gun and the fuze without
change, except that calibration corrections are applied.

List the ballistic effects on altitude, range and azimuth
of all non-standard conditions and parallax based on alti-
tude, range and azimuth selected.

Determine the coordinates of the trial shot point from
the radar by adding algebraically those ballistic effects to
°the altitude, range and azimuth selected.

Using the altitude and horizontal range thus determined,
solve for angular height and slant range to the TSP with
the slide rule, M- I.

Set the slant range to the TSP on the radar, and lay
radar on azimuth and angular height to TSP as directed by
selsyn indicator at the tracker. Check dial readings at
computer in tractor test. The radar is now laid on the TSP
and may be used to determine the lateral, vertical and slant
range (Ieviations of the burst. \Vhen using the radar scope
for observing deviations, it must be checked and adjusted
so that the line of sight from the scope to a target is parallel
to the electrical axis of the radar beam.

Set necessarv corrections for non-standard conditions and
parallax on the' computer. If the problem has been properly
computed, any differences between director output data
and firing data originally set on the guns will be an indica-
tion of range system errors. If error exists beyond the direc-
tor tolerances, and the director is known to be in good
operating condition as a result of check problems, then
calculations should be rechecked.

POZIT 1\i\lJ\IlI~tTION

With Pozit, it is still important that accurate developed
uzzle \'elocitv be determined, for ati inaccurate 1\,IV set
to the director will affect time of Right which in turn
ects all predictions. In order to obtain the maximum ac-
racy from Pozit ammunition, trial fire should be con-
Cled with deep cavity projectile with booster and time-

hanical fuze.

METIIODS OF CALCULATING FIRING DATA FOR TRIAL FIRE

Ihe following method of calculating firing data for trial
e has been suggested by Fire Control and Instruction
ea~s because of its accuracy and simplicity. Each cor-
t.lOnplaced in the 1\ 1-9 Director changes the alti tude and
zontal range \'alues, and the Director computes the

tEorroR'S NOTE: Radar spotting is considered preferable to spotting
an 0, station because of frequent errors in determination of length

2zimurh of base line and errors in orientation of the 0, instrument.
St>octingfrom an 0, station for calibration firing is preferable to spotting

a radar because only the comparison of results obtained from the
e guns ;s required; errors in base line data and orientation of the

'rument do not affect these results.

nunition is recein'd, (2) \ \'hen there is reason to be-
"t'th.ll the met message is \'ery much in eqor. or (3)
dctermine developed muzzle \'e1ocit)' after approxi-

Irk each 200 rounds fired per gun.
\~rll1alh'. trial fire should be conducted onlv for the

~

se or' dete~mining the de\'eloped mu:zle n;locity. If
ronditions listed above should not obtam, one problem
Id be fired each \\'eek by each battery.

• The present radiosonde meteorological messages are the
t accurate messages it is no\\' possible to obtain. Density

onc of the largest ballistic effects, and the present radio-
Ie densities are accurate within 0.02%. \Vind direction
~peed are well within the limits of accuracy required
\:\ fire. Consequently, it very seldom should be neces-
to conduct trial fire for the purpose of shooting out

lrorological message errors.

ACCURACY I~ TRIAL FIRE

In order to determine de\'eloped muzzle velocity accu-
lei\' bv means of trial fire, e\'en' effort should be made to
minaie errors. Accurate calc~lation of firing data will
linate range equipment errors. Selection of a trial shot

'111 at a short range will minimize the effects of exterior
lIistics. The guns should be carefully oriented and fuzes
uld be set exactly to the proper value and checked.

Before each round is fired the levels of the gun should
checked. and after the piece is loaded the gun should be

in elevation with a gunner's quadrant. \Vith a minus
p. the last motion of the gun should be an increase in
'alion. Radar spotting is preferable to spotting from
O~ station.'" For accurate radar spotting in range, the

COO-yardscope should be carefully calibrated. The spotter
ust be alert to spot the range at the instant of burst; how-

• er. a \\'ell trained spotter, using the auxiliary spotting
les that have been provided, should be able to spot bursts
thin 20 yards of the correct range.
It is suggested that lateral and vertical deviations from
be spotted with a BC scope as well as with the radar
tting scope.
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was omitted since the smallest fuze correction that can be
applied to the 1\ 1-9 Director is 1%.

For fire for effect, the 0.1 fuze correction should be ap-
plied to the fuze setter of each gun during synchronization.

The above method of calculating firing data lends itself
readily to spotting only from 01. If spotting is from 01 and
02, it will be necessary to compute 01-02 data after the
coordinates of the TSP ha,'e been determined.

.\larcll-

The muzzle \'elocit,. correction as the result of trial
may be d~termined f~om the chart by using the 3\"

vertical and slant range deviations.
It is recommended that trial shot charts for other poin ,

be constructed in similar manner. a
It is recommended that Bauery Commanders keep a

tailed record of all trial fire problems computed. This Tel:

ord should remain with the fire unit and be a,-ailable f
future reference .•
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~liIitary history records, on the one hand, the unceasing
arts of one group or another to gain an advantage over

opposition by the introduction of hitherto unknown
pons or tactical concepts. On the other hand, it also
rds the speedy development of effective countermeas.

s which have tended to restore the equilibrium between
offense and defense and which havc at times tippcd the

les in favor of the latter. Thus, the tank has been re-
ured in effectivcness through the use of mines, traps or

ricades, antitank guns, and the bazooka, while the air-
ft as an offensive weapon has been oreatlv reduced ino -'
ecti\'eness by the development of interceptor aircraft and
[iaircraft artillery. As technological progrcss has acceler-
ed. so has the rate of development of offensive measures
d defensive countermeasures, with a new and complicat-
g fartor now interposed in the form of counter counter-
asures .
.\t the end of \Vorld \Var II, it appeared that the offense
as definitely getting out of hand, what with the advent of

atomic bomb and the introduction of bomb-carrying
i~iles whose speeds were far beyond the capabilities of

• isting defensive weapons. \Vhereas, in the past, a defense
ainst attack from the air could be considered successful
it destroyed as much as twenty per cent of the attacking
rre, because in so doing it exercised a strong deterrent
ainst a repetition of the attack, in the future the criterion
~ucress must be one hundred per cent destruction on the
[arker, since an enemy will be able to accept extremely
ary losses in non-piloted missiles in order to place a
gle atomic bomb on a vital target. For this reason, above
Iothers, the problem of developing an effective defense
ainst attack from the air is perhaps the most perplexing
the many postwar problems which confront our armed
res.
It is fortunate that the war in Europe was brought to a
cessful conclusion before the enemy could exploit the
entially great advantage offered by his V-2 missile, for
\! the opportunity is afforded for a deliberate program of
ntermeasures development, which should be able to
p pace with continued development of the types of of-
ire missiles against which these countermeasures would

applied.
As the German blitzkrieg of 1939 and 1940 introduced
I~improved types of those weapons which were well

'n in 1918, employed it is true under new tactical con-
. so at the beginning of any future war it is reasonable

assume that the weapons of 1945 will again make their
rance, in an improved form. Thus, it can be expected
aircraft of reatlv increased seeds, 0 rating radii,

ceilings. bomb loads, and armor protection will, at the out-
set. perform substantially the same missions as the 1945
models, supplemented or supplanted wherever possible by
ground-to-ground missiles in both the tactica~ and the stra-
teoic roles. In the same manner, Antiaircraft Artillery, b)'o -'

•whate\'er name it may become known, can be expected to
employ greatly improved types of existing weapons and
other weapons yet to be perfected, in a single, unified
ground-ta-air effort. Furthermore, the reccnt war having
demonstrated that there is a limit to the manpower resources
of even so powerful a nation as the United States, it appears
logical that, in the interest of economy of force, ground-to-
air weapons will continue, as far as practicable, to have dual
purpose ground-to-ground capabilities, so that, as the empha-
sis shifts from the defensive, these weapons and the troops
manning them can be employed increasingly to reinforce
the offensive effort. Parenthetically, it can be expected that
any aggressor nation will make every effort beforehand to
resist an attack from the air by dispersing key industries
and by placing all possible vital installations well under
ground. Hence it follows that, as in the past, the issue of
any futurc war will probably be settled by ground action.

Unpopular though it may be at this time to speak of
future wars, one would be turning his back upon history
and lacking in realism if he did not consider the possibility
of war, and attempt to devise adequate means for meeting
any emergency, however sudden, that might arise. Viewed
in this light, the problem of keeping effective weapons
continuously in the hands of Antiaircraft Artillery troops
may be considered as involving three concurrent develop-
mental aspects:

a. To develop and apply such necessary modifications to
existing equipment as will insure that the capabilities of this
equipment are exploited to the utmost.

b. By a long-term program of research and development,
to produce ultimately greatly imprO\'ed antiaircraft artillery
weapons and associated equipment, similar to existing types,
which will be capable of competing successfully with high-
speed aircraft of the future.

c. Also, Dya long-term program of research and develop-
ment, to produce some form of guided missile, or other
revolutionary device, which will be capable of destroying
other missiles while they are in Right.

Although it is not proposed to discuss in this article the
details of any of the three programs outlined abo\'e, assur-
ance can be given that all possibilities for the development
of improved antiaircraft artillery equipment are being care-
fully considered by the responsible military agencies, and
that the talents of eminently qualified scientists and indus-
trial engineers are being devoted to the furtherance of such

rograms.
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24.9% were hit during the first six months of 19-H: and
23.0% \\'ere hit during the three months period ending ?eP-
tember 1944. In numbers, this rate was startling: f~
3,360 to 4,453 bombers returned with Aak damage in e'd(

of the six months ending in September 1944-a monthl
a\'erage just about double the total number damaged b
Hak in the entire first year of operation. All efforts of the
Air Forces to reduce Aak damage were apparently off,.,..
by the fact that they had to increasingly fly over target>
defended by more and more guns and against impro\"ed
enemy equipment, gunnery and ammunition. ",

* * *
Enemv Aak became so effective that in November 19-Hf

General' James H. Doolittle, the Commanding General:l
Eighth Air Force, caused a study to be made of means to
lessen the losses. As a result of this study, the follo\\"in~
principles of bomber operation were evolved for condition~
of the European Theater: r

Avoid ~ying over ~ak defenses en route to mId frolll tIlt \
target. Enter mid lemJe ti,e target area on courses ll'lliChl
cross over the weakest ~ak defenses in ti,e shortest possible
time, i.e., with allowmlces for ti,e wind vector.

These tactics were applied continuously, and unque~ f
tionably prevented a great deal of flak damage and 105\.

Constant efforts were made to obtain accurate infonnal
tion as to the location of flak defenses, to plan the routeI
in, the route over the target, and the route back to a\"Oid

lflak, and to improve navigntion so as to ensure that the
planned routes were Hown.

Fly at the Iligllest altitude consistent witll otller defel/si1'(
mId offensive considerations.

Operations were consistently planned for bombing al
the highest altitudes consistent with other offensive and
defensive considerations. V/hile there was some general
lowering of the average nltitude, primarily in the case.
of tactical targets, there was no appreciable lowering rl
altitude against heavily defended targets.

Piau the spacing mId axis of attack of bombing 1l11its t
make the fullest use of radio COll1ltermea511res.

Starting in October 1943 the Eighth Air Force firs~
employed the radio countermeasure "carpet" and in De-
cember 1943 they first employed the radio ~ountennea~.
ure "window." The objective was to jam the enemy'
radar so that under "unseen" conditions he would It
forced to use the much less efficient barrage fire, and
under "seen" conditions he would be forced to use opt~
cal ranoe finders with a resultant decrease in accuraCY'l
The gr~atest effectiveness of radio countenneasur~s can
be obtained onlv when: (1) enouoh carpet or wlI1do\\_ 0 I
is used to obscure the enemy's radar screen complete \
(The amount required varies directly in proportion r
the number of bombers Aying together as a unit) a~
(2) bombers Av close enouoh to the source of their pl\'

,0 A .
tection. Very little protection is afforded to uni ts ~1P.

two miles or more from carpet equipped aircraft: tit
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The Air Forces learned in Europe that Hak is a major
hazard. The pilot who fle\\' the missions doesn' t need sta-
tistics but for us who \\'ere not so fortunate-or unfortunate
-as to get our information the firsthand hard way, let's
let the record speak. After all. the record helps to detemline
future Air Forces tactics and that's the nut we're interested
m.

The charts show some interesting figures. Six times as
many heavy U. S. bombers were damaged by enemy flak
2S were damaged by enemy fighters. As to actual heavy
bomber losses, the enemy fighters held the edge over flak
until 1\ lay-] une 1944 when flak took o\'er the lead ..

There was a steady increase in the relative importance of
Hak until in June, July, and August 1944 flak accounted
for about 66% of the 700 bombers lost and 98% of the
] 3,000 bombers damaged. Flak, always a major cause of
loss and damage, had steadily increased in relative im-
portance to become the greatest single combat hazard.

No matter how manv or how few bombers attacked, the
same approximate per~entage returned with flak damage.

For instance, 26.2% of the attacking bombers were hit
by Aak during the six months ending December 1943;
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optimum spacing between two carpet equipped aircraft
is about one mile. For window protection against the
German type radar in use at the time, bombing units
flew within 4,000 feet of the window trail left by pre-
ceding aircraft. However, a bombing unit receives no
protection from the windml.' it releases and therefore
window protection of leading bombing units depends
on window released ahead of the bomber force, perhaps
by specially equipped bombers or fighter-bombers. Suc-
ressful execution of this tactic might effectively conceal
the entire bombing force under "unseen" conditions.

Minimize the nu-mher of bombers ~ying together as a
KJ,nbingunit.

If the individual elements of a twelve or eighteen air-
craft bombing unit are spread out 1,000 feet in trail, the
flak risk is reduced by at least one-half. This formation
is very difficult of operation, however, and is considered
impractical due primarily 1!0 vulnerability to enemy
fighter aircraft and difficulty in maintaining formation.
Furthermore, if the separate elements of a formation are
extended in trail, it requires individual sighting for both
range and deflection, and additional blind bombing
equipment.

At first the Eighth Air Force tried to b}>mbby ele-
ments of three aircraft but the intensity of enemy fighter
opposition quickly forced them to increase the size of the
bombing unit to six and then to eighteen aircraft.

In the latter part of 1943 the eighteen-plane formation
was reduced to a twelve-plane formation, primarily to
eliminate trailing elements, introduce greater maneuver-
ability, reduce flak risks, and present a solid wall of fire
against nose and tail attacks.

Increase the spread of the entire formation in altitude
md breadth to reduce the risk from barrage fire.

The primary danger is from accurate firing methods
and it is seldom possible to predict when the enemy may
use or be forced to use the less efficient barrage fire. This
makes it impractical to plan a maneuver or a formation
to reduce the risk from barrage fire. However, we can
appraise our formation or proposed formations from the
standpoint of vulnerability to barrage fire-when, if and
as used.

Increasing the length in trail did not decrease barrage
risks but barrage risks did decrease with an increased
vertical or lateral dimension of the entire formation. If
the enemy increased the dimensions of his barrage box
in proportion to the increased vertical or lateral dimen-
sions of our entire formation, his density of fire in the
area through which our bombers flew \vas decreased and
each bomber was thereby subjected to a smaller risk. If
the enemy did not increase the dimensions of his barrage
box while we increased the vertical or lateral dimensions
of the entire formation, the bombers outside of his bar-
rage box got a risk-free ride.

Close up in trail so as to reduce the time between attacks
of successive bombing units and thus saturate the enemy
ffakdefenses when they are employing continuously pointed
Or predicted concentration firing tactics.

FJak guns employing accurate firing methods have
definite limitations in their rate and continuitv of fire.
They get hot and haw to cool off. and they mu~t allow a
fe\\' seconds for the transfer of fire whenever thev cease
firing at one bombing unit and plan to fire at a s~cceed-
ing bombing unit.

If we fly successive targets of bombing units in trail
three or more minutes behind each other we create an
ideal situation for the flak gun. Then, each gun can fire
a maximum number of rounds at the first target, change
targets, and fire a maximum number of rounds at a suc-
ceeding target.

The more bombers we can get within a given interval
the greater the reduction in flak risk per bombing unit.
For instance, when our bombers fly at 20,000 feet and at
260 MPH ground speed on a course tangent to the dead
zone of 88mm flak guns firing one shell every four sec-
onds, two wings flying eleven miles apart instead of four
miles apart are exposed to around twice as many shells
-and the trailing wing is exposed to about three times
as many shells per gun; three bombing units flying two
miles apart instead of one mile apart in trail are exposed
to about 18% more shells-and the trailing units are ex-
posed to around 60% more shells per gun.

By using t\'\'o or more bombing units abreast, a sub-
stantial reduction will be made in the trail length of the
formation. Unfortunately, most targets do not lend them-
selves to bombing \\'ith units abreast and the only means
of effectively saturating the enemy's flak defenses is to
close up in trail. Properly flown, close formations in trail
would also obtain maximum protection from radio
countermeasures, ",muld reduce the hazard from enemy
fighters and would reduce the area to be guarded by our
fighter escort.
Evasive action.

Evasive action offered large possibilities in reducing
flak risks. Its object was to prevent the enemy from
calculating the future position of our bombers. The pos-
sibilities of taking effective evasive action were, however,
limited by the size and lack of maneuverability of the
formations flown. Evasive action by groups or wings
must be planned so as to maintain the desired fighter de-
fensive character of the formation, permit achievement
of the briefed bombing altitudes and headings, and be
coordinated to enable assembly at the rallying point
without loss of time.

Generally, the plans for evasive action by groups in-
cluded flying groups at different altitudes, starting bomb-
ing run at altitude different from that used in crossing
coast defenses, changing altitude by at least 1,000 feet
(preferably diving) between the LP. and the bomb run
(when selected LP. is too close to the target, such alti-
tude change was made prior to the LP.); loss of altitude
after "bombs a\vay" and on withdrawal; making turns
onto bomb run and after "bombs mvay" as sharp as is
consistent with other flight requirements; minimizing the
length of the bomb run; making irregular changes in
course of at least 20° every rn'entv to fortv seconds, ex-
cept on the bomb run; and feinting to\vard ;nother target
when -possible.



By Lieutenant Colonel Jesse o. Gregory

Headaches of Strategic Bombin
vantages of slower ground speed. there is some indican
that. as ground speeds approach 500 mph. the effect
bombing accuracy with current methods will be p
nounced.

In practice it is seldom feasible or desirable to mah
bomb run directly into or with the wind. The normal con
dition is when one component of the wind vector blows t
aircraft to the right or left and the other component I

creases or decreases the air speed. The aircraft is then ~
to "drift" and the drift angle, the difl'erence in directi
between the ground track and the longitudinal axis (head
ing) of the aircraft, must be set into the bomb sight by th
bombardier. Modern bomb sights are mechanically COli

structed to compute drift corrections as high as twenty-fil
to thirty degrees, but large drift settings usually result in
low order of bombing accuracy. The command bombardi
prefers that the drift angle not exceed eight to ten degrel'
\Vhen flying at 25,000 feet altitude and 250 mph true ai
speed this condition is met with a fifty mph wind not greate
than 45 0 from the rear or 300 from the front of the aircraft

Targets which are poorly illuminated are difl1cult t
identify and to keep centered in the bomb sight during tilt,
sighting operation. Bombardiers prefer to have the targl
illuminated by a source of light (the Sun) which is bchinl
the bombardier. The direction and altitude of the sun
varies with the season of the vear, the time of da\', and th
latitude of the target area. The writer is unaw;re of am
studies conducted to determine the effect of sun direction
and altitude on bombing accuracy; however, in at least 0

air force operating over German)' a lateral angle of 50°
either side of the sun in winter and decreasing to 30° i
summer was avoided whenever possible.

Propeller-driven aircraft produce a considerable amoun
of turbulence in the air which is commonly called "pr
wash." This turbulent air results in the inability of a sing
aircraft to fly straight and level or for a forrn;tion to s~~
together when the interval between successive elements Ir

the same sky volume is less than t\\'o minutes. For th
reason elements of bombing formations are stacked in alu
tude within the limitations imposed by the fact that aircrak
flv somewhat faster at higher altitudes, and winds are USl!

ally stronger at higher altitudes but not always from the
same direction. One form of attacking unit which was cOP
sidered standard was a thirty-six aircraft group composed
four squadrons of nine aircraft each, so stacked in altitu
that the whole group formation was approximately 1.
feet deep. These groups were then flown in column J
two-minute intervals. At the target each squadron bom
separately, the maneuver at the initial point being arran~
so as to bring the separate squadrons across the target i.
approximately thirty-second intef'.'als. Exact timing of a
operations is extremely difficult and the timings descri
here were seldom made good in combat, but they "oe.
values selected for planning as being within the linll'
of capabilities.

r ircraft constitute the most serious threat

EDITOR'S NOTE: Colollel Gregor)' joilled ihe Eightll Air
Force July 19-+3 ill Ellglmld as Assistmlt Flak Allalysis
officer alld was head of that SectienJ from April 19-1-l to
JIIly 1945.

It is axiomatic that AAA materiel can be most efficiently
deployed and controlled only after we know and unde;-
stand the capabilities and limitations of the enemy air arm
we are defending against. The following discussion of
strategic ':x>mbing is presented with a view to giving the
antiaircraltsman a basic understanding of those Air Corps
problems that reflect in the AAA mission.

So far as strategic bombing is concerned, bombing by
formations of planes is desirable because of the increased
mutual protection from enemy fighters, the need of a
smaller number of experienced and well-trained pilots,
navigators and bombardiers, and the simplicity of control.
In addition, friendly fighter escort is simplified, larger
forces are enabled to be concentrated at single objectives
without danger or fear of collision or of bombing one an-
other, radar countermeasures are generally more efficient,
and only one aircraft per formation is required to be
manned and e<)uipped with the increased weight of per-
sonnel and equipment .required for non-visual bombing
techniques.

Bombardment aircraft are so constructed and loaded that
they can carry a light load of bombs over long distances or a
heavy load of bombs over short distances. In the first case,
the aircraft would carrv a full load of fuel and in the latter
case the heavier bomb 'load would be compensated for by a
lighter fuel load. In either of the two loadings the cruising
range (endurance) can be considerably increased if .routes
and altitudes can be selected so that the aircraft will be
flying with the wind. Conversely, an aircraft which flies
against the wind will be slowed down and its range reduced.
Before any air operation a staff navigator must compute the
speeds, distances, times and fuel consumption for the
projected flight path. \Vhen the computed fuel consump-
tion exceeds a value which has been determined as exces-
sive it will be necessary to make some compromise on
loading or route plan.

At 25,000 feet, and in still air, the B-17 aircraft will flv
at a ground speed of about 240 mph; a headwind of 100
mph decreases the ground speed to 140 mph and a tail
wind increases the speed to 340 mph. At the slower speed
the aircraft becomes a much more desirable target from the
antiaircraft gunnery point of view. for two to four times
the number of projectiles can be fired than would be possible
if the wind were used to increase the ground speed. (It is
interesting to note that few, if any, of the many German
flak commanders interrogated after V-E Day advocated
the shifting of gun defenses toward the prevailing wind.)

In visual bombing, high ground speeds have a tendency
to increase the range error of the bomb pattern while slow
ground speed .tends to decrease this error. Alt?ough th~ ad-
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routes, selecting the aircraft heading for attack, and deter-
mining the bombing altitude.

Routes will usually be selected so that the aircraft are
exposed to a minimu~ of fire from gun defenses other than
those at the target. OccaSionally, because of considerations
previously mentioned and because large formations do not
turn easily ea turn in route greater than 700 is usually
considered undesirable), Bight over known defended areas
had to be made. At such times evasive action and radio
countermeasures were used to reduce the effectiveness of
the AA defenses.

The selection of aircraft heading at the target, from the
antiaircraft point of view, is made after careful considera-
tion of the gun disposition around the target and the direc-
tion and velocity of the forecast wind. Then it is possible to
compute the relative chance of damage for aircraft ap-
proaching the target on any of several headings. These
computations are made by "Flak Analysts" who are usually
especially trained antiaircraft officers on permanent duty
with the Intelligence Section in Air Force Headquarters.

The accuracy and effective range of antiaircraft weapons
is considerably affected by the altitude of the target aircraft
so that the expected efficiency and intensity of the ground
defenses is a primary factor in the selection of bombing
altitudes. Excessive altitude, on the other hand, introduced
certain undesirable factors some of which were: decrease
in bombing accuracy; decrease in bomb loadings, range, or
both; increased load on engines with a resultant increase in
engine failure; increase in the supply of oxygen and warm
clothing required for aircrews and a resultant increase in
casualties due to anoxia and exposure.

Formation Bying becomes difficult because a rarehed at-
mosphere renders control surfaces less efficient.

\VEATIIER

\Veather is probably, the first and most decisive factor in
planning air operations. Since Bights of ten hours and
greater are not uncommon, it is essential that the planning
echelons be reasonably certain of the weather conditions
over a period of time that will include take-off, assembly,
route, target and landing. These conditions can, in most
cases, be forecast to a remarkable degree of accuracy and
are presented to the air planning staff in their primary sub-
divisions of weather-clouds, visibility, wind, icing condi-
tions, and frontal conditions.

Clouds interfere with successful air operations when
there is no clear area for assembly or no clear layer of sky
in the altitude brackets along the courses considered for
route approach. Pure instrument bombing is unaffected by
cloud cover or visibility but many successful missions are
the result of an alert bombardier sighting through a break
in the clouds while on an instrument approach. Of course
the accuracy of visual bombing decreases when clouds cover
the target. Cloud formations normally exist in layers and
are reported and forecast in terms of per cen t of earth cov-
ered, and altitude of the base and top of the cloud layer.
Since a four-tenths cloud condition may nullify an entire
mission, the bombardier listens carefullv to the cloud fore-
cast which, in complete code might ;ead: "Six to eight
tenths strato-cumulus, base 1,000 feet, tops 3,000 feet.

Visibility is the measure of the distance along the earth's

\T bombardment operations. The most efficient defense
i~st enemy fighters is the friendly long-range fighter

o rt which can harass or engage the enemy fighters and
rerent their attacking the bombing force. The escort
,hter is a much faster and shorter endurance (time) air-

~

';ft than the bomber which it protects. For this reason,
glCCessi\'eforces of the escort in ETO rendezvoused with

bomber stream at prearranged points along the route
staved with the bomber force until forced to return to

.lk,e ~ause of fuel shortage, at which time a fresh escort
torcewould rendezvous with the bomber stream. Thus es-

n~ fighters worked in relays along the bomber route. On
rr deep penetrations the fighter escort capabilities were
;rtaxed and became less efficient than normal. In order to

pensate for the thinning of escort on long missions, the
14>proachand withdrawal were likely to be made so as to

Jequirethe bombing force to be in enemy controlled skies a
inimum length of time.
The development of electronic aids to navigation and
mbing has reached a state of perfection sufficient to per-
t the planning of air attacks on targets which weather

~. ccasts indicate will be totally obscured by clouds. The
I expectedaccuracy of this form of attack is far below that of
e \'!Sualbombing techniques but many targets, because of
. c or the strategic consideration of time, will be subjected.ct this form of attack. It is beyond the scope of this article
,;l) discuss the techniques of the several systems employed
, ecpt to point out that a third member, the radar naviga-

, is added to the bombardier-navigator team and that the
stfUmentsused often require the aircraft to By predeter-

Ilincd approaches. Depending on the technique, ap-
aches are limited by the following considerations: loca-
n ofground equipment, ease of recognition of route, ease
identifying initial point and ease of target identification.

he initial point to target run is considerably longer. eeight
, 'nutes being a general average) than is necessary when

ual bombing is planned and Bight is virtually straight
d level from initial point to target. Low altitudes will
it the range of some systems of unseen bombing because
limitations imposed by the curvature of the earth's

rface.
Under favorable surface weather conditions, and with
quate air warning service, smoke screens become an

.cient defense against high level precision bombardment.
Isualsighting of bombs requires a maximum of visibility
the bomb sight. In planning air operations, where trou-

me slf\oke is anticipated, it is desirable to have the
und track parallel to and from the same direction as the
facewind. The bombardier will thus be in the best posi-
n to observe between plumes created by the smoke gen-
t?~Sand will more readily pick out the target or other

1 ]har feature in the target area.
Air Intelligence can provide the air commander with
ps which indicate the shape and density of areas de-
ded by antiaircraft guns. One intelijgence agency in
European Theater during \Vorld \Var II estimated that

could outline defended areas with a degree of accuracy of
ler than 90% and could state the gun denSity within the

.toan accuracy only slightly below 90%. Information
htstype is used by the planning echelons in determining
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Underwater Spea
1
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The job these unsung heroes did was one
of the war's most closely guarded secrets
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surface at which objects are clearly discernible. [\ir opera- its aerodynamic efficiency, produce serious dynamic l:

tions become restricted when take-off and landing \'isibility balance and damage the air-foil structure when thrown
is less than 500 to 1.000 yards. and returning aircraft are by centrifugal force. In reporting and forecasting, an iCl~
frequently diverted from their home base when visibility condition is described in terms of the minimum altitude -
falls below these safe limits. Unlike cloud conditions, visi- severity, type of ice and :he type ?f air mass which II:]
bilit\, is a more localized condition and, since it may consist contain the ice. A typical forecast of icing conditions mil:
of f~g, haze, smoke or dust, is considerably more'diffIcult read: "5,000 feet; light rime in frontal cloud." Rime ice
to forecast accurately. A typical forecast might read: "Five a granular. whitish and rough deposit; it breaks away ea,
hundred to 1,000 yards at base becoming six to ten miles at and is not considered a great hazard to flying. Glaze iceI

continental coast." A visibility of six-plus miles at the target clear, dense, solid ice which adheres firmly to structures (
is desirable for successful visual bombing though this which it forms. Air operations which would likek tn-\
figure is often dependent upon alt.itude. type of bomb, ease counter severe conditions of glaze ice are not conSiderecI
of recognition of the target and skill of the navigator- feasible.
bombardier team. Frontal conditions occur when a cold air mass and

\Vind varies in both direction and velocity at various loca- warm air mass meet, producing a weather phenomenc.
tions and altitudes but can, in most cases, ~ forecast within called a warm or cold front. It is beyond the scope of tln{
a range of accuracy of about fifteen degrees in direction article to discuss all of the ramifications of frontal cond,
and ten miles per hour in velocity. The importance of wind tions though it is pointed out that turbulent air and clouc.t e

effects on aircraft flying at altitudes of about 25,000 feet a~ all altit.udes, two factors which s.eriously interfere .\lit t
can be better realized by pointing out the fact that, over aIr operatIOns, are usually present m a frontal condition .
targets in Europe, wind velocities were commonly in excess Air attacks may be routed around a frontal condition an ]
of fifty mph and occasionally exceeded 100 mph. Over occasionally ov~r a weak front, but attack through a fron~I
Japan, B-29's at the same altitude frequently experienced i~generally prohibitive. '
winds of 100 to 200 mph. Flight characteristics of aircraft From the foregoing, it becomes evident that air Plannin,\
are not affected to any great degree by wind, however cer- is a very complex process involving the careful considerc ]
tain other effects such as endurance, ground speed and tion of all the factors influencing air operations. Then. aftf" I

bombing accuracy are functions of wind velocity and direc- carefully considering all details, the best compromise pial" I

tion and must be considered. the one which offers a reasonable chance of success \lil~'
Ice will form on various surfaces of an aircraft under a minimum exposure of the force to enemy action, is Ilnall

certain conditions of humidity and temperature. Although evolved.
many of the lesser annoyances caused by icing conditions By careful compilation of facts and a reasonable under
can be remedied, the formation of ice on the air foil surface standing of the capabilities and limitations of the enrm
and on propellers is very serious. Ice layers on the air foil air ann, an alert and progressive air defense commande
surfaces change the aerodynamic characteristics resulting should be able to predict the enemy intentions with
in a loss of both lift and air speed, the additional weight reasonable degree of accuracy at all times. Obviously inte)
being of little consequence. Ice on t,he propeller may upset ligence of this nature would be of inestimable value.

Their job was to blast the way for invasion. Their tools
of war consisted only of a knife, as many high explosive
charges as they could carry and small rubber boats. They
worked under the very muzzles of enemy guns-without
foxholes.

These were the underwater demoli.tion teams, made up
of courageous and unpublicized men whose work uniform
was a pair of swimming trunks. From the Mediterranean
to Normandy to the Pacific they successfully spearheaded

*From All Hands.

D-day operations by removing thousands of mines, .
and a variety of other enemy-placed obstacles deSigned~'
impede beachhead landings.

One of their biggest jobs in the Pacific was at Okinall
where they remo~ed more than 3,000 separate obstructi
At Guam they took out nearly a third of that number.

Demolition operations were always hazardous, but
job on Omaha beach in Normandy ranks as one of
most perilous. There three out of every five men beca
casualties. But in doing their job the teams distinguis
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themselves.The Navy Combat Demolition Units of Force
o ~for Omaha) had the mission of slashing 16 fifty-yard

• gJpS through tlHe~ principal lines of obstacles. Unable to
CJr1\' out reconnaissance or advance work. they landed
with the first wave of combat troops under devastating ma-
chine-gun and sniper fire from the cliffs and Nazi strong-
holds on the Normandy coast. Yet within two days they
had sapped over 85 percent of the German-placed traps on
Omaha Beach.

Fortunately. casualties in the Pacific areas were much
lighter. Everywhere the sacrifices and work of the demo-
lition teams were a big factor in keeping down casualties
amono the assault forces which followed them to then
beachheads.

Training for underwater demolition work began without
publicity early in the summer of 1943. The Navy school
at Fort Pierce, Fla., turned out some 2,500 officers and
enlisted men. Commander (then Lieutenant Commander)
Draper L. Kauffman, USNR, Bethesda, Md., son of Vice
Admiral James L. Kauffman, USN. Commander of the
Philippine Sea Frontier. headed the school and went
throuoh a bio share of the Pacific war in the field with hisn 0
reams.

The school had one of the most rigid physical training
programs ever passed in the Navy. Principal physical re-
quirement of the candidates, all volunteers, was that their
eardrums be in good condition so that they would be able to
dj,'e under water. Swimming had top priority in the train-
ino. In actual demolition work the teams went ashore in~
boatsas they placed their explosive charges in position to
blow up enemy barriers. But a week or more before the
in\'asions, reconnaissance teams were sent out-and they
had to swim in from a thousand yards or more off the
beach and spend several hours in the water. Aerial recon-
naissancewas helpful, but the final beachhead check had, to
be made by the men who swam in and tested the location
of the tetrahedrons, posts and mines.

The trainees developed stamina in swims of two or three
miles several times a week. No matter how well a man

• couldswim, he was drilled to use the side-stroke and breast-
• strokeinstead of the crawl for purposes of stealth. On one
reconnaissance training mission a swimmer, caught in the
current, stayed afloat without a life jacket for eight hours
and it is claimed that this feat was excelled by others on
actual operational missions.

• To withstand prolonged immersion the men got only
the standard Navy diet with extra vitamin pills. Grease,
fa\'oredby Channel swimmers, was found to be of no help.
The men on reconnaissance missions wore ordinary swim-
ming trunks, 'light tennis-type shoes usually fitted with a

~fin to aid in swimming, and sea dive masks for working
}underwater. They couldn't be bothered with life jackets.

Their tools were relatively few: explosives and fuzes and
gearfor securing the charges in position .

The underwater demolition teams training for the in-
rasion of Honshu shifted bases from Hawaii to Los
Angelesbecause water off the latter site was more like the
COolerwater off the Jap mainland.

In the l\Iediterranean and Normandy invasions, demo-
lition teams were composed of one officer and five men,
Illany of them drawn from the Seabees, who are noted for

their ability to improvise. For the Normandy operation re-
cruits were drawn from the Annv, and the teams were
joint Army-Navy units. In the Pa~ific, however, the per-
somiel were exclusivek Nan'. and the teams consisted of
13 officers and 87 enlisted n;en, usuallv divided into four
platoons. In the latter stages of the w~r, some t~am per-
sonnel were being recruited directly from the fleet. Virtu-
ally all nm'al officers on the demolition crews have been
reservists. r ~

The l\ Iarshalls operations marked the debut of the under~
water demolition teams in the Pacific. This was followed
by operations in the l\ larianas, Carolines, Philippines, Vol-
canos (Iwo), and Hyukyus. In the European-lvlediter-
ranean theater it was Sicilv, Normandv and southern
France. After the initial op~rations, com'manders of am-
phibious forces were fullv aware of the value of these
swimming warriors and acted to devise fire-control support
that would keep every possible Jap back from the beaches
and cut down casualties while the demolition crews were
working.

On open daylight jobs, LCI(G)'s (landing crafts, in-
fantry, gunboat) APD's (converted destroyers used for
carrying the teams), destroyers. cruisers and even battle-
ships joined with bombing and strafing planes to keep at
a minimum the enemy's interference with men working
on reefs and on the beaches. The APD's carried LCPR's,
smaller landing craft for personnel, which they used for
reaching the reefs. From there on in, small rubber boats
and swimming were the modes of transportation.

Underwater demolition work had to be rapid and sure.
Frequently on exposed reefs where a man was too clearly
a target, the demolition crews had to work for short peri-
ods when tides partially or fully covered the reefs.

Normally they laid their high explosives around a large
group of obstacles to be blown out. These were con-
nected by cords of instantaneous explosive material. v"hen
the safety fuze was touched off, the whole area of ob.
stacles went up together. Synchronized watches and radio
contact were used among the platoons or groups of men
to assure that the explosives were not touched off prema-
turely. On prearranged signal, all swimmers would hastily
retire from the area of danger to their rubber boats, thence
to landing craft to escape the deluge of flying coral, con-
crete, steel and broken timbers.

Demolition teams found that in constructing beachhead
obstacles, the Japs favored hardwood posts and logs wedged
down into the reefs, along with cribs of logs and netting
packed with cement and coral. These were frequently
interwoven with barbed wire and sometimes interlaced with
mmes.

Unsung heroes of the war, the men of the underwater
demolition teams carried out a .job that was one of the
war's most highly guarded secrets, and they performed
.their missions without receiving extra pay such as is given
to Army and Navy Hyers, submarine crews and combat in-
fantrymen for extraordinary and hazardous work.

\Vhen the marines, who have been through some bitter
battles themselves, landed on Guam they found the fol-
lowing notice:

"vVelcome to Guam, U. S. Marines! usa two blocks to
right. UDT4 (Underwater Demolition Team Four)."



AAA Organization at Regimental LeuJ
By Colonel Calvin l. .Partin, Coast Artillery Corps

EDITOR'S NOTE: It is belie-red tlwt this article represeJlts tlle
vie1V~ of TIle GeJleml Board, Alltiaircmft Artillery Sec-
tiOIl, Europeml Theater of OperatioJls. Colollel PartiJl
was a member of AAA Sectioll, ETOUSA,lIntili JClIlH-
ary 1945, at which time he was detailed with TIle Gen-
eml Board, AAA Sectioll, ETO.

Early in the last war it was realized that the composite
antiaircraft regiDIent with one battalion each of guns, auto-
matic weapons and searchlights was totally unsuited as a
combat organization. The weapons were seldom used
together iv the proportion in which they were organized
into the regiment. The battalions were tactical and so
could not operate successfully for long periods when de-
tached from the regiment. Every antiaircraft mission dif-
fered in size or nature from almost every other one. In
short, the fixed regiment lacked the flexibility to meet the
wide assortment of antiaircraft requirements.

The present antiaircraft artillery group headquarters and
headquarters battery was devised to provide the required
flexibility in antiaircraft artillery command at regimental
level. In theory it seemed that any degree of flexibility
could be attained if a small tactical headquarters were pro-
vided to which a number of administratively separate bat-
talions could be attached. Not only the size but the nature
of the command had flexibility, because any type of battal-
ion could be attached to any group headquarters as required.

Peculiarly enough, there was considerable criticism of
the group during maneuvers in the United States. It was
generally complained that the group commander and his
staff had very little to do, that the group commander had no
administrative authority to make desirable changes in per-
sonnel, or worse, that he did not have command of a battal-
ion long enough to learn its working characteristics and ca-
pabilities.

Strong adherents to the group idea believed this dissatis-
faction stemmed from the artificialities unavoidable under
maneuver conditions. They reasoned that in actual combat
the group commander and his staff would have all the
useful work that they could do. It was also argued that bat-
talions would normally stay with the same group long
enough to develop a team spirit, or that such a spirit is not
vital in antiaircraft groups since each battalion acts alone
so far as its individual tactical problems are concerned. The
group would simply coordinate the efforts of a number of
independent battalions each of which generally acted sepa-
rately.

But the average experience in the European Theater of
Operations did not vindicate the present group organiza-
tion. Instead, all the difficulties encountered in maneuvers
were aggravated and magnified. In fast-moving situations
battalions were so often attached and detached that fre-
quently neither the battalion nor the group commander
knew the exact status of attachment. (The average number
of attachments to a group in 11 months of combat in Euro-
pean Theater of Operations was 37; the minimum was 7;

. was 67. Battalions were attached to

Under these conditions the group commander had no ti~m
groups for periods ranging from one day to five mont
to establish proper controls over attached battalions. If the
group commanding officer had not known the battalion
commanding officer before, he never gained the persona~
knowledge of his capabilities, which is so essential to effi
cient teamwork. If the battalion did not perform up t
group standards in a short period of attachment, the grou
commander was hesitant to lower the efficiency rating ol~
the battalion commanding officer on so brief an observation.Ii
j\luch was to be desired even in the most favorable Situa,\
tions in which battalions were attached to the same group
over long periods of time. The group facilities for AAAIS
were not extensive enough to materially aid the battaliOnS)
Since battalions went directly to supply agencies for sen',
ice, the battalion staff could usually do as much or more forI
its battalion at higher service levels than the group staffcould~
do. Since battalions were never assigned to groups (though
this was authorized by \VD in late 1944) the group com'~
mander lacked administrative authority to transfer person~
nel and to enforce discipline according to his standards.
The group staff, in many instances, could do little more~
than observe and suggest. If they lacked the practical ex,
perience and talent to aid the battalions by instructing in I

their specialties they usually justified themselves in their~
own minds by "inspecting," or they devoted an unreason.'
able amount of time to the internal affairs of headqUarter~
and headquarters battery. The result was that at the en
of the war almost every group and battalion commandin (
officer in the European Theater of Operations was dissatis.
fied with the group as now constituted. Reconsideration oj
organization at group level was clearly indicated byexpen.]
ence in the European Theater.

In the Pacific the experience seems to have been more~
favorable to the group organization. Many antiaircraft!:
artillery defenses of group size were on islands or otherwise

. isolated so that they stood alone. In t~ese cases the group
commander had no antiaircraft artillery close enough in,
lateral or higher echelons to require physical coordination
There was very little opportunity to shuffle battalions
quickly from one group to another. The group commander
took command of the local defense and operated it as a unit
without undue complication or interference. It appears that
the group organization worked very well; bllt the ~exibility
of tIle group lVas little used since defenses were fixed Q\'e
appreciable periods of time. Experience in the Pacific didj
not, however, present any problem which particularly de1
manded the present group organization. It seems reason,\
able that a more rigid organization would have served as
well.

But the need for flexibility in antiaircraft artillery organ'
zation is even more necessary than originally thought. AI.
most continual redeployment of small antiaircraft artillef)
units was necessary in the European Theater oJ Operations.
In the Pacific, where units stayed in the same locations for
longer periods than in Europe, each defense presented
different re uirements. F1exibilitv in or anization was nee-
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es-~ry to meet these differing requirements. \ Vhy, then,
Jld the group with its almost unlimited flexibility fall so
,hort of the performance expected? It HlIlst be tlwt tIle

Iprese/ltgroup orgmzi::atioJ/ l'iolates some prillciples of or-
.Jui:ation basic to the best so/tltioll.

J~There are two sets of requirements to be met in organiza-
~ n: first, those of the operation for which the organizationrdesigned and, secondly. those of administering tl13t or-

anization itself. Administration falls in that vast cateoorv
~Ijhuman effort dubbed "Necessary Overhead." It ~o~-

~

'buteS nothing directly to any operation but it is necessary
erery organization, however small, before that organiza-

~

. n can bring any effort to bear upon the purpose for which
[is desioned. Fortunatelv, the efficiencv of administrativeI:> • ,

.t/fon increases as the size of the unit administered increases,
'lwithin lim~ts which are well above the largest units in anti-
'frcraf t artIllery.
_ Another requirement to good administration is that all

lements in an administrative unit be reasonablv accessible.
.Lasth-, the elements within the administrative 'unit should
,(lotbe so divergent functionally as to present conflicting ad-
ministrative requirements. All antiaircraft artillery troops
present substantially the same administrative requirements.

~t appears, therefore, that from the administrative point of
l;ell' the b\lsic antiaircraft artillery organization should in-
clude that number of antiaircraft artillery troops which are
:normally employed within distances permitting administra-
tion from one headquarters. SinGe an antiaircraft artillery
defense may frequently employ but one type of weapon

t.nd since the ratio always varies when they are mixed, it
follo\\'s that the basic administrative unit in alltiaircraft
artilleryshould be llOmogelleous as to ar1/l.11mentand should
COl/tmllthat number of troops which will be normally em-
1I,loyedwithin distances permitting efficient administration.

~

From the operational point of view, adequacy of com-
mand and control is the prime factor. Unity of command
's the first principle of successful operation. The reason for
fe~tablishing echelons in command between the basic unit
and the highest level is to maintain unity and completeness
of command at all times. This subdivision is justified only
when the whole effort is too large or too complicated to
permit efficient management from one central head. The
iize of the intermediate unit of command should be the
~argestnumber of a particular type of troops which can be
~anaged operationally by one headquarters. Antiaircraft
artillery defenses will always be scattered .over considerable
areas. \Vhether the principle of "area defense" or of iso-
lateddefended points is used, the next command above the
l13sicadministrative one defined above will have its activities
pread over a considerable area. In the case in which the
antiaircraft artillery supports an army this area will move
lasthe main operation progresses, but it is no less an area.
Ilncase of the so-called static or semi-static rear area defense,
\mlall units must be moved to meet the changing require-
~ents of defense such as are created by adjustments of our
lowninstallations or by changes in enemy tactics. In order
to support a moving a'rmy it is necessary that small units be
moved from the rear to the front of the army area. Lateral
adjustments within the arm\' area also are likely to be neces-
lary. If these movements' require transfer of basic units
om one intermediate command to another an unnecessary
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and harmful amount of labor and time are always con-
sumed; sometimes these losses jeopardize the defe~se for
considerable periods. The only other useful services, be-
sides assuming responsibility for a larger area, which the
intermediate echelon can perform for the basic units are
communications and air warninG service. Usually these" ,must extend bevond the limits of the operatizw unit so that• I:>

they are not a limiting factor. It seems, then, that the next
echelon of command abo\'e the basic unit 111 list be lm"ge
enough to meet normal clumges in operations by redeploy-
ments within its 011711 area. An)' echelon of c01l/1I/mul be-
tween the basic IIlIit and tllis comlllalld decreases efficiellc)'
of the over-all defellse.

The separate battalion was eminently successful in all
theaters in this war because it did not violate basic princi-
ples of organization. But the size of this battalion was more
or less arbitrarily determined. There was no operational ex-
perience upon which to base it. There have always been
four batteries in the conventional battalion and so four bat-
teries were used in the new separate battalion. But experi-
ence in the war indicates that there normally were six to
eiglzt batteries of the same weapon within distances permit-
ting efficiellt admillistratioll. If we accept the principle of
administrative organization outlined above it appears, then,
that the size of the basic unit should contain six or eight
batteries. But if the battalion is enlarged, the probability of
having to split it is increased. The evil of detachment is
one which can never be cured altogether; its effects can only
be lessened, for even in the battery sized unit occasional
detachment of a platoon will be necessary. If the basic unit
is established under the principles defined above, units will
be split only when it is necessary to separate a part of a unit
for a special purpose, whereas now it is frequently neces-
sary to divide the separate battalion in order to obtain a
normal defense. The evils of detachment can be lessened
by so fonning the basic unit that when necessary it can be
divided into parts of operationally llseful size each of which
can administer itself.

From the consideration set forth herein it appears that
the basic unit of command and administration should be a
regiment of six or eight firing batteries of the same weapon.
This regiment should be formed in two purely tactical bat-
talions of three or four batteries each. It should have a
headquarters battery and a service battery each of two pla-
toons. Normally the battalion staff officers in the battalion
headquarters should operate from the regimental head-
quarters. But when it becomes necessary to detach a part
of the regiment a field officer from the regiment would take
an appropriate part of the regimental staff, one platoon of
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headquarters battery and one platoon of the sen'ice battery, likely to meet the greatest number of requirements. It lend
including one of the messes. and perform the special mis- itself to easy fonnation of the next higher command unj.
sion requiring the detachment. The organization would be: (The next echelon of command above this regiment shou

This regiment would meet the largest number of opera- be a completely autonomous brigade capable of all antiair_
tional situations without artificial subdivision. \\Then sub- craft artillery command, administrative, intelligence a
di\'ision is una\'oidable it permits of efficient subdivision communications within the area which it operates.)

A Tentative National Guard Program
On 1-+February 1946, the \Var Department announced

tentativc State allotmcnts for a postwar National Guard
program for the States and insular possessions to consist of
approximately 622,500 officers and enlisted men. It is
emphasized that these totals are tentative only and allot-
ments are subject to change as requested by the individual
Governors.

The Air Forces strength will be approximately 47,600
with principal units being about 12 wings, 27 groups, 84
squadrons, and 12 control and warning groups.

The Ground Forces strength will be approximately 571,-
000 with principal units being about 22 infantry divisions,
2 armored divisions, and 18 regimental combat teams.

CAC and AAA will be a component part of the Ground
Forces. I

Of the Ground Forces total National Guard strengt
14,134 officers and men are tentatively assigned to I-1arbo'
Defenses and 72,236 officers and men are tentativeh' as
signed to Antiaircraft units ..

Under "Var Department policy, it is normally the re-
sponsibility of the States to provide and maintain annoricsi
and storage facilities adequate for the housing of personnr
and the storage of equipment. Such adequacy will be de
termined by Federal inspection and approval. The recruit
ing of personnel is also the n;sponsibility of the States.

RECOMMENDED HARBOR DEFENSES (NGLIS)

Batteries Total Gun Group Bn. Bn. Hq.&
Harbor 90 and Mine Hq. and Hq. and Hq.Det.

Defenses 16" 12" 8" 6" l'vlM Mine Batteries Bands Hq. Btrys. Hq. Det. Sep. Bn.

Portland 1 1 2 2 1 7 1 1 3
Portsmouth 1 1 2 1 5 I I 2
Boston 2 1 3 2 1 9 I 1 3

New Bedford 1 I 2 4 I 1 2
Narr Bay 2. 1 3 2 1 9 I I 3
Long Is. Sound 2 I 2 5 I I 2

New York 2 2 I 2 1 8 I 1 3
Delaware 1 1 3 2 1 8 1 1 3
Ches. Bay 3 3 2 I 9 I I 3

Charleston 1 2 3 1
Key West 1 2 3 I
Pensacola 1 1 2 1

Galveston I I :l. 3 1
San Diego 1 1 3 2 7 1 1 3
Los Angeles 1 2 2 5 1 1 2
San Francisco

.
2 1 2 1 6 1 1 2

Columbia 2 2 1 5 1 1 2 ,
Puget Sound 1 2 2 5 1 1 2

Total 19 10 2 29 34 9 103 14 14 35 4

T/O and E 4-67 4-67 4-67 4-67 4-77 4-69 20-107 4-62 4-66 4-66

Changes 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1 1 1
. . ~
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PROPOSED AAA NATIONAL GUARD ALLOTMENTS- RA Antiaircraft Instructors with
Eng.

Sil
Ord. National Guard (Tentative)

Hq.and Hq. and AM AAA AAA AM AM Sit. Ra ar i\lain!.
Maj.

Hq. Bu'y. Hq. Btry. AW AW Gun Bn. Sit. Bn. Opn. i\laint. i\laint. Co. Lt. or Staff Tj3
State AAA Brig. A.-\A Group Bn. s.n Bn. S.P. Type A Type A Det. Det. Det. ,\A Co!. Co!. Capt. Sgt. Clerk

\bb.!ma 0 I I I I 0 0 o. I 0 0 I 3 4 I
\!a,b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
\rizona 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ubnsas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
California 2 4 3 2 4 2 2 2 6 I 2 4 II 17 6
Colorado 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Connecticut I 2 I I I I I I 2 I I 2 4 7 3

I. [)eb\\'are ,
0 I I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 2 3 I

1ft,!. of ColumbIa 0 I I 0 I I 0 I 2 I 0 1 3 4 I
florida 0 I I I I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 3 4 I
Georgia I I 0 I I I I I 2 0 I I 3 5 2
fb\\"aii 0 I I 0 I 0 0 0 I I 0 1 , 4 I:>

Idaho 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I JlIinois I 2 I I 2 I I I 3 I I 2 5 S 3
" Indiana 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I lo\\"a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kansas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kentuch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Louisiana 0 I I 0 I I 0 I 2 I 0 I 3 4 I
~Iaine 0 I I 0 I 0 0 0 I I 0 I 2 3 I
\Iat\"land 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I I 0
.\Iassachusetts I 2 I 'I 2 I I I 3 0 I 2 5 S 3
~Iichigan I 2 I 2 2 I I I 3 I I 2 6 9 3,.
\Iinnesota 0 I I I I 0 0 0 I I 0 I 3 4 I
\hssissippi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0
\lisS(luri 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
\Iontana 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.'iebraska 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:\e,'ada 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:\el\" Hampshire 0 I I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 2 3 I
:\e\\' Jersey 0 I I 1 I I 0 I 2 I 0 1 4, 5 I
:\rl\" ille:\ico 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:\el\' York :2 5 5 3 6 2 2 2 6 4 2 5 16 23 7

l :'ionh CarolinJ 0 I ] 0 I ] 0 I I I 0 ] 3 4 ]
:'ionh Dakota 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O'
Ohio 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

: Oklahoma 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 Oregon 0 I ] I I I 0 ] 2 0 0 ] 4 5 ]
Pennsd,'ania ] 2 2 3 4 2 I 2 6 2 ] 2 I] 14 3

'Pueno Rico 0 ] I 0 I ] 0 I 2 I 0 ] 2 3 I
I Rhode Island 0 ] ] 0 ] 0 0 0 2 0 0 I 2 3 I
South Carolina 0 ] ] ] ] 0 0 0 I 0 0 '] 3 4 I
South Dakota 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0

! Tennessee 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ITexas ] 2 I 2 2 I ] I 3 2 I 2 6 .9 3Utah 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vermont 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Virginia I I I I I 0 I 0 I 0 I I 3 5 2
"'ashington I 2 I I 2 I I I 3 0 I 2 5 S 3
\rest Virginia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wisconsin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0\\\-omin\! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Totals 13 40 32 24 43 19 13 19 60 20 13 40 liS 171 53
T/OandE: 44-10-1 44-12 44-125 44-75 44-115 44-135 44-7
Changes: CI CI,C2 CI,C2 CI,C2 Cl,C2

- C3. C3,C4 C3

In addition to the AAA Instructors, plans call 'for the following additional instructors:
Senior State Instructors ....... , ..... ,., .... , ........... , ........ 35 Brigadier Generals, 17 Colonels
Executive to State Instructors, . , '.................................. 35 Colonels, 17 Lieutenant Colonels
Asst. Ie Senior State Instructors .... , ... , .. , ........... , ........... 52 \ Varrant Officers
Ass!. l\) Senior State Instructors in states with less than 6,000 troops ... , .. I i\laster Sergeant, and 2 Technicians 3d Grade
Ass!. to Senior State Instructors in states ,vith more than 6,000. troops ..... I i\laster Sergeant. 2 Technicians 3d Grade plus increments of I Staff- Sergeant and I Technician 3d Grade for each 6,000 additional troops.



(Editm"s note: Followillg is a tllOllgl1t-prol.'okillg plall for
elimillatiol1 of the branches withill the Army. It re~ects a
trelld of thOllgl1t of persollnelwithin the SenJice bllt does
lIot necessarily reflect \VaT Department policy.)

The National Defense Act divides the Army in'to
branches, designates the number of officers and enlisted
men in each branch, and gives to each branch a chief. The
system is inHexible. \\lith advent of war on a laroe scale,, 0

this inHexibilitv resulted in the issuance of I Executive
Order Numbe; 9082 which did awav with the branch
chiefs and transferred their duties to' the Commanding
General, Army Ground Forces. Under these broad war
powers, the size of the various branches was increased or
decreased to meet the changing situations. Officers were
shifted between branches, and new branches were created.

vVith the rapid strides being made in the development of
weapons, who can say that any branch, as we now know it,
may not be rendered obsolete a few years hence, and as a
result the concept of the entire armed forces be changed?

It is believed, therefore, that when legislation is drawn
for the new National Security Act, Congress should set the
over-all limit on the size of the Army but that the President,
by Executive Order, should have the power to organize the
Army. Further, that the United States Army should con-
sist of officers, warrant officers, cadets and enlisted person-
nel organized into (I) a General Staff Corps, (2) the sev-
eral Administrative and Technical Services, and (3) the
"Combat Arms," and the assignment of personnel thereto
be as determined and announced by the President. \Vith
the exception of officers to be permanently detailed in the
Medical Department, the Corps of Chaplains, and Profes-
sors, USMA, all officers now in the United States Army,
and those who enter subsequently" should be commissioned
in the United States Army and then be detailed periodically
to,the General Staff Corps, one of the Administrative Serv-
ices, or in the "Combat Arms." It is to be noted that the
term "Combat Arms" is an over-all term not to be broken
down into branches in the designation of the assignment or
the category of an officer. The machinery to enable an in-
dividual to go from an Administrative or Technical Service
to the Combat Army or vice versa should be easy of opera-
tion. Officers of some of the so-called Technical Services,
such as Engineers, Signal, Ordnance, Chemical vVarfare
Service, etc., would be considered as members of the Com-
bat Arms when assigned to certain types ~ofduty. There
should be no rigid rules in this regard;, in general, those
officers of such Technical Service on duty with the Army
Ground Forces would be considered as members of the
Combat Arms. In such a set-up the opportunities to qualify
or to be selected for high command in the Army are avail-

Elimination of Branches Withi
the Army ~

able to any officer except those permanently detailed in t1~

J\ledical Department, the Corps of Chaplains and the pe~
manent Professors, USMA I

POSTWAR EDUCATIONAL SYSTHI \

Sinc~ prior duty with troops is a prerequisite of a g I
staff ofncer, it is proposed that during the first six years
service, each officer be required to spend at least thr Ij(

years of troop duty with a company or battery, this dut\, I
consist of two tours of I~ years each with different a;m
Further, it is proposed that each officer be required to spen
at least one year in command of a unit commensurate \\"if
his rank. For example, prior to the promotion of a captai
to the grade of major, his record must indicate that he h
satisfactorily commanded a company or battery for at lea
one year during his service. It is realized that with t
selection of general oflicers, especially during a war, exce~
tions to the general policy will be necessary. I

vVith the organization as proposed above, the Ann!
Ground Forces educational system should be designed t

produce an officer who is well-grounded for both cornman
and staff duty.

The trend in this war has been away from employmer,
of a single arm and toward combat team and task for~
organizations composed of several arms, often supported b
other arms. Even the present infantry regiment has i'
own organic artillery and tanks, and has engineer units a
units of other arms and services habitually attached to \'
when it enters combat. There is no place in the futur
army for a regular officer, at least of the present promotio
list branches, who does not possess a working knowledge ~
the employment of the several arms. The objective of th
system is not to make an officer into a jack-of-all-trades n
especially qualified in any, but rather to produce an officef
who can take his place in an integrated team wherein eac~
has special knowledge as to the particular part he is to play\
and at the same time has a workable understanding of al
the plays of the team as a whole and a working knowledg
of the duties and techniques of his teammates.
, A school svstem alone will not suffice. Practical applica
tion of the ~heories taught at the schools, coupled wit
actual service with different type units, is essential. Th
system does not lose sight of the fact, however, that a smaj
group of officers will be required who will specialize in th
development of tactical doctrine, methods of training, an
new equipment necessary for each of the several armsJ
The value of this small group of officers will be in direct
proportion, to their knowledge of how their specialty fiq
into the team play so necessary in a task force type organ~za~
tion. These officers will be developed from those havl~
aptitudes for the particular fields by successive detail I

these same fields. That is practically what occurs und
the present branch system.

In the past, branch consciousness and branch prejudic~
~
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re hindered the progressi\'e development of real team

3\" by all components of the combined army fighting team,
Jimination of this narrow type of thinking can be done

t
lr by doing away with the existing concept of individual

~s and substituting therefor a doctrine of combined arms
herein the component parts are trained to think, act and

~nction as a team, In other words, an officer should be
figned to the United States Army and not to a specific
f'!r;of that force.
I

During 1946 thousands of officers may be brought into
the Ground Forces of the Regular Army. Before these
officers are commissioned in the Reoular Amn.. the systemo ..
to be used for their education and development should be
firmly established. A pos~ible system is proposed in the
following chart form. The full value of this system will
not be realized if these officers are required to choose .and
be commissioned in branches upon entry into the Regular
establishment.

~ORi\IAL FLOW OF RA. AGF OFFICERS THRU AGF AND OTIIER SCHOOLS
'STARTING WITH CLASS OF 1946

\

r
~GE 24 26 ,-

-I 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 39 40 41 42 43 44 4;
l£.\RS OF
COmllSSIONED
~rR\'ICE

r 11.\:"K(PRESEl\'T L\\\')

I 2

_2"LT.

3 4 ; 6 7 8

IsrLT.

9 10 II 12 13 14 I;

CAPT.

16 17 18 19 20 21

"IAJOR

22

,\PPROX. PERIOD IN
CAREER OF SCHOOL
ATTENDANCE

BRANCH I"Ii\IATErtiAL
AGF

9 "Ios.
REQUIRED

GENERAL STAFF
\\'ar Dept.

4 i\los.
REQUIRED

COi\IBINED ARi\IS
AGF

(Sch. of Di,'isions)
5 Mos.

REQUIRED

...

--

COMi\IAND
War Dept.

(Corps & higher)
4 "Ios.

SELECTIVE

OTHER IIIGH COMMAND SCHOOL
War Dept.

SELECTIVE

SPECIAL COURSES
Civilian universities. signal communications, motor \'C.

hides; special and technical artillery subjects; survey, radar,
and electronics; parachute and airborne subjects; winter,
mountain and amphibious .branch technique schools; etc.
REQUIHED I branch technique course:.
ELECTI\(E An\' others.

"\Ve will never have universal peace until the
strongest army and the strongest navy are in the hands
of the most powerful nation."-C. H. VANTYNE, late
head of the Department of History, University of
lVlichigan .



Critique A ter Battl
By Colonel S. L. A. Marshall, Infantry

(Editor's note: One of the most complete stories of
the war was that presented by Colonel S. L. A. Mar-
shal/ and published in the Infantry Journal under tbe
title One Day On Kwajalein.

T bat stor)' was not published in the Coast Artillery
Journal because of its extreme length and subject mat-
ter but we believe that Critique After Battle, the intro-
duction to tbat stor)'! is of interest and value to the
Coast Artilleryman.)

The one way to try for the truth of battle was to muster
the witnesses and see for once whether the small tactical
fogs of war were as impenetrable as we had always
imagined they were. \Ve could only find out more about
the fight by asking those who had done the fighting.

So we began with the gun crews, talking this first time
to each crew separately in the presence of their company
officers and the battalion staff. For four days we went over
that one night of battle, reconstituting it minute by minute
from the memory of every officer and enlisted man who
had taken an active part.

By the end of four days, working several hours a day,
we had discovered to our amazement that every fact of
the fight was procurable-that the facts lay dormant in
men's minds waiting to be developed. It was like fitting to-
gether a jigsaw puzzle, a puzzle with no missing pieces
but with so many curious twists and turns that only with
care and patience could we make it into a single picture
of combat.

\Ve disc~)Veredother things as we went along. \Ve found
that the memory of the average soldier is unusually vivid
as to what he has personally heard, seen, felt and done in
the battle. \iVe found that he recognizes the dignity of an
official inquiry where the one purpose is to find the truth
of battle, and that he is not prone to exaggerate or to be un-
duly modest. \Ve discovered also that he will respond best
when his fellows are present, that the greater the number
of witnesses present at the inquiry the more complete and
accurate becomes the record since the recollection of all
present is a check on the memory of anyone witness.

As we went ahead. with the company crItlques on
Kwajalein in the 7th Division, we became more certain of
the most important discovery of all-the immediate tactical
value gained by seeking the full detailed history of an ac-
tion. The companies themselves were the most direct
beneficiaries of all that was learned. They had fought to-
gether on the same field and yet they did not understand
what they had done. To the man in the ranks no real sig-
nificance was attached to his personal role in the battle,
simply because he had not related it to anything else. The
average company officer knew only as much of what had

happened to his men in battle as what he had seen
them himself, or what had required some official attenti
from him at the time.

\Ve should have known all along that this was the cas
Soldiers have ~ever in t~e past sat dow? and straig
forwardly rebUIlt the vanous parts of their collective e
perience, even after they have been in sudden death ani
as members of the same squad. Inertia, and often relu
ance, stops them from any private inquiry and thev a
not under any military requirement to do it. Thus the'm
valuable part of the lessons which can be learned onl"

. bloodshed become lost to an army. Each personal exPe
ence is sharply etched against a vague and faulty cance ,
of how things went with the group as a whole. Men 1
not know the nature of the mistakes which they made 1
gether. And not knowing, they are deprived of the sur .
safeguard against making the same mistake next time Ih(
are in battle.

Consider what happened to Company B, 1841h I
fan try. Until the critique was held, the platoons did n~
know that they had attacked simultaneously from diffe~
ent sides of the same Jap-filled shelter. Or again, in Co~
pany F of the 32d, the men thought on the last day Ii!

Kwajalein, and continued .to think until the critique, th e
they had been fired into by their own mortar section. Y
all the time the facts were right there in the compan
which, put carefully together again, would have sho\1
them that they had received Jap fire and not American;

Direct dividends of this type came out of every critiqu
One company officer after another said, as the critiqu
went on: "I am dumbfounded to learn that these thine'
happened to my men." And these were first-class office
They'had commanded bravely and well in battle, Ihoug
they had not known of a way to glean in full the tactic •
and moral combat lessons of their own fighting experience~
Said the commander of Company C, 17th Infantry: "I~
two days of this briefing I learned more about the cha
acter of my men and where the real force lies in my co
pany than I had known in all the time I fought an
trained with them." That ought to be worth any amount
painstaking effort to take advantage of the "critique afte
cmnbat." ~

Actually th.e critique requires comparatively little effor~
The men like to do it. No other form of military educ
tion will sustain their interest for so long a period. To r
construct one day of vigorous battle will usually reqUi~
about two days of briefing (about five hours each day)
provided the men are given the opportunity to d?, most
the talking. They will always be keener and will PWticipat
more freely on the second day, and if a third day iS1requir
the response will again rise. :

The thing is done the most direct way. Battle i~'never
maelstrom but a series of whirlpools and eddies. It sta
with an incident somewhere along the line and is carri
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Signal Corps
~en and equipment of the 7th Infantry Division approaching the shores of Enubuj Island, Kwajalein Atoll in assault boats
~ . and alligators, 1 February 1944.

:In in other incidents: It is never true that all men of an few opinions had been expressed they agreed as a group
\llnt fight at one time. And even in a sustained engage- on the distance the shells were kicking up ahead of them
knt hours long, a number will not be in the fighting at when the attack began. \Ve asked Captain vVhite: "vVere
,11. the tanks with you?" He answered: "No, they didn't get
11t is best to find the starting point before briefing begins up and we jumped off on time without them. I don't know
11earnest. Let one man get on his feet to tell what hap- why they failed us." That was put down as a question on
~ned as he remembers it. The reconstruction of the story which we would check with Battalion and the tanks.
\ill then take a natural course, provided only that the It was absolutely necessary in these critiques to use a
iscussionleader uses a little judgment and imagination in blackboard, or lacking it, some kind of surface on which
eepingto the thread of the narrative and introducing all events could be roughly pictured. vVe asked one sergeant
rtinent lines of inquiry-clearing up each point fully. from each platoon to come up and sketch in Company B's
As the nrst man mentions the names of other partici- ground with relation to the rest of the island. Sergeants
nts, they are called on to tell what they know about the Hartl and Eyerdam came forward. vVe then asked Lieu-

,lion at the point reached. They in turn will bring other tenant Klatt to describe the ground over which he ad-
en into the story. The order of the witnesses should de- vanced and we called on his platoon as a whole to supple-
nd upon the time sequence of the combat story and ment his description with any of the details which they re-

~\'er upon the rank of those who are telling it. All are membered. This was repeated with the other platoon.
~ual in the informal court. All are only looking for the Then we came to the question: "vVho was the first man
ruth for the good of the outnt. The critique is not the to fire at an enemy during the advance?" Several named
'me for officers to make pretensions to superior knowledge the same man and we asked him to get up and tell his
'If t~e common experience-a few are disposed to try it. story, which he did.
lihesuccess of the inquiry comes of their good judgment \Ve asked the group as a whole: "How much fire was
tkdgood faith. coming against you at this time?" Some ten or twelve men

iLetus illustrate the method a little more concretely by spoke on the point. \\Te got into the real meat of the prob-
lIinghow we got started with Company B of the 184th. lem when Lieutenant Butler made a ,general statel!lent

> 'e had studied the ground minutely and we had also ac- about how the two platoons split because of the difficulties
~ired much more knowledge of how regimental and di- of the ground. Then Lieutenants Klatt and Kaplan sepa-
~ion headquarters and other units had reacted to Com- rately told of their local situations and the state of their

tny B's performance than was known to the company of- information with relipect to each other's platoon. But we
ers. In a ten-minute conference before the company was had to take it up with the men to learn just what had hap-
sembled,Lieutenants Klatt and Kaplan told us about the pened. Commanders of units do not and cannot see the

tlationship of the two platoons they had led and how they whole action.
kPpened, to become separated. They identified Sergeant Almost invariably the clearest statements came from the
artl as one of the key figures .. privates. \Ve asked them not only what they did in the
Captain \\'hite, the company commander who was re- fight, but what they said and how they felt. They were
. 'ering from a wound, was able to come out of the hos- usually quite sure of their recollection of their emotional
tal to attend the critique. \i\'hen the session started we reactions. But they rarely remembered just what they said
'ed him: "v''hat could you see of our own artillery fire in the midst of action. It was the man who heard another
en you jumped off?" He did not remember. vVe then man speak who was most likely to remember the words.

the whole outfit if anvone remembered and after a and not the 'man who said them.
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The crItIque went on in this way for three days-for
several hours on the first two days and a briefer time on
the third. As any new point cam~ up, the questioning was
halted brieRv and the facts set down. The record was dic-
tated senten~e by sentence to a typist in the presence of
the whole company. The content and continuity of the
narrative were accepted by all who had been in the battle.
\Ve seldom worked more than five hours a day. The re-
sponse is better if the men are not worked too long.

Now none of, this calls for an expert, or for special train-
ing in conducting such critiques. Any company officer who
has the respect of his men and a reasonable amount of
horse sense can do it. If he is fitted to lead them in battle,
he is fitted to lead them in re-living the battle experience.
Frequently, after less than ten minutes of coaching, we
placed.a company commander in front of his men and let
him carry on for the next three days with onlv a minimum
of help {rom the sidelines. \Ve found that in~ariably when
a commander had such control over his men that he could
hold their interest during the time required to reconstruct
the story, the company had made a splendid score in battle.
There is no better measure of leadership. The commander
who has not attained this degree of leadership will need
more help by those in general supervision of the critiques.

\Vhere the action of separate platoons was not definitely
joined, we found it out early in the critique, and then we
sometimes took the platoons separately. The number of
lieutenants and sergeants who were able to lead the dis-
cussion at different times was truly surprising. They caught
on readily.

They enjoyed doing it, just as the men enjoyed the
chance to let their fellows know their own share in the
battle. For every unit it was a morale-building experience.
Once the initial reserve was broken down and the men
came to understand that the inquiry wasn't just a stunt or
a strict official inquiry, they gave everything they had to
it. \\le could always be sure when we had achieved
the proper atmosphere of confidence and candor, for any
erroneous statement would then get a protest from the

Signal Corps
Leaving blazing Jap installations behind them, American
troops advance inland on Kwajalein Atoll, 31 anuarv 1944.

outfit. J\len would speak up and say: "No. it didn't
pen that way." Or maybe: "He's wrong in his timing:
came along later." And they would enter the objectio,
just as quickly if the witness happened to be an offi
\\There facts were disputed, we could almost always fi
some other line of inquiry-perhaps through checki~o 11"

another unit-which would clear things up. "
It was always a cQnvincing argument with the m

that if they came clean with their mistakes, the whole a
might be' able to profit and other men's lives would
saved. And so they held nothing back. They acted as
they wanted the whole story to come out, and they did.F

After the first few hours of briefing any unit, the Di\'iS~'
Commander, the Chief of Staff, and others of the 7th I

vision staff were able to drop in on these discussions wit
out embarrassment to the men. It was alwavs advantaoeo '. ,..,
to have the battalion commander and his S-2 and S.
present, and usually the regimental commander was thl'
some part of the time. In the course of the critiques \1-

found tactical gaps that could be closed up immediately i
instituting new training techniques. \Ve found a f
moral lessons that are not to be discovered in any traini \
manual. vVe also found many courageous men who h I

been overlooked in the distribution of awards, with tit
result that the appropriate steps were taken.

The following are a few of the elementary rules \\'hi~(
need to be respected by the discussion leader in compa!I'
critiques after combat ..

( I) Officers and men are on. the same footing in see~1
ing for the truth of battle. Corrections may be made 'I

anyone present.
(2) Everything said by any witness must be heard

all-repeated whenever necessary.
(3) No matter what facts are disclosed, the lea

strives to uphold the dignity of all witnesses.
(4) No morals are to be pointed or tactical les

drawn during the critique. It must be a straight inqui
into facts.

(5) Every man present is free to supplement the sta
ment of any witness, ask questions which will clear up I

situation, or point out to the briefing officer that he is mi
ing an important line of inquiry.

(6) It is helpful as the critique progresses to relate I

actions of the company to events elsewhere in the high
command.

(7) No witness should ever be cut short, or else all \1

become non-cooperative. \\Then a witness gets away fr
the continuity of the action, he should be stopped ta
fullv and told that the rest of his statement will be c
side'redlater where it fits into the whole story.

(8) vVhere the witness has taken a praise\\:orthy p
in the action he should be commended in front of
fellows.

(9) There must be no arbitrary interpretation of fa i
Disagreement is a sign that corroborative evidence sho
be sought from some new angle. All should hear a
agree to each sentence of the notes taken by the typist
dictated by the discussion supervisor.

(10) Open argument is to be encouraged, for only
can the confusions of battle be ex lained and eliminal



The 40mm in Direct Support of Infantr~
By Lieutenant Colonel Lee J. Davis, Coast Artillery Corps

tion was the use of .50 caliber HE. Since this ammunition
was used largely against personnel, a high percentage of
serious casualties resulted. A surgeon of the 58th Evacua-
tion Hospital told us that wounds received in this operation
were the worst he had encountered.

After the rapid fire advance of the Infantry in the first
few days the attack slowed down due to the heavy casual-
ties suffered in attempting to take the fortified positions. A
conference was called by the America I Division Com-
mander to determine the means of taking the hills, and it
was at this meeting that the use of 40mm guns was recom-
mended.

Enemy air attack had been light and four gun sections
which were scheduled for the defense of Lahug Strip (not
yet operational) were available. \Vhile waiting, these guns
had been employed to give a defense, in depth, of the har-
bor and dump areas. The guns which had provided this
defense in depth were used for terrestrial fire and did not
affect the primary mission.

Air and artillery support had been given but neither the
bombing nor the artillery had the property of being able
to fire directly into the caves and tunnels. Added factors in
favor of the 40mm were the higher rate of fire, the greater
mobility. and the fact that plenty of 40mm ammunition
was available.

On the morning of 8 April 1945 two gun sections, less
M51s, were moved under cover of darkness to a position
west of the Capitol buildings on a hill overlooking a draw
in a position to bring fire on a series of hills immediately
to the front, with an average range of 1,500 yards. Hasty
fortifications were thrown up to give the crews some pro-
tection against return fire. These sections were placed ap-
proximately fifty yards apart, which is too close For safety
from enemy artillery or mortar fire, but that knoll was the
only place the guns could be emplaced to bring effective
fire on the objectives.

The gun site was accessible by truck and the fire control
equipment was taken along. A part of the firing was
done by Case III pointing and this method proved to be
accurate and effective but was abandoned as the j'd7Al
sight produced the same results and at the same time made
much smaller crews possible. The Ivl7A 1 sight was used
to bring effective fire on pin-point targets at ranges up to
2,500 yards, using a speed setting of 0 MPH and by point-
ing the arrow directly toward the target.

This fire proved to be so effective that the 182d Regi-
mental Comtat Team was able to take the first eight! ob-
jectives with only one casualty, and that same aftenioon
two guns were called on to be placed on the south Hank to
support the advance of the 82d Division, Philippine Army,
under command of Lieutenant Colonel J. Cushing.

From 8 April 1945 to 26 April 1945 missions were
scheduled clail" and the results were uniforml" satisfactory.

It was neith~r necessarv nor desi~able to send out our o,,:n
forward observers. In m~st cases the corrections were made
from the gun position using the scopes for spotting when
Case II r ointing was used and either field III asses or abor-I ,

"A./OII " .. (, ....
_"[D-'5 •• T('5~".

From 7 ~.ayto 7 June 1945, the battalion maintained a per-
heter. rnedbloclte an:! other .trong point. along the two main rned.
or Northern Cebu. During thi. time dally orrens! va petrole ..era
.cbedu1ed from all poe1tions.

I talc. great pride in per.onall" noting your fine achieva-
llenta atxI COnspiCU0U8cocbat record. Tbe.e actions reneot high-
oot credit upon your organisation .m your arm or .ervioa.

From 8 April to 28 April, thlo organisation ueed ita 4011lm
• guM in conjunction ..i th the 0n1 tad State. A~ 182<1Infantry an:!

the S2d Din.ion, Philippi". A~. Tbe.e ..eapons ..ura •.,ployed
in locations where neither cover nor concea1meutwere available.
n.. rine markoll8nehipor the.o men contributed muchto the morale
of our forces.

~:~~~I
~ A"ERICAL DI\'1510'" ~

~ COMMENDATION ,~
~ To the o~~::S~~S~::N:!rn~~~~~~AU AUfWATIC ii
~ IiEAPOliS BATTAUCIl(le .. Batterie. "C' an:! "D"). For meritoriou.e '.
~ .omco in connection nth milital7 operatio"," against the ene~ at t"..1
~J Cobu, Philippine I.l.alrl., from 8 April to 7 June 1945. !(J

~

During the above period thlo antiaircraft battalion con- I,

J tributad in a mo.t out.taming manner to the vanqu1.hment or the ~~~
Japene.e Force. encountered during the V-2 Operation. Tbe ere ... , 1'.

~ or the ... utomatic ..eapon. dlopleyed out.taming .bility an:! ag- I .
~ greash ..ne••• The brava action. am complete am uttar dloragard
L', ror their""" earety ..ere in keeping nth the higha.t .tatxlard.
III am traditions or the United Stat .. Arrrii.
l~
~~
~I,~

~
~

~
~
W
~

The Americal Division landed on the beach near Talisay,
k:ebu, Philippine Islands, on E-Day, 26 l\larch 1945, and
~he Infantry advanced rapidly to secure Cebu City 'on
IE plus 2 but from here on the going got tough. In the hills
~ the west and northwest of Cebu City the Nips had
~e\'iously prepared fortified positions and to these positions
~hev retreated. The fortifications had been under con-
I(rr~ctionfor many months and were not only elaborately
~repared but were stocked with a six months' supply of
ammunition and food. There were hundreds of well-
rronstructed pillboxes, fire trenches and tunnels, both for
Storageand for protection of personnel. In most instances
-and particularly the positions in the main line of resist-
~nce which was along the top of Babag Ridge, Hill 25
-the tunnels had several entrances and exits, with open-
ingsprovided on both sides of the ridge for a distance of
l;ereralmiles and all had only one route of approach which
lIasthe Lahug Road, a very narrow coral road cut out of
(heprecipitous slopes of the hills.

The enemy armament consisted of I50mm Naval guns
:sitedso that fire could be brought to bear on any target in
Cebu City, the excellent Cebu harbor, or Mactan Island,
the location of ,our operational strip), 75mm guns, 3-inch
\laval guns, 40mm, 25mm and 20mm guns, .50 caliber
machine guns, light machine guns, and mortars. Most of
memortars were heavy (90mm). An interesting sidelight
on the Japanese ammunition employed during this opera-



..12,320
Guns fired (40mm) 4
Averag~ range 1,800 yards

:1
These figures were taken from reports of the 8,2.dDi,.j-

sion, Philippine Army, and the 182d Regimentald:::ombal
Team and are not complete since, in many cases, the ob-
jectives were not immediatelv taken and the Japs were able
to bury many of their jead and evacuate the wounded
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on-carriage sights were and rock wall parapets. Captain Frank A. Good, the Bat

tery Commander, called for two volunteers to help him man
the gun. First Sergeant Leon A. Davis and Staff Sergeant
Aldo H. Farneti volunteered and, working as a three-man
crew, they fired 168 rounds of ammunition into the hill
positions and materially aided the advance. During th.
time they manned the gun, ten rounds of enemy 90mm
mortar fell near the gun position. The three men \\'ere
awarded the Bronze Star for this action.

The conduct of all the men under fire was exemplaryandf
those missions were a real 'morale factor for the men knew
they were doing something which contributed directly tJ
the war effort. '(

The ranges fired were from 500 to 4,500 yards and some!
effective fire was obtained even at 4,500. One afternoon\
while firing a covering mission from the wheels, an enem~1
ammunition dump was hit at a range of 4,000 yards; it I\'as
a pleasure to hear the explosion and see the smoke WhiC~
continued to rise for over an hour. \Vhen firing from the
wheels on a hit-and-run mission, some stability is necessary
This was obtained by using the outrigger jack pads onl
whatever was available, i.e., sandbags, wooden 40mm am-
munition boxes, etc. On some of these missions the gun
was fired while coupled to the prime mover and mOl'edr
away before the enemy could range in on it. l

DUring the course of firing only one malfunction oc-
curred; a broken outer cocking lever. This was replaced
at the position and occurred after the gun had fired 3,650
rounds. \

The men of Battery B, commanded by Captain conj'
stan tine Vardas, brought in a prisoner of war taken nea
one of the gun positions and, in the words of the prisoner.
"Guns that go boom boom have killed many Japs."

Since only four guns were used at anyone time on theSE
missions, the crews were alternated every two days to givel
all of the men experience. It wasn't long until the men
were "battle wise" and this task materially aided in bringine:
about that condition. For two weeks sections of Battery BI
held both Ranks of the beach area unaided. I

The following is a box score covering these operations\
from 8 April to 22 April 1945:

Enemy killed 425 Dugouts reduced II,
Tunnels blocked 7 Pillboxes reduced 77'
CP's destroyed 1 Trench systems reduced 7
OP's destroved 3 Huts demolished ]0
Supply du~ps destroyed 4 J\tlachine guns silenced 271

J\'lortars knocked out. 3 Nambu guns silenced 2
Auto riRes knocked out .... 2 . j

Rounds fired:
HE 11,695
AP 625

Japanese officers, representing Lieutenant General Kataoka,
Commander of Japanese 35th Army bottled up in northern
Cebu Island, arrive in Cebu City to discuss surrender of their
forces with Major General \X'illiam H. Arnold, CG, Americal

Division. 19 August 1945.

rowed twenty-power scope when
employed.

Forward obsen'ations were furnished by the Infantry
when communication facilities were available and some
very good firing was done based on this information. At
times, corrections were given in increments as small as five
vards at 2,000 vards (2~ mils) which is a fine adjustment
in any artillery:Uan's book. In one phase of the advance on
Hill 8 the Infantry called for harassing fire to be placed
fifty yards in front of their lines which speaks w~ll for the
accuracy of the fire.

The mobility of the 40mm oun was a dominatino factor,
, I::> I::>

for the guns were sited where access to the hilltops at first
seemed to be impossible. The engineers, in many cases,
built roads and pulled the guns into position \\'ith D7 trac-
tors. In one position the gradient of the slope reached 440;
the answer to the question of mobility is that the gun can
be put anywhere a foothold can be found.

No battle, however, can be entirely one-sided and we had
our share of casualties as the attack progressed. However,
some lessons were learned: at all times use a minimum
crew when engaged in .this type of firing; in conducting
any type of fire that has not been seen before, onlookers
are bound to congregate and this will draw enemy fire and
increase the chances of casualties; afford both cover and
concealment for the crew with some overhead cover if at all
possible-one of the sections was decimated by a 90mm
mortar that burst in a tree and sprayed shrapnel downward.
In this instance the men were all in foxholes but the down-
ward burst caught them. Fortunately only one death re-
sulted and that from fragments striking his head (his hel-
met had fallen off when he jumped in the foxhole). Earlier,
this same section had been working so close to the Jap
front lines that a sniper picked off one member of the crew
while a tube was being changed.

The following day a push was scheduled on a certain
hill and 40mm fire was ordered. The crew began to work
over the enemy emplacements which consisted of pillboxes

40
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Jap Prisoner of War Diet Adequate?

By Colonel Robert C. Gaskill, Medical Corps

L

£oITon's NOTE: Prior to Pearl Harbor, ColOllel Gaskill
was SurgeOlt of the Nortll Luzon Force IInder General
Killg. He colltilllled this d IIty IIl1der Gellerals \,Vain-
wright alld fOlies after tile wlit was redesigllated the 1st
Plzilippine Corps of USAFFE. 111ShOl't, Colonel Gaskill
lIel'er left Bataazl-lIntil tile march to O'DoHllell,

Colollel Gaskill was a priSOller of the Japanese from
I 9 April 1942 IIntil V-J Day alld was held at vm'iolls times

ill prison camps at O'Donnell, Cabazzatllall, Bilibid, Lipa
(all Philippine Is1mlds), Shirakawa (Formosa) alld Hoso-
kllra (Honsll1l). He remained hI tile latter camp IIl1til 12
September 1945.

7 Recent testimony of certain Jajanese, appearing before
I the \Var Crimes Court, to the effect that the American
I prisonersof war were treated well and fed adequately brings
, to mind that there were many unusual things eaten by

I these self-same prisoners in the Philippines, Formosa,
lapan, Manchukuo and Korea.

t' After the fall of Bataan and during the march to O'Don-
nel some of us who attempted to give medical aid to the
\\'eak,ill, and dying, spent as much as ten days on the road,
often being put at hard labor in spite of our Hed Cross
brassards; during this period we had to forage among the

~corpses that littered the sides of the road for what we ate.
h was not until eight days had passed that we were served
cooked rice by the Japanese, and this, as was true of the
entire period as prisoners of war, in terribly inadequate
amounts. The food that we could forage along the road
under constant threat of bayonet and gun was naturally

I,mall in amount, and consisted of such things as leaves of
plants, banana stalks, an occasional cincomas (a turnip-

~like root), and occasionally a handful of uncooked, often
unhusked, rice which we would boil in a can obtained
from a dump.1 In the Philippines there is a wild plant that is well-nigh
ubiquitous, seen growing in ditches and at the sides oficanals and known as "kang-kong," often used as a laxative

'j by the natives. This became our standard greenstuff and
, was popularh' known as "whistle weed" because of its
. hollow fibrou's stems. One could always count on a soup
. made by boiling this plant in water to go along with the
; rice. even when there would be nothing else.

The next item added bv the Japanese to our dietarv
i ' ,
was camotes, alwavs half rotten and wormy. It was im-
possible to remove' all the taint before cooking, and this
~ou]dish succeeded in giving everyone a most intense burn-
Ingpain in his stomach.I The day that a four-hundred pound cow was brought in
to be butchered for the ten thousand Americans then at

'ODonnel was marked down in red letters ..
The pangs of hunger became more severe as our slow

staf\'atiGnprogressed; individuals began foraging the camp
for additional things to eat, and many and varied were
the exotic items eaten.

The first gardens grown by individuals were at Cabana-
n. Th .

garden patches were an excellent idea, and they were when
one had the time to cultivate them and the strenQth to waito
the three or four months for a harvest. One could not alwavs
wait that long, or maybe the plot was entirely inadequa'te
in its yield. A new dish made its appearance-stewed okra
leaves, followed bv bean leaves, and awful stewed camote
leaves. Pussley. pdpularly known as "pig weed" grew wild
and was ravenoush. eaten raw or stewed. It was a distinct
favorite because of its tartness.

Some men discovered that earthworms when sliced open
and washed could be fried and enjoyed. Traps were con-
structed and snares laid and woe to the unwary dog, cat.
rat, or banana cat that had the misfortune to become en-
trapped. Most people scorned rats, but one man felt that
he must eat at least one rat a day and usually he was suc-
cessful. Dogs and cats were considered a real delicacy.

The few snakes encountered on the camp farm were
usually skinned and roasted; there are many who can tell
you what roasted cobra is like. Sometimes during the dry
season a man was fortunate enough to encounter a lung
fish buried in the earth; he was fortunate indeed. Small
Philippine frogs, about two inches long, helped stave off
the pangs of hunger, as did the native lizard known by the
name Iguana.

-

International ~ew~

An American prisoner, holding his mess tin of watery Stew,
wanders aimlessly back from the field kitchen in background.

(A. T~n nJ...,...~n.n ......","" \
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One staff officer who was fortunate enough to acquire a
few hen's eggs encountered one which was partially de-
composed. It was too precious to discard so he ate it, much
to his sorrow, for he had acute ptomaine poisoning for
se\'eral days following, The same fate befell three men who
were given a piece of horse liver by a Japanese guard.

~When the Japanese began raising ducks to have eggs for
their own mess the" used rice bran in their mash, This
bran began appeari~g among the Americans, and though
it had practically no food value, was ravenously eaten.
Corn cobs and corn stalks were likewise eaten. Corn cobs
unfortunately produced fecal impactions in most of those
wh? ate them and required surgical intenrention as a life-
saVing measure.

All animals butchered at Cabanatuan were utilized to
the fullest extent, or so we thought at the time. The blood
was saved and usually found its way into the hospital soup
pot. The tripe was used, but the lower intestines were dis-
posed of as offal. Later in Japan we were to discover that if
we wanted occasional meat one must forego any aesthetic
ideas he might have about food, for horse and pig intestines
and lungs constituted our main issue of meat.

In the Philippines the quality of rice issued to the
American prisoner of war camps was third or fourth
grade. Often as not it represented the sweepings from the
mill Aoor and might contain nearly half its weight in rocks
and earth; consequently not one prisoner escaped damage
to his teeth from these rocks. Approximately half of the
time the rice would be black with weevils. The onlv first
grade rice that I remember in the Philippines was so;ne in-
tended for the Japanese which had been accidentally con-
taminated by kerosene.

On some working parties where men were working in
orchards or coconut groves they were not allowed to have
this produce even though it was falling from the trees and
rotting on the ground. Under such circumstances as these
men ate the grass of the field, even as Nebuchadnezzar.

Occasionally' small dried fish weighing about half an
ounce apiece and consisting of at least three-fourths bone

were supplied. These were roasted and ground into a
powder which could then be sprinkled over the rice. Often
as not the" would be chewed and swallowed, head, bones
and all. There were also rare occasions when pickled fish:
slimy and odorous, would be issued, an evident example of
feeding the prisoners what would have normally been
dumped as spoiled. All of these were by far better than
the fish bones issued as meat. This happened both in Ihe
Philippines and in Japan. They could be thrown into Ihe
soup and boiled. Some men ate parts of these bones.

In Formosa the meat ration came once a week. There
were civilian butchers who took the skin and head of the

I

one pig. The Japanese garrison took the Aesh; the six hun-
dred British, American and Dutch prisoners got what was
left. \\Then rendered as fat to go into the soup there ,,"auld
usually be ~bout eighteen pounds of lard,

In Japan we would go weeks on end with no meal al
all. Then we would receive a small quantity, never over an
ounce, of horse intestine, hog intestine, or even a nauseous
fish intestine. On two occasions our meat ration consisted
of the skin and subcutaneous tissue of the tunny, which
boiled up into the most nauseous mess imaginable'.

Sometimes men working in the blacksmith shops in
Japan would fill their canteens with the mixture in which
tool steel was tempered. It smelled like fish but appeared
somewhat gelatinous rather than oily. They would pour
this over rice. Its taste cannot be described.

During the spring of 1945 we were over a month without
fresh greenstuff, having barely subsisted on seaweed,
kaffir corn, barley and rice, always in inadequate quanti-
ties. The Japanese camp commander took the whole camp I

to the hills and valleys in the adjacent countryside where
we collected leaves and grasses. He was good enough to
issue this to our kitchen in the amounts laid down by
Japanese Army regulations only .. I

\Ve had almost forgotten that there was such a thing as
manna when 10 and behold, on 28 August 1945, a B-29.
very effectively bombed our camp with standard army field
rations, medicines and clothes. I

Supplies Air-Dropped to Allied Prisoners
On 28 August 1945 a mercy Beet of 125 superfortresses, in their

second "relief bombing" of the week, dropped more than 875,000
pounds of food, clothing, and medical supplies-including canned
beer-into sixty Allied prisoner-of-war camps on Honshu and
Kyushu. The B-29's parachuted 50-gallon oil drums into eleven
camps in the Tokyo area, twelve near Fukuoka, nine in the Kobe-
Osaka area, eight near Sendai, and six near Hiroshima. The oil
drums contained soup, cocoa, C and K rations, fruit, candy, vitamin
tablets, shoelaces, sewing kits, uniforms, soap, toothpaste, razor
blades, and other toilet articles. Each superfortress carried 7,000
pounds of supplies. In some cases only half a load was required for
the prison camp. Each drop, however, included enough medical
supplies to last twelve hundred men thirty days.



ISome Notes on Road Building
By Lieutenant Colonel Burgo D. Gill, Coast Artillery Corps

• There are literallv thousands of miles of roads and trails

! which must be buill- by the using troops themselves, to get
water and rations. These are the short and small service

roads-the seemingly unimportant roads that the regularl road builders of an army cannot .always constr.uct on shortnotice because they have more Important assIgnments, or
I' simply because they are not in the vicinity.
( No sooner had I entered the Army than road construction

problems began to hit me forcibly. I soon realized that all
soldiers and officers must know something about roa~ and
trail construction work, and, more important, they must
know how to do the job with the TIE equipment they

1 have on hand, such as their trucks, axes, and shovels. Of
course, efforts are always made to borrow dump trucks,
tractors, and earth movers, but usually without success. It
is a frustrating feeling to see a lot of road equipment in use

I nearby on a vital project, and to realize that we cannot
borrow it.

\Vhen it is realized that roads and trails nmst be con-
structed, the problems presented fall into three general
classes. These are (I) the location of the camp, (2) the
nature of the terrain over which a road must be built, and
(3) the road materials at hand.

The problem of roads on campsites or semi-permanent
bivouac areas might seem a little off the subject, but let
me cite three examples that give camp commanders trouble
Irhen road construction and maintenance are to be con-

.sidered.

A battalion camp was to be constructed on a high, flat
knoll. This camp was in a northern locality, and was a
beautiful campsite in summer. However, when winter
came, the two steep approach roads first became icy tobog-
gan ~lides, then were snowbound, and finally turned into
extremely slick drainage courses when the thaws set in .
That camp could have teen located at the foot of this hill,
or the roads should have had a more gradual slope, and a
better drainage system .

A beautiful shady woodland glade was chosen for a two
weeks' bivouac area. This small forest was about two feet
below the rest of the surrounding territory and the road
net; and no sooner was the camp set up than the rains
came. The place was soon under a foot of water and soupy
with mud ..

In another section a camp was started on sloping ground
in desert territory. TIle commanding general had served in
this area previously, and surprised everyone by moving
this campsite away from the chosen spot, a fold in the
ground on a long gradual slope. Subsequently, "unusual
weather" descended on us, and a cloudburst hit that night.
It was fortunate that we had been moved or the campsite
would have been at the bottom of a stream, a foot deep
and a hundred vards wide. Extreme care in the selection of
campsites, semi-permanent field camps and installations
will save much work and trouble later on.

The second problem is the type of ground over which
~ads and trails must be built. The nature of their work

often brings soldiers into bad terrain. The worst possible
tvpes of around over which roads and trails must be built• I:>

are mud, tundra, soft sand, steep rocky stretches, and lava
beds.

Sometimes, the soldier road builder will have quite a bit of
choice in selecting his routes, and may connect his site with
any near-by supply road. If a large section of a main supply
route goes out, the Army engineers may have no choice but
to repair this section which has been destroyed or damaged.

An occasional commanding officer will overlook the im-
portance of immediate road construction. At a northern
base, one battery was located on the end of a two~mile
peninsula. The battalion commander had instructed. the
Be to build a road the length of the little peninsula to the
main road, so supplies could be hauled in by truck. The
rough water season was approaching; the small boat used
for supply was in bad shape. Yet, that battery commander
procrastinated because of the lack of trucks, men, blasting
powder, steam shovels, and road material, and it seemed
that this two-mile stretch of road would never get built.
To expedite road construction, the battalion commander
declared the supply boat "inoperative." The S-4 then
dumped the supplies at the end of the roadless peninsula.
That battery had to pack in its rations and gasoline on foot,
with the result that the road trail was open and in operation
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Signal Corps

Road building through rugged Guadalcanal hills for a radar
position.



in two days! True, it was not a perfect highway, but it
could be used by supply trucks!

\\Then it comes to the type of terrain over which a road
must be built, it appears at first glance that the local road
builder has no choice. However, except for cases of military
necessity such as defilade, or running across an installation,
or proposed excavation, there always will be a choice.

One should consider the possible water holes, drainage
courses, dry lake beds, and the like, which may be en-
countered. This may seem almost too obvious to mention
yet, in one improvised battalion of five batteries, I saw two
batteries that suffered greatly from this lack of foresight.

One battery started a four-mile trail, and it worked well
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in dry weather. Unfortunately, it crossed a wide, dry, de-
pression in the ground. \Vh;n the fall rains started: that I
depression still looked dry, but the sand and dust became
saturated with surface water and the bottom "went Out."\
This same battery started a second road off at right angles
to this one, to hit another ~ain road. Part of this al~o had ..
to ce abandoned because It followed a natural, mndino
decline. This stretch also became waterlogged. \Vh~~
seemed the toughest section over which to build the road-
a section of high, rolling terrain-proved finally to be the
best. A jeep ride over it made one think of a roller coaster.
but it was high and dry. )

Do not disturb the surface; leave the surface mat! We [
all know cases where military personnel in Alaska and
Iceland first scraped smooth the large bumps of either dry
or frozen sod. This proved disastrous for their roads SOOnI
disappeared into bottomless pits. Also, I have seen some I
road builders start to move a great many rocks and rounded ~
stones before making their road. Too often, this will dis-
turb. the surface mat of earth and permit it to be churned
up. The original surface should alwOlYsbe left iri place if
it is tactically feasible.

Naturally, rock and gravel, when they are available.
make the best temporary roads. Troops must use the rna- ,
terial at hand, and do !lot have access to oil, asphalt, I

crushed rock, cement, or even steel or rope mats.
In effect, there is always material at hand for temporary

construction, unless the outfit concerned with road build-
ing is in a sea of mud with no small brush, trees, hay
stacks, or anything else in the vicinity.

In Florida in years gone by pine needles have been used
successfully to build temporary detours alongside highway
projects. A foot-thick mat of pine needles, palm fronds, or
hay forms a fine surfac~ for deep sand. Of course, it does
not last forever, and drivers should be cautioned to use low I
speed, to start and stop slowly, and to keep away from the
edges. (l have also seen coral, shells, and even coal used 1
for this purpose.)

'"Signal Corp'
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We all know'how cordurov roads have been built in
muddy, wooded terrain. If ~ssible, the logs and heavy
planks should be bonded together by wire, or thin steel
bands if available.

The best road material is a rock fill, with gravel on top.
However, even when one has these materials at hand
there may be a scarcity of trucks to haul them, and no
powershovel to load the trucks. Even when a steam shovel
is located nearby, it is usually there to accomplish a particu-
lar rush job, and cannot be spared for even a few truck
loads.

The diplomatic weekly use of Coca-Cola and beer
• rationcan work wonders; and th~ value of personal contacts
with other agencies can be measured in yards of finished
road!

No matter what type of road one builds, or over what
[\'pe of terrain, the most important item is the shoulder.
Naturally, this does not have to be considered with cement

~roads;but when building over tundra or sand, by all means
build shoulders or side walls, particularly over any ground

I that might be muddy in rainy weather. These need be only
about one foot high for a rock and gravel road over tundra

I (the Icelandic variety). The "channels" thus formed are
~then ~lled with road materi.aJ. This is of vital i~portance,

since It keeps the truck dnvers (most of the time) from
running on the edges and thus gradually spreading and
cutting the road. I have seen careless driving ruin a road
to the point where it was but a few inches wide in the

center with deep, muddy ruts on both sides. Of course, if
this side-wall scheme is carried to an extreme. a road mav
not drain properly, and will leave standing water hol~s
that are ruinous to the surface. Turn-outs must be con-
structed at intervals if the road is narrow.

If one does not have any material to build culverts, this
can be accomplished in two ways. Either build a "dip" in
the road, or else fill a big ditch across the road with large
boulders 1'0permit seepage ..

Perhaps the toughest road to build is one across a jagged
lava bed. There certainly is no lack of road material there,
but explosive charges are needed to blast material loose.

As so many jungle fighters know, it is easy to build a
camou~aged road or trail through dense growth, because it
is possible to cut virtual tunnels through the vegetation.
These jungle trails have to be kept open by machete
parties. Our battery was quite proud of the rock and sand
paths we built to some defensive works. \Ve did not visit
them for a couple of weeks, however; and one day, a high-
ranking inspector visited us, and wished to check our
roads. The rock and sand trails were still there, but the wet
vines and grass almost blocked our passage.

In conclusion, there is one last thought: As soon as a
road is completed, start repairing it. It takes only a couple
of men with an occasional 10acJof material to ~eep up a
stretch a mile or so long in constant repair. If you wait too
long to start this repair job, you may find the entire road
has to be made over as a full-time project.

:GunData Computers
By Colonel Donald H. Smith, Coast ~rtillery Corps

"
Cun data computers for seacoast artillery have been in

rarious stages of development for the past twenty-six years.
, Someofficers have wondered why this method of accurate
fire control was not developed years ago, and others have
expressedthe belief that the computer was an outgrowth of
recent development spurred by the advent of war. This
article is an attempt to trace brieRy the major milestones in
thedevelopment of the gun data computer.

I. Development is generally guided and channeled by pol-
ICY, Policies of the type that controlled the development
ofcomputers seldom find their way into print. It is evident
fromart~fles published in the Journal of the United States
Ar~illery::(see article titled "Fire Control" by Major YV. P.
WIlson,-CAC, in Volume 53, No. 2, August 1920) that

ftl\"enty-si~years ago the policy of the Office of the Chief
ofCoast~:ArtiIleryencouraged the development of computers
and data' transmission systems. The correspondence and
Journal,~rticles of the early 1920's are remarkable in their
somewh~t detailed analysis of requirements which have
beenrealized in the past four years.

In 1920 the \Var Department offered a reward of $25,000

for the development of a mechanical computing apparatus
in accordance with certain specifications. A "target com-

" d "b d k "puter an a attery computer an range 'eeper were
developed and built by the Ford Instrument Company of
New York.. Mr. Ford's idea was to make a complete ma- •
chine so that the artillery might select whatever features
they cared to embody in a computing device. In connection
with the present standard instruments, it is interesting to
note some of the comparable characteristics of this early
instrument. The following items are taken from reports
made in 1921-22. This early computer provided:

a. Continuous electrical transmission of input data.
b. Azimuth and range indicated on dials or counters.
c. Direction of travel and speed of target indicated by an

automatic diagram.
d. Any two points within 25,000 yards of the directing

point could be used as observation stations (visual stations,
radio receiving stations, or subaqueous stations). Provision
was made also to use vertical base or self-contained base
systems.

e. The instrument operated through 360 degrees in
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THE M8N INSTALLED IN THE TRAILER.
Left: The position generator and triangle solver. Rig/Jt: The gun data computer.

azimuth and up to 50,000 yards in range.
f. The initial triangle was completely solved and the

instrument then solved for the ranoe and azimuth of ao
third point (directing point). In addition, it could be used
to determine the range and azimuth from a third station.

g. In case the input data were "ragged," the instrument
averaged the data and indicated range and azimuth on a
smooth curve.

The specifications for this device were approved 14 No-
vember 1919, and the instrument was tested in Panama
in 1922 and 1923. A board of officers was appointed to

" conduct the test; their report was unfavorable to adoption,
and the Chief of Coast ArtiIlery recommended that no ac-
tion be taken to continue the development by the Ford
Instrument Company. In 1924, the device was tested by
the Coast Artillery Board. Their recommendations were

• generally concurred in by the Chief of Coast Artillery and
were in effect that the instruments be reconditioned and
modified and returned to Fort Story for test in connection
with the test of the data transmission system purchased
from the Ford Instrument Company.

The Gun Data Computer 1'1 was the Ford target com-
puter modified by the addition of a predicting mechanism,
but without ballistic networks. Ballistic and arbitrarv cor-
rections were determined by standard methods and applied
to the computed data which were then transmitted to the
guns by means of direct current self-synchronous data
transmitters. The report of tqis test appears in Coast Artil-
lery Board Project No. 618, which recommended the
development of an improved computer which should in-
clude means for ~omputing and applying ballistic correc-
tions. The Chief of Coast Artillery approved these recom-
mendations. Specifications for an automatic data com-

I
puter were prepared and, through an Ordnance Depart-
ment contract, the Sperry Gyroscope Company developed ~
and built the Gun Data Computer T3, the Long Distance
Transmission System 1'6 and the Continuous Data Trans-
mission System 1'7. This equipment was installed at Fort
Hancock, New Jersey, and tests were conducted in 1932
and 1933. The results of this test indicated that the equiP'l1
ment had certain very desirable characteristics, but not in
sufficient number or degree to enable attaining more hits
per gun per minute than the then standard method of fire
control. In proposing and following up this development,
the Chief of Coast Artillerv did not entertain the idea that
the result would be a group of devices satisfactory in every
respect. The development was considered fundamentally
successful in that it was definitely shown that the mechani'
cal solution of the fire control problem for $eacoast guns was I
practicable. It had been recognized from the outset that
the devices would be too cumbersome, too complicated, and
too expensive for standardization and procurement. How"
ever, many material simplifications were suggested as are-I
suit of the tests, and it was recommended that further I

development of the 1'3 computer be delayed pending the
result of other developments then under way.

As a result of previous tests and investigations, the CoastI

Artillery Board proposed the construction of a computer
and transmission system along lines suggested by Major
General John T. Lewis (then Captain, CAC), and Colonel
Gervais "V. Trichel, Ordnance Department 0then 1st
Lieutenant, CAC). Development funds were made avail-
able and an experimental model was constructed; at Fort
(\/Ionroe, Virginia, and tested in 1932. This instrumenl

was based on an entirely new principle, was simple in coni
struction when compared with other computers, and was,

----ool
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adapted to rapid procurement at an estimated cost far less
than that for any other computer then known. The success
({ained with the first experimental model warranted the

~nstruction of a second e)o.."perimental model. This was ac-
complished with the assistance of the Ordnance Depart-
ment. This computer, known as the L-T Seacoast Artillery

'Director, 'was thoroughly tested during June 1933 with
relY satisfactory results. Development funds were allotted
£0 the Ordnance Department for a pilot model for extended
service tests, and as a result the Gun Data Computer T5
~\asdesigned and manufactured at Frankford Arsenal. De-
sian. development, and manufacture with the limited funds
a\~i1able was a slow process; and it was not until September
1937 that the Data Computer T5 and the Data Transmis-
>ion System T15 were shipped to Fort ~/lonroe for test.

, This computer was unsuitable, principally due to lack of
accuracy and reliability of operation of the prescnt position
mechao'ism, and to the excessive time required for orienting
or reorienting. The computer was modified and returned
ror further tests in the fall of 1938. The Chief of Coast

I.\rtillery approved the recommendation that the T5 com-
puter not be adopted and suggested that the successes and
bilures of the development be given careful consideration
in connection with the.desion of the Sperrv-1\/laxson com-

I 0,1

puter.
Subsequent to the test of the T5 computer, an instru-

ment employing mathematical solutions generally similar
to the T5, but utilizing differing mechanisms thought capa-
ble of improved accuracy, was proposed by the Maxson

.Corporation. A pilot model of the Maxson computer was
procured with a view to the development of a device suit-
able for long-range batteries, and also to determine the
adaptability of components of the design to a computer for
intermediate caliber guns. The Maxson-Sperry design and
development was carried on through 1937-38 and 1939.
The pilot model was designated the Gun Data Computer

.T7: it was completed and tested in the spring of 1940.
'This instrument, with minor modifications, was standard-
ized as the Gun Data Computer M I, which is now the
~tandard computer for 16-inch batteries. Another out-

I growth of the development of the mechanical type com-
puter was the procurement of the T8. This computer was
proposed for use with medium caliber armament. It utilized

lithe components of the T7 omitting all ballistic correction
and gun displacement features in order to reduce the
weight, bulk and cost. The T8 was manufactured by the

i Sperry Gyroscope Company and was completed in the fall
of 1942. This instrument was not standardized because it
pro\'ided data for one gun position only, did not include
ballistic units, and was inferior to the Gun Data Computer
T12.

With the possibility of hostilities, funds for the develop-
~ent and production of pilot models were made available

Iin increasing amounts. Scientifically trained personnel and
additional facilities were available to assist in the develop-•ment of equipment for the armed forces. The National De-
fense Research Committee, under the Office of Scientific
Research/and Development, was requested to undertake the
development of an improved antiaircraft director early in
1940. Electrical mechanisms for the solution of fire control
data were employed first in the Antiaircraft Director TlO,
L. '

now the Director r.I9, de\'eloped and designed by the Bell
Telephone Laboratories under National Defense Research
Committee contract. Action toward the development of an
electrical seacoast gun data computer was initiated in April
1941 based on progress reports on the Director T IO. Tests
of the director indicated the practicability and desirability
of the use of electrical mechanisms in gun data computers.
1\ lilitary characteristics for intermediate and major caliber
seacoast computers were approved by the Chief of Coast
Artillery in January 1942, and Ordnance Department ac-
tion on the initiation of a development program and ap-
proval of the military characteristics was taken the same
month. The Gun Data Computer T12 was designed and
built by the Bell Telephone Laboratories. It was tes,ted in
1943, was standardized as the Gun Data Computer M8,
and was in production at the end-of the war.

The M8 gun data computer will be used with internledi-
ate caliber batteries. It is vcrv accurate and is considered
superior to the Gun Data C;mputer 1\/11 and to plotting
board fire control equipment. Data transmission systems
have been standardized for use in receiving basic data as to
target position and to transmit firing data to the guns. The
method of treating ballistics in the electric type gun data
computer is unique in that it embodies the first approach to
a theoretically correct solution of the ballistic problem. Fir-
ing tables list differential effects as a function of range. The
assumption of such a relationship is necessary for the opera-
tion of present plotting boards and associated equipment,
and the Gun Data Computer M I, which require that bal-
listic corrections for various nonstandard conditions be ap-
plied independently of each other. Each correction is deter-
mined as a function of a given range and all corrections are
added to obtain the total ballistic correction. It has long
been recognized that this procedure is not correct, but since
the solution had to be obtained arithmetically, and in a mat-
ter of seconds, no other solution was practicable. Differen-
tial effects due to nonstandard ballistic conditions are pri-
marilya function of quadrant elevation (without height of
site correction), and for some conditions, of the firing azi-
muth also. The determination of several ballistic correc-
tions as a function of the firing elevation and azimuth by
arithmetical means requires a series of successive approxi-
mations. The electric computer is capable of obtaining
successive approximations readily \vith electrical networks
which are simple in comparison with their mechanical
counterparts. It has been recognized also that errors in
firing data will be obtained when the second order differ-
ences due to interaction effects of the various nonstandard
conditions are ignored. For example, it is known that muz-
zle velocities affect time of Bight in a certain manner and
that the muzzle velocity also affects the correction which
should be applied for d~nsity. \Vherever these interaction
effects are appreciable, provision can be made in electrical
networks to solve the necessary equations to determine the
correct solution. It is evident that the electric gun data
computer provides improved methods of computing ballistic
corrections.

Nearly twenty-five years of continuous development,
culminating in great advances in the past four years, has
resulted in the standardization of superior equipment" for
the services.



What You Need When
By Colonel Arthur Symons, Coast Artillery Corps

"The combat boot never was meant to be cold-weather
footgear."

HC Rations were never meant to be eaten more than two
or three days at a time."

'The saving of $1,500,000 per month in the procurement
of one type of sock, brought about by finding a shrink-re-
sistant process, was more than paying for current Quarter-
master research costs at the time the war ended."

"\Ve entered this war with poorer equipment than we had
in 1918."

A few casually tossed-off statements like these, substanti-
ated by facts, indicate that the Research and Development
program of the Quartermaster Corps bears looking into.
There is a lot the men in the field didn't know about the
Quartermaster Corps, but there is little the QM didn't
know about the men in the field.

The Research and Development (R and D) people have
a story to tell. * Instead of sitting back and pouting because
their work has been misunderstood by the very people they
helped the most, they go ahead with their job, developing
the items the people in the field need most-and saving the
taxpayer large helpings of money.

By the end of the last war, in 1918, the army had fairly
efficient Ql\1 material for the job, which was trench warfare.
Some of it didn't look pretty and in the light of present-day
knowledge it could have been improved, but it wasn't too
bad. It wasn't very practical for dress parades at Monroe or
Benning though, so modifications were made to fit the ma-
terial for "garrison warfare," as one long-suffering Ql\1
major expressed it.

There was no research program from 1918 to 1938. Some
development was done-much of it of the retrogressive type
that resulted in the close-fitting service coat and the un-
packable peaked cap. In 1938 an attempt was made to get
some people with industrial experience in footwear' to de-
sign some types for the army. Starved for funds and poorly
coordinated, these people performed near-miracles under
the conditions.

By 1941 there was a slightly larger and more effective
program in operation, with one man to a field; for instance,
one man handled textiles, another plastics. It was not until
April of 1942, with the war more than a year old, that Re-
search and Development was organized into an effective
unit with proper personnel, funds, and authority.

Up to that time the Standardization Branch had handled
what research and development there was. As just one ex-
ample of the rocks strewn in the path of development, not
so much as a nutmeg grater could be standardized without
the approval of the Chiefs of the technical services and of
the sections of the General Staff. Getting separate opinions,
and later separate concurrences, of all concerned took end-
less time and patience ..

\\1hat R & D has done since April of 1942 is hard to be-

*This article was written 10 February, 1946. This program has been
rl1d'l,1p,l <:i"rt:> then

I
lieve. There are 80,000-odd items in the Ql\lC catalooue
and most of these 80,000 have been studied or tested ~nd
improved in that short time. Many of the items have been
redesigned. several times as new conditions have presented
themselves. Climatic conditions in projected areas of opera-
tions; availability of raw materials, machines, and manufac-'
turing capacity;' and problems of distribution are just a fe\\
of the complications that dictate design and development.

The system used now is logical, and effective. The Re
search and Development Branch sends its own officers au
to the field, and gets reports from other officers in the field
to find out what is needed. \Vit~1one eye on materials scarci-
ti~s, pro~uction possibilities, and c~st, different de:igns a~c
tned untIl several seem to fill the bIll. Several deSIgns ma
be built and tested in the laboratories. If they pass the la
oratory test, they get a field test, either under condition
created artificially or under the actual conditions the item
are to face. By the time all the bugs are ironed out, produc
tion facilities have been arranged and production on the
necessary scale can begin.

But that isn't the end of the story. After the items get to
the using troops there is a continuous flow of information
back to H & D; some of it praise, some of it criticism. The
criticisms are taken seriously, and where the trouble can be
corrected it is done-and fa~t. R & D sends its own officerl
to the field to encourage the using troops to tell their trouble
with the equipment, and the officers themselves, with thei
more specialized knowledge of what to look for, can often
find flaws that the using services never thought of.

No.1-Tent, Sectional, Hospital-This tent replaces the hospital ward tenl.
It has a floor plan 18' wide by 54' long which will accommodate 24 cols.
Detachable blackout vestibules can be attached to both ends allowing en-
trance or exit of litter bearers without emitting light. The side walls of the
tent are 6' high, permitting personnel to work in any section of the tent with-
out hitting the roof. Detachable screening side walls are provided for pro-
tection against insects and a liner suspended from the roof of the tent servel
as insulation for both heat and cold. The tent is sectionalized, permitting
erection in any desired length. Each section is equipped with combination
stovepipe outlet and ventilator permitting the tent to be heated wilh
standard tent stoves.

This tent incorporates a new principle of construction in that it has •
framework of webbing which carries the entire strain of the tent. This
relieves the canvas from carrying the strain and prolongs the life of the tent.

No. 2-Goggfe, Variable, Density-The goggle is designed to permit the
tracking and spotting of aircraft into, or in the vicinity of the sun. A
hinged red visor attachment is provided for tracer ammunition observati.n
which can be flipped into or out of the line of sight by means of slight pres'
SUre from the finger. The goggle consists of a rubber face contracting cup, the
front of which is covered by a rigid plastic frame for holding the lenses.
There are two neutral color polarizing lenses in eace eye-piece. which are
rotated by means of a knurled knob through an arc of 60 degrees. In full
open position the goggle transmits about 100;. of the visible light rays and
in the closed position only 0.1 0;.. The density can be varied between these
two limits.

No. 3-800ts, Service Combat, Tropica/-A 12" high combat b'oot with the
toe and heel made of leather and the remainder of the boot being made .f
nylon. The nylon portion of the boot permits quick drying and resists mil.
dewing normally encountered in tropical areas. A rubber c1eaied sale of.
fords excellent grippage in muddy and grassy terrain as well as rockY
mountainous areas. The cuff eliminates the need of leggings and the buc~l.
closure affords ease and speed in putting on and taking off the boot.

----
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No.7-Hood, Jacket, Field, M-' 94J-A windproof, water-repellent, deto'
able hood designed to give complete head and face protection. Piet
shows hood closed to give maximum protection.

No.5-Ice Cream Plant, Portable, 2'12-40 Ga/lon-A complete I,JOO-pou
compact unit which will supply 640 half-servings per day. It is furnish
vyith gasoline-engine power unit and J h.p., 220-volt, 60-cycle. J-pho
eleclric motor or with electric-motor drive only. It is of rugged aluminu
construction with sanitary freezing units. 2 'I2-gallon /reezing capacity
10-gallon storage capacity.

No. 6-Pockboard, Plywood-The packboard is designed to carry equipme
and supplies of considerable weight. Because the weight is distributed ove
the back and shoulders, 50 pounds can be carried with comparative "os~,
and loads well over I 00 pounds are by no means impossible. The open ar.
space between the body and the load protects the back from hard and i
regular objects, and facilitates evaporation of perspiration. Picture illustro!
the pack board being utilized to carry two clover leafs of sixty millimel
mortar ammunition.

No. 4-Shoepacs, M-' 944-Shoepacs are boots with rubber feet and leoth
tops. They are particularly useful in wet terrain or snow, and are excelle
for use with snowshoes. They are waterproof boots and are not intended f
protection against extreme cold. Since the feet of the boot are made of rU
ber, perspiration cannot escape easily, 'C!Pd frost will form inside in (01

weather, making the boots stiff and cold, .They are adequate for active me
in temperatures down to about zero degrees, and for inactive men in te
peratures down to about 15 degrees, provided their socks and insoles 0

dry,
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The Qi\IC has cold chambers and \yet chambers and snowshoe straps couid be attached, and by impro\'ino t
combinations of the two; testing tracks complete with flinty tread. i\ lore imp,ortant, a new last \\'as designed which ~ou
rocks and clayey swamps: laboratories that make some col- be \\'orn oyer a felt insole and t\\'0 pairs of thick ski socks.
lege labs look like a child"s chemistry set; and it uses areas The pac \\'as designed, ready to go. But the Qi\IC can
in the Far North and in the steaming jungles. If it is possible force nothing on the Theater troops who must requisitio I
to find a way to subject a field jacket or a tent sto\'e to tests the items in time to assure production. In some areas no r:
many times more severe than the items would receive in quisitions came through for the pac. Instead, from thest
nor~al use, somebody in R & 0 has found it, or will find it. areas requisitions did come for the combat boot and the re-

The result of all ;hese tests, both bv the Qi\ IC and bv quisitions were filled. The combat boot is a fine \\'ann
the using services, is better clothing and equipment-equip- weather foot-covering: in fact, it is hard to find one better
ment that will serve its purpose better, last longer, and cost But trench foot will occur under wet cold conditions e\'en
less. at temperatures higher than 40° F. if uncovered leathe

Let's stop right here and get something settled. boots are worn. The QJ\ IC took the brickbats because bas;~
You didn't like C Rations or K Rations day after day. Fundamentals were not understood bv combat commande

You knew that it would have been more sensible to cut o~t and the warm-weather shoe \\'as ~sed for cold-\\"eathe
the fruit drink and give you more coffee. The combat boots operations. I
were too (;#//$% cold when the weather dropped below 45° As for tents, hospital, wall, and the other behemoths that
F. You once had to set up a tent, hospital, wall, and your have staggered second lieutenants for the past many years
military reputation was almost ruined. That extra flap on when Ii & 0 was organized and got going, a sectional ten
the field jacket was a blankety-blanked nuisance, and added was designed that the Beaver Patrol with its patrol leade
nothing to warmth or rainproofing. Jungle shoes didn't missing could set up to house a sick battalion. And sto\'
protect you against blood-flukes. And so on, ad inrnitllm. to heat this miniature Grand Central Tenninal are bein.
The QMC is a bunch of dopes, and why did yot) have to tested right now-tested heartlessly to find the best.
wait until the campaign was over before you ever heard of The extra flap on some' of the clothing was put there t
shoepacs? •.. protect you against something it turned out you didn't ne

The people in Research and Development aren't perfect, protection against-and you should be thankful. It was pa
but they have the answers to these problems and many of the plan to make you gas-tight, if gas had been used. The
others. Even forgetting that there 'was no research worthy flap might have been a nuisance, but you would have bee
of the name before 1942, Ii & 0 still has plenty of answers happy to have it there if the enemy had used gas. And \rho
-and they're not excuses. knew, until V-J Day, that gas would not be used?

About 'the C and K Iiations. They were designed to be Now, about jungle shoes and blood-flukes. There \\"er
emeraenc" rations, and should have been used as such. It many places where the jungle shoes were just what the ter
was ;evel: contemp!ated that they were to be used day after rain ordered, and commanders loved them like they lo\'e
day, during the life of an entire campaign. The three meat payday. Nobody told the QMC that the island you ~'ere 0

components of the early ones were all that was thought was next to be occupied-but if they had, it's a dollar agains
necessary because the plan was to use them for three days at a pair of spiral putties that the QMC would have kno\\
a time, at most. \Vhat happened? Somewhere along the about the flukes, and recommended against the jungle shoe
line the program of feeding men B rations at short distances And if you don't" believe this, vou should see their files 0

behind the front lines broke down. The war moved too fast; informa'tion on climate and re;ources of more areas of thi
GAs and SAs found it was much easier to supply alphabet sad-sack globe than you ever, before 1942, knew existed.
rations than hot food.

But it didn't take Ii & 0 long to learn about what was
happening. If operating procedure required C rations for
long periods, then C Rations would be given variety. There
is more variety in all these rations now, including 10 kinds
of meat components in the C Ration: and the lO-in-one has
had more fiyorable comment than chicken every Sunday.

As for t~'e fruit-d,rink.,hot-coffee argument, the ETO
wanted more coffee"and the Pacific wanted more fruit
drinks. The(e has t6' be a certain amou~t of standardization
or the prob~m of getting'l~e right package to the right place
would get' out of all proportion. And imagine the howls
from the Pucific if they got nothing but coffee', or from the
ETO if they ~ot nothing but fruit drink. A compromise was
reached, and the "customers" were ~atjsfjed part of the time.

Now, about footgear, R & 0 had developed the shoepac
long before the trench-foot tales began filtering back. The
pac had been used at Chilkoot Barracks for years; miners
were quite familiar with them in Pennsylvania and \Vest
Virginia and Colorado. R & 0 found nothing wrong with
the basic idea: but they im~roved upon it bv adding a hee!, a
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The Qi\ Ie had the answer to the blood-Aukes in his
catalogue; you can't, with any justice, blame him for not
ramming it down the Theater people's throats when you
consider that it takes a while to manufacture thinos, and0-

that the Qi\ IC probably had little more knowledge than
you that the Island of Drooly-Drooly was to be taken on 14
July 1944. For that matter, it's a fair wager that the Theater
G-4 didn't know it either. That's one of the tough things
about fighting a war-Ouija Boards don't put out much
dependable infomlation about the future.

If the proper people would only know what is going to
happen in the future, and would go to R & D to find out
what the Qi\'lC has already done and can do in the future,
many of these snafus would be obviated. R & D knows the
difference between drv cold and wet cold; thev know thl1t
skiers take different f~t(Jear than mountain-cUmbers; thato
paratroopers have weight limitations; and that cotton outer
clothes, backed up by many layers of woolen inner garments,
can do a much better job of keeping men warm than wool
alone. If you're scientifically-minded, H. & D will tell you
about thermocouples and weight ratios and different kinds
of perspiration and calories and vitamins and proteins and _
immersion tests and a thousand other things you never think
about because all you're interested in is getting equipment to
do the job. That's what R & D is interested in, too, but they
knolV what they're doing.

Research and Development knows, for instance, that the
Army overcoat is a most impractical garment for field opera-
tions. It is heavy; when it soaks up water it is even heavier
than before, and it is really not particularly warm. Less
weioht, in the form of layered woolen garments (such aso ,~
shirt, sweater, wool jacket) covered by a cotton shell like the
field jacket, is warmer, lighter, and provides more freedom
of movement. But overcoats we may always have with us
because they look better in garrison parades, and look better
on Saturday nights in town. But we can't throw overboard
what we have learned about the layering principle because
we have oarrison life; armies are still designed for fighting
wars. Th~ result is that we must have both the field jacket
and a dress coat; it will be Research and Development's job
to insure that the field jacket (or the 1950-plus development
that will replace it) is n~ shelved in favor of the overcoat.

\iVhich brings us to another sore spot, as seen by the
using troops. Most QMC items are a final compromise, for
obvious reasons. Slightly different characteristics might be
required for instance for rations used in Korea or in the
Philippines. In cold areas troops need more calories than
thev do in warm areas. They want meat and jam, cocoa and
coffee. But this is not true' where warm weather saps the
enerov and appetites are never enough to devour a ration
that ~~'ouldseem normal on a cold wintry day. So the soldier
in the warm country growls, "vVhy do they put all this meat
in the rations?" "Why don't we have more cigarettes, fruit
drinks or beer?" And the joker in the winter cold gripes
loudly "vVhen are we going to oet more coffee?" It is mani-

" 0festly impossible to design anyone item to please everybody
everywhere; it is just as impossible to distribute proper quan-
tities of slightly different items to a large number of different
areas or different units. It is bad enough to be required to
ship mukluks to Alaska and sand-shields to Africa, without
breaking the thing down to send brown mukluks to Point

Barron' and white mukluks to \Vhite Horse, meta] sa
shields to T ebourba and plastic ones to Tebessa.

Along this line, the Qi\ IC has developed a combat b-
with a nylon top for jungle wear. to replace the leather,
used elsewhere. The island commander who finds he n~l
a nylon top colored pink for his particular spot in the Pa~e'
not realizing that there are problems of distribution : '~
manufacture, will pound his desk and damn the Qi\ Ie. B

n

the Qi\ Ie has to "take it." Z
That's the story, at least an infinitestimal part of it. 6:

what Research and Development has been doing durino th
war. Now, what about the future? " fi

The story of the $1,500,000 monthly savings of one t\J I

of socks sh~uld con.vince us that R & D pays its Ownway, ~
a matter 0\ matchIng dollars. The actual financial sarin b

. alone makes it a reasonable setup. F
.But R & D d?es much more than that. It saves lives, hel b

WI~ battles, raIses morale, and keeps the sick list low,
do:ng what it can to get the right equipment to the rio
place at the right time. There is little argument, in Ar~ n
circles at least, that R & D should have the funds and ~
sonnel to keep at its chore of designing better clothino a \1

equipment for use in any 1)art of the world. 0 I', n
But R & D needs more than funds. It needs the con

dence of the Am1\' as a whole: confidence that R & D II

provide the best n;aterial possible to do the job. H & Dca
not find out what rherroops need unless its rcpresentati,
can circulate among the troops in every Theater and Arm\
area; to live with them, listen to them, and help them. R
D cannot provide the items it develops unless the peop I

who need the items cooperate to the extent of tellino R & I
1

. 0
t le type of operations planned, when. and how many troo
of what kinds will take part in the operations. Accurate i I
formation, completely IIp-to-date, is necessary iF the QUd (
termaster is to provide what is needed to do the job. I

Under Brigadier General Georges F. Doriot, a civilia
soldier with broad industrial experience, and a staff of oth
civilian soldiers and civilian technical experts, Researc
and Development Branch of the Office of the Quartennast
General has produced thousands of miracles, workin
against time and obstacles, in the past few years. Arctic e
plorers and plastic experts and textile technicians and hu
dreds of others with specialized knowledge now make u
the Branch-some commissioned, some workino as civilian

'"Under a peacetime Army organization, although the e;\.-per
will not be in uniform, it should be possible to arrange \,it
industry to continue this type of research. Industry ",-j

supply our next wartime army, and has as much stake in tb
success of the program as has the Army.

If history is any sort of a teacher, it would appear th
we must have H.esearch and Development (under a
name, but still performing the same functions) if for
other reasons than to prevent us from sliding back to ",he
we were in 1939. It is quite conceivable that the demands
garrison warfare will dictate design between now and tn
next war unless we have continuous research to find bett
products, suited to all the varied conditions of global \\,a
fare, and suited to new weapons and new tactics. The nl
saving in money will be tremendous; the saving in deJa'
in casualties, and in inefficiencv will be astronomical. The
is no point in losing the ground we have gained.



In Retros pect* Extracts of an address by the Honorable
Robert P. Patterson, Secretary of War

II is of interest to look back o\'er the last four years and
examine some of the developments that engaged our at-

.lention, examine them in the light of what we learned

rlater.
I Early in the war we heard a great deal about the Japanese
Zero. The common report was that it surpassed any of our
fighters. The truth was that while the Zero was superior in

I n;anem'erability, all our fighters outclassed it in speed, in
fire power and in all-around effectiveness. As soon as we
mjnaged to get a fairly strong force to the Southwest Pa-
cific. the weakness of the Zero became apparent. The final

I bIoI\' to the Zero nwth came in 1\ larch of 1943 when the
Fifth Air Force kn~cked down eighty-three Zeros in the
battle of the Bismarck Sea with a loss of six of our planes.

At the same time there was a tendency to give the Japa-
nese soldier a great reputation as a jungle fighter. There was
some foundation for it. The Japanese infantryman was
tough. he could travel a long distance on very little, he
would not quit. But his tactics were always the same; no
matter what the particular situation-holing in, night-

. prol\'ling and the final Banzai charge at dawn-and our men
quickly proved to be better fighters, jungle or no jungle.
Guadalcanal, Buna and New Georgia oaye us an edoe that

I:> 0
was never lost.

The Corps of Engineers-d~\'eloped a new weapon to deal
with the Japanese habit of penetrating our lines in the dark,
a carbine equipped with a telescopic sight and with invisible
light. enabling the outposts to scan the terrain in front and
pick up the targets without being seen or revealing their
o\\'n presence. I should add that th~ German development in
the use of invisible light was abreast, if not ahead, of our
o\\'n.

Some of our new weapons seemed to come in the nick of
, time, right when the necessity was most pressing. It put me
in mind of appearance of the Monitor, when the Merrimac
had had a field day with the wooden ships the day before
and it looked as if nothing could stop the Merrimac.

\Ve stood in need of a light weapon that would give the
infantry soldier confidence in his ability to stop a German
tank. TIle Bazooka, a rocket-launcher that weighed no more
than sixteen pounds, was tried out in the summer of 1942.
The slow velocitv of the rocket enabled us to make use of
the hollow-charg~ shape of explosive, which was most ef-
fecti\'e in opening a hole through armor. The Bazooka was'
put into production without delav and was first used in the
~orth African landing in Nove~ber, 1942. In fact, it was
Issued to some of the assault units while they were crossing
the Atlantic. It proved to be a stand-by of the infantryman
al\ through the war, against tanks, against pillboxes and
against buildings.

I The amphibious truck-the well-known "Duck" -was
another example of equipment turning up in time to fill an
urgent need. It was characteristic of this war that landings
had to be made on beaches. It was the German plan that if-*Address delivered before the Engineering Society of Detroit 6 February
1946 ..

they held the ports firmly, we might land on beaches but
we could not supply and support a large-scale operation
oyer the beaches. The Ducks were first used in Sicily in the
summer of 1943. They proved im'aluable then, as they did
later in Italy, in France, and in all parts of the Pacinc, in
picking up supplies at shipside and taking them oyer the
beaches to points well beyond the shore line. The Ducks
did their part in frustrati~g the plan to hold the ports.

Our most successful development in al111l1llnition of the
standard type was the V-T fuse, for antiaircraft shells and
neld artillery shells. That fuse oreath. reduced the effective-• I:> ,

ness of the German V-I bomb attack on London, and it was
of great worth in beating back the German counteroffensive
in the Ardennes a year aoo. It had been kept under close, 0

control for secrecv, due to the danoer that the enemv mioht~ 0 / b
get the use of it, and the fuse was first released for use bv
ground troops against ground targets on December 18th; tw~
days after the launching of the German attack. Because of
that fuse alone, artillerv nre was credited with annihilatino

, 0

an. entire German Division. General 11atton reported that
tillS product of American inoenuitv was the chief factor ino ,
our crushing defeat of the German winter counteroffensive.

Against one Gem1an device-the V-2 long-ranoe rocket
. 0

-we dId not perfect a defense. \IVe were able to track the
missile bv radar, and bv backtrackino the radar and bv

.. '" L) "

mathematical calculations we could locate the launching
sites. But by that time the launchers had been moved. The
terrific speed of the V-2 rocket, 3,600 miles an hour, was
the barning element. The power of a weapon involves the
fa,ctors of speed, range, accuracy and explosive power, but
01 the four speed offers the oreatest difficultv in successfulo ,
interception of the missile. As the speed goes up, the chance
of an effective defense goes down. Despite this I have no
doubt that a countermeasure against the lono-ranoe ouided

~ 0 0 0
rocket will be developed.

I have not discussed the atomic bomb, the most revolu.
tionary weapon since the invention of gunpowder. I have
followed that project from the start. and last month I ob-
served the effects of the first bomb at Hiroshima. The
omission of it tonight is due to the fact that I am certain
you are aheady well aware of its tremendous significance
and that vou ahead" know ever"thino that can be made• , • I:>

public at this time.
The debt of the nation to its scientific and engineering

talent is measured b" the difference between victory and de-
feat in the war that has been fought. \Ve could ~ot have
\\'on with the arms we had in 1940, and this does not de-
tract in any way from the matchless courage of our fighting
men or the strategic skill of our leaders on the field of battle.

There is no security in high depots of surplus weapons
left over after a war. Man" of them are ahead" obsolete.
Until the time when inter~ational organization' for peace
will put a finish to wars as the means of settling disputes
among nations-and I trust that that time is not far distant
-the strongest bulwark of our security rests in the genius
and skill of our scientists and engineers who are still search-
ing out to the endless frontier.



A Report on Japanese Freet
Balloons t
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A total of one hundred and ninety-four paper balloons and
three rubberized-silk balloons, all of Japanese origin, were
found in the United States, Canada, Alaska, 1\ lexica and
the Pacific Ocean area during the period from November,
1944, to February, 1946. In addition there were eighty-nine
recoveries of small fragments of paper or other balloon parts
too incomplete to be classed as a balloon. Of these two hun-
dred and eiohtv-three separate recoveries of balloon ma-t> ,
terial the findinos rano.ed from small pieces of paper to, b ~

a few almost intact balloons. Also, thirty-two bombs Cor
bom.b fragments) which had been dropped by balloons on
the North American continent were found, and four hun-
dred and seven reports of the sighting of one or more bal-
loons in the air weEe received.

In early December, 1944, following the recovery of ~
rubberized-silk balloon from the ocean near the coast of
California on November 4, the recovery of a paper balloon
from the water near Hawaii on November 14, the report of
a mysterious bomb explosion in \Vyoming on 6 December,
and the finding of a second paper balloon in Montana on
II December, officials of the U. S. Army and Navy and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation began an investigation
of the source and purpose of the free balloons.

The FBI assisted the military in the collection of infor-
mation and field investigations until the latter part of April,
1945.

The following is a summary of the balloon activity and
is based on information obtained before the surrender of
Japan and information obtained by investigators in Japan
after cessation of hostilities.

PURPOSES

One of the first questions that had to be considered be-
fore an effective defense organization could be formed was
the purpose or intention of the Japanese in regard to the
balloons. It was decided that the most likely uses of the bal-
loons were: transportation of high-explosive antipersonnel
bombs and incendiaries, ranging shots (i.e., the study of
wind currents possiblv for use in future activities), trans-
portation of biological warfare agents, and propaganda to
aid in the bolstering of Japanese morale.

No evidence was obtained from the recovered paper bal-
loons of any purp'ose other than the transportation of bombs
and incendiaries although the many unusual radio signals
heard from the Pacific area indicated that ranging might
be the primary purpose. Interrogation of high-ranking Jap-
anese Armv officers after the surrender indicated that the
balloons w~re released soleIv in retaliation for the bomb-
ing attacks on Japan by U. S. aircraft and that the project
was initiatecl as a result of the Doolittle attack on 18 April
1942. No loads other than incendiaries and bombs were
ever used or proposed and that there was no intention to use
the balloons to transpor0iological warfare wea ons.

HISTORY
fa

According to information obtained from Japanese officers, rb
paper balloons were under development in Japan between \
1932 and 1935 for use in meteorological investigations. D
Successful paper balloons were constructed with an inflated '\
diameter of approximately thirteen feet and ~apable of rising
to an altitude of about three and one-half mIles.

\Vhen the first bombing attack on Japan occurred in
1942, the effect on Japanese morale was such that all-oUl
efforts were made to devise retaliatory measures. The Japa- n
nese General Staff considered the use of airplanes, subma- it

rines, and free balloons, and as a result, development of a p
paper bombing-balloon was initiated. It was first intended a
to develop a type of balloon capable of travelin~ a distance f
of about 1,800 miles to be released by submannes or war-~r
ships off the west coast of the United States. To attain thi~Ie
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Completed Japanese balloon is inflated for laboratory tests,
The balloon itself at maximum altitude is a true sphere, 100
feet in circumference. It is made of five layers of mulberry
paper, each about as thick as cigarette pa~er, but s~rong and
water-repellent when cemented together. It IS filled With hydro-
gen. Suspended like a chandeli~r belo~ the envelope, by 19
shroud lines, each 45 feet long, IS a deVice for automatic con-
trol of altitude. The bomb load is attached to this "chandelier"
with an automatic release mechanism. The balloon is further
equipped with automatic demolition blocks which are supposed

to destroy it in the air.
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objective, the weather balloon was increased in diameter
ir~mthirteen feet to about twent)' feet, and then to twenty-
;jx feet. By the summer of 1943 it was belie\'ed that a bal-

I
~n capable of traversing the required distance had been
dereloped.

B\' this time, however, it was found that the Japanese
~ 'J\:\' was depleted to the point where the ships and sub-
n1Jr(nesnecessary to carryon such an attack were no longer
arJilable and therefore further investigations were under-
taken in an effort to evoh'e a balloon capable of traversing
the wide expanse of ocean between Japan and North
imerica. Much experimental work was necessary but in
December 1943 and the first quarter of 1944 approximately
rllOhundred test balloons, loaded mainly with sand, were
built and released.

;\IANUFACTURE

:\lthough the Japanese admit that they knew little or
norhing concerning the course and distance traversed by the
resrballoons, nevertheless they then began large-scale mass
production of paper balloons having an inflated diameter of
approximately thirty-three feet. On the basis of a few re-
ports of fires and explosions occurring in "unexpected areas"

,recorded by Japanese monitors from United States broad-

I
casts. they believed that some success had been achieved.

The production goal had been set at a total of twenty
thousand balloons but onlv nine thousand were finished, all
of \rhich were released. The first specimens of the mass pro-
duction were available in Tuly. 1944, but none was re-

.leased until about 3 NoveI~b~r 1944. The balloons were
handmade and were constructed in a number of small
factories; a shipping tag found with the balloon recovered
011 Ii i\ larch 1945, in the State of \Vashington. indicated
that it was made by the Sagami Arsenal, located about fif-
[cen miles northwest of Yokahama.

The Army organization responsible for the production of
the balloons had close liaison with the Ninth l\1 ilitarl' Lab-
oratory. The Japanese claim that there was no intention to
use chemical warfare weapons (other than incendiaries) or
biological warfare weapons, and that this laboratory was
concerned only with general, difficult scientific problems.

The paper balloons cost originallv about 10.000 yen,
I roughly $2,300 at the prewar rate of exchange, but this
cost was reduced somewhat as production increased.

LAUNCHING

According to recent reports received from Japan, balloons
were released from the .Island of Honshu. Large-scale
launching beQ'an in November, 1944. and the last balloons
were released on 20 April 1945. However. radio signals
from balloon-borne transmitters were heard as late as II Au-
\!ust 1945, indicating that the Japanese were still studyin~
the meteorological conditions over the Pacific.

Accurate meteorological data relative to high-altitude
,wind conditions over the Pacific were not available and
local weather conditions had much to do with the de-
termination of when balloons were to be launched. If sur-
ra~ewinds exceeded approximately ten miles per hour, or if
fam were falling, no launchings were attempted. Although
complete meteorological data was lacking, the studies con-
ducted by the Japanese indicated that the winter months

were most favorable for launchino free balloons which were
to be carried to North America. K lore specifically, the most
fa\'orable time was believed to be the period from the latter
part of December to the middle of February. However, even
though weather conditions were not considered optimum by
the Japanese, three thousand balloons, the most released in
anyone month, were launched in l\larch, 1945. Of this
number, two returned to Japan on i\larch 13 after thirtv-
four hours, but fell in snow and caused no damage. '

The balloons were launched in the early mornino or
I ' I:>

ear y evening, when surface winds were low, by one of two
methods. \\Then the wind velocity was two miles per hour
or less, the inHated and loaded balloon was held with double
ropes passed through the loops in the catenary rope at the
equator of the envelope. One end of each holding rope was
released simultaneously, permitting the balloon to rise free.
\Vhen the wind velocity was greater, up to ten miles per
hour, a different method was used. First, the ballast-drop-
ping apparatus and load were placed on a stand several
feet off the ground. The envelope was then filled upwind
from the stand and loaded equatorily with sand ballast in
special containers designed to open when pulled from be-
low. The balloon was then "walked" into position and at-
tached to the ballast-dropping mechanism. The ballast re-
lease ropes then were pulled and the balloon allowed to
rise. It is presumed that this method was used to minimize
the shock and oscillation which would have occurred if the
balloon had been released abruptly. Launching normally
required a crew of thirty men and could be done in thirty
minutes, and on several days having favorable weather con-
ditions as many as one hundred and fiftl' were released.

It is estimat~d that ten per cent of t1{e balloons released
reached the United States, and that twenty to thirty per
cent of failures were due to shortcominos of the launchino

'=' I:>
crews. Ten per cent of the total launchings of nine thou-
sand is considerably greater than the total of two hundred
and eighty-three balloons and fragments recovered but since
some balloons were equipped for self-destruction, and be-
cause of the great area of the target, it is possible that close
to nine hundred balloons actuallv did arrive over North
America. There are many areas i~ western United Stat~s,
Canada and Alaska where man seldom goes, and it is likely
that se\'eral hundred balloons fell' in such spots or were
destroyed before landing.

TECHNICAL

Two main types of balloons were used, one the bomb-
carrying paper balloon with a diameter of thirty-three feet,
and the other the more carefullv constructed and more ex-
pensive rubberized-silk balloon ~f slightly smaller size. Nine
thousand of the former were built, but onlv three hundred
of the rubberized-silk type were construct~d because of a
shortage of materials. The Japanese state that thirty of the
rubberized-silk balloons were released between June and
October, 1944, carrying radiosonde equipment for meteoro-
logical data.

During the developmental work, balloons with diameters
of five feet to thirty-three feet were used, most of which were
equipped with radiosonde apparatus capable of the trans-
mission of information on altitude, pressure differential,
temperature, and light intensity. By triangulation of bear-



The Japanese expected that information on damage
caused by the balloons would be available from normal press
channels and radio broadcasts. However, after the first men.
tion of the original balloons found, the press and radio of
the United States and Canada maintained a very completell:
voluntary censorship at the request of the Army and Na\; 01

through the Office of Censorship and thus denied the Japa.\,
nese information as to the numbers of balloons arriving and~
the landing points. «

CONCLllSION
. n

The Japanese dId not expect that the balloons would be'
an effective weapon, which estimate proved to be accurate..
Casualties resulting from the balloon bombs were si. D

people killed in Oregon as a result of the explosion of an~
antipersonnel bomb. These casualties were caused by ai
bomb that presumably had been on the ground for a month
or more and were the tragic result of the handling of th
bomb by inexperienced persons. Negligible damage was
caused by the incendiaries; the only fires resulting being one
or two small grass fires.

RADIO SIGNALS

A considerable number of signals transmitted by balloon
borne radio equipment were tracked by one or more radic
direction-finding stations in the United States and its pos.
sessions between early December, 1944 and August, 1945.
It is interesting to note that over forty per cent of the signal
were detected after April 20, 1945, the date when the
Japanese state that the last balloons were released. These
signals, all of the same general character, furnished the I

Japanese with a means of tracking the balloons after release.
as well as information as to the behavior of the automatic
height-maintaining apparatus. lit

PROPAGANDA AND CENSORSHIP

Army Air Forces

Finding of a Japanese balloon with bombs attached, 23
February 1945.
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ings obtained by two or more radio direction-finding sta- with one-third high-explosiye bombs and two-thirds ince
tions, the location also could be determined. Some of the aries. Howe,'er, from reco,'eries of balloons in this cou~
balloons were tracked for as long as eighty hours in the it is known that such loading was not always used. In so
summer when the winds were light and variable. In the cases, incendiaries only were carried, with the thirtv-thr
winter, the balloons normally would be out of range in pound high-explosive bomb replaced by a twenty-si;-pou
thirty hours. incendiary. According to one Japanese source, the ball

\\Then release of large quantities of paper balloons began, load varied from a minimum of about twenty-five pounds
about ten per cent of those released were equipped with a maximum of about sixty-~\'~ po.unds, :vith the averag
radiosonde apparatus which furnished information on the about fifty pounds. Such vanatIon m loadmg was indicat
altitude of the balloon. Radio direction-finding stations on by the recovered balloons, some of which had been mor
the island of Honshu obtained bearings on the radiosonde hea,'ilv loaded than others.
transmissions, which by triangulation indicated the location
of the balloon. They were normally tracked up to a distance
of approximately one thousand two hundred miles, which
distance would often be covered in eight to twelve hours,
an average speed of one hundred to one hundred and fifty
miles per hour. The wind velocity at an altitude of ap-
proximately thirty-three thousand feet, which is believed
to have been the average operating altitude of the paper bal-
loons, varied cyclically from one hundred to one hundred
and fifty miles per hour, with a period of about eight days.
The balloon "track" showed that normally in November
the course was south of east, in December directly east, and
in February to the north of east.

The Japanese claim that the balloons usually were loaded

"The surest guarantee that no nation will dare again to attack us
is to remain strong in the only kind of strength an aggressor under-
stands-military power. ... I recommend that we depend for our
security upon comparatively small professional armed forces, rein-
forced by a well-trained and effectively organized citizen reserve.
The backbone of our militarv force should be the trained citizen."-
HARRY S. TRUMAN, l\'Iessage to Congress, 23 October 1945. --
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By Colonel Conrad H. Lanza, {Retired}
Illtroduction. The suhjects discussed helow are short

flilitar)' studies of areas ill which the United States IlOlds
mterest. The studies are illtended to he factual as to what
asoccurred and impartial as to current conditiolls, mId are

basedon information availahle to tlze author. Tllery do not
necessarily imply \Var Department indorsement of factual
rUTIlc)' or opinion.

RUSSI~I THE INTEHNAL SITUATION

, During the war, the destruction of lives and property
throughout Russia was appalling. The total casualties have
not been officially reported, but have been estimated by
\3rious observers as between ten and twenty lTI;illions. Ac-
cording to a i\loscow dispatch on 10 January 1946, 1,700
(Oll'nsand 17,000 villages had been destroyed. Great dam-
agehad been caused to farms by the removal of farm ani-

"malsand farm tools, and by the destruction of about 40%
of the mechanical farm machines. Additionally, mines and
industries, power stations and depots were ruined. Russia
existed during the war only by aid of industries established
in the Ural Mountains and to the east thereof, and by Lend-
lease supplies and food. This latter aid stopped abruptly

~atthe end of the war and, since that date, Russia has been
.Onher own.

Prior to the organization of the Soviet Union, Russia was
primarily an agricultural country employing hand labor
hut the present government organized great industries
through a series of Five-Year Plans. To obtain about ten
million needed workers for industry, it was necessary that
farms be confiscated by the state. These farms were then
reorganized into large collective farms, were supplied with
mechanical farm machines and, after some ten vears, it was
POSsibleto man the industries and still raise su'fficient food
for the country.
t The war has made a change, "Vith a loss of farm imple-
ments it is no longer possible to cultivate former acreages
because hand tools to replace them do not exist.' Besides,
necessary labor can be obtained only by reducing the num-
berassigned to industry. Russia had decided not to do this,
and it has adopted a new Five-Year Plan, as the first of
three. to be started immediately. The object of this first

plan is to va~tly increase industrial production with the pri-
mary view of making Russia a greater military power than
ever. To accomplish this mission, there will be no improve-
ment in the standard of life for the present except that the
prewar standard will be sought. There is a great dearth
of food, supplies and labor in Russia and, if no outside aid
is received, the food situation cannot be entirely satisfactory
before 1947. The industrial situation will take all of the
three contemplated Five-Year Plans.

Several millions of Russian troops are stationed in occu-
pied areas. They do have a political weight and military
possibilities but the important fact is that these occupied
areas feed the troops. It should be kept in mind in evaluat-
ing military intentions that these troop stations may be more
for logistical than for tactical or strategical reasons. It is
not always possible to determine which reason is pre-
dominant.

H.ussia is strenuously working to re-establish her indus-
tries. At the beginning of 1946, 40% of the coal mines in
the Don area were reported working with production said
to approximate 50% of prewar standards. About the same
rate of progress seems to have been made in other regions
and industries.

Labor is perhaps the greatest problem.
On account of the Russian black-out of news there is no

dependable account of morale in homes, but with the end
of the war there was a marked deterioration in the morale
of the Russian army. Millions of Russian soldiers had come
in contact with western civilization and with western armies
and could see for themselves that the standards of life, in
even the poorest of the occupied areas, were equal or su-
perior to the best in Russia. It is claimed that, as a conse-
quence, desertions have been large-one report noted 60,000
desertions in Austria alone. The opposition of displaced
Russians to returning home after having seen western
civilization is apparently marked.

To meet this situation, the Russian government has
initiated strong measures for improving morale, and reports
indicate that discipline among Russian units in contact with
American and British observers has recentlv shown some
improvement.

Unconfirmed reports are that about ten million Russians,
opposed or supposed to be opposed to Communist Russia.
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are in concentration camps. It is certain that the number
in such camps is ,oery large. These persons do work but it
is not always the most suitable, nor as efficient, as that
obtainable from free men.

Forced German labor is reportedly being used to relieve
the labor situation. No official report exists as to their num-
ber but estimates varv between three and five millions.
Importation of free labor from the Balkans would be pos-
sible but if this were done, it would be necessary to pay this
labor sums sufficient to enable them to remit to their fami-
lies. and to provide for occasional visits to their own homes.
As Russian citizens have no such privileges, this idea has
been rejected.

It seems that there will continue to be a deficiency in
production of both food and supplies in Russia for a number
of veal's.

RUSSIA'S INTENTIONS

Indications are that the Russian government is oppor-
tunistic. Like all other nations, neither the people nor the
government are all of the same opinion. At present Russia
is unusually active politically, and in numerous directions.
Major activities are in Manchuria, Iran and the Balkans
with political opposition to British interests in Greece and
Southeast Asia. The sole direct opposition to American
interests is press reports objecting to an American base
in Iceland and press objections on 3 February against the
Anglo-American Palestine commission as being completely
unauthorized and invalid.

Definite pronouncements have been made by the High
Command in Russia, which give an idea of what it has in
mind. On 6 November 1945, Foreign Commissar Molotov,
in a broadcast stated: "The history of blocs and groups of
the western powers indicates that they do not tend to
bridle aggressors, but on the contrary to encourage aggres-
sion, particularly on the part of Germany. I-Ience there
must be no relaxation in the vigilance of the Soviet Union
and other peaceful states on this score."

And the same Commissar on 6 February 1946, states:
"The Soviet Union will solve all the tasks that it has set
itself if the pack of aggressor hounds is kept chained. That
is why the Soviet people are watchful. ... "

On 9 February l\'iarshal Stalin broadcast: "It would be
incorrect to think that the war (\iVorld \iVar II) rose acci-
dentally or as the result of the fault of some of the states-
men. Although these faults did exist, the war arose in
reality as the inevitable result of the development of the
world economic and political forces on the basis of mo-
nopoly capitalism.

"Our Marxists declare that the Capitalist system .
leads in time to sharp disturbances in their relations to
groups of countries, which consider themselves inade-
quately provided with raw materials and export markets
(and who), try usually to change this situation and to
change it in their favor by armed force."

This latter speech was lengthy and reviewed the war
and the Proposed Five-Year Plans. It claimed that Russia's
success was due to Russian pre-vision in providing indus-
tries for her war needs. The Allies were not mentioned
and no credit was given for either the military or Lend-
lease aid furnished. This fact, and the animadversions to

,vestern Powers and. to monopoly capitalism, has been gen-
erally construed as indicating suspicions of the British Em.
pire and the United States.

RUSSIA'S l\hLITARY SITUATION IN CENTRAL EUROPE

For Russian dispositions in l\lanchuria and Iran, see sec-jll
tions on China ana the Levant.

FINLA.l"'D AND NORWAY

Swedish reports are that the frontier between S,reden
and Finland is being fortified under Russian directions and
that important air and naval bases are under construction
along the Aland Islands and the north side of the Gulf of
Finland. Excepting one air and naval base at the entrance J

of the Gulf of Finland, Russia has denied engaging in foni.
fications along the west coast and boundary of Finland. ,

No recent report has been noted regarding Russian occu-
pation of the northern province of Norway. It is therefore
assumed that it still is held by Russian troops. I

Reports from Finnish ships taking reparation cargoes to .
Leningrad are that great disord~s exist at that port and
that cargoes which have been exposed to the weather ever(
since the expiration of the war are partly ruined. Labor!
is difficult to obtain and unloading of ships might takeI
weeks; orders and papers and a maze of red tape are re-,
qui red for simplest operations.

In general, there is no information indicating any pos-
sible Russian offensive in the north. The climate and terrain
are such 'that an attack on Russia through Finland is im-
probable and nothing beyond defensive measures is required'
in this sector. ]

THE BALTIC STATES

Russian ~aval and air bases are under construction near'
Paldiski, Estonia. The islands of Dagoe and Oesel, which
close the Gulf of Riga, are being fortified with labor being
performed by Estonian labor battalions composed mostly of
men over fifty years old believed to be hostile to Russia.

According to reports from Finland, the three Baltic States
-Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania-are bitterly anti-Russian.
There is an extensive Underground.

As of 1 February, the Baltic States were disorganized and
impoverished and it is reported that the Underground oper-,
ates in sabotage against Russia. At the end of the war, a
German Army Group held parts of Latvia and Lithuania.
It is believed that a part of this force took to the woods, and
are now aided by native Balts and Russian deserters in a
general guerrilla warfare. The Russians have removed large
numbers of citizens.

The disorganization resulting from these conditions has
reduced the population of Latvia from about two millions
to an estimated 750,000 with comparable losses in the
other two states.

EAST PRUSSIA AND POLAND

There is a strong Underground, a successor to that oper-
atino durino the German occupation. It is now anti-Russianb I:>

and engages in raiding post offices, banks, railroad stations.
and similar critical points. This is an old Polish acquire-
ment which operated with considerable success in 1906 in
an attempt to overthrow the then Russian rule. The official
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CZECHOSLO\' AKIA

The Russian army's strength here is not known, but
there is no information to indicate that it is abnormal. Ac-
cording to various reports, the Czech GO\'ernment has made
repeated strong protests to 1\ loscow alleging Russian loot-
ing, etc. This condition, if true, is probably due to loss of
morale in the Hussian Am1\', which its I-lioh Command is, 0

doing the best it can to restore.
A Russian detachment is working an uranium mine near

Jachymov. That village is near to the Genn?n boundary.
A British observer reported that in January he noted sixty-
eight Hussian scientists as in charge, and over two hundred
workmen at this mine. The uranium product was shipped
to Dresden but what happened to it thereafter has not been
ascertained.

The Czechoslovakian Government is raising an am1\'
under Russian direction.

l-IUNGARY

The Russians have forced a division of the great landed
estates, which have been allotted to tenants in dwarf farms
of five or eight hectares (l2Y2 or 20 acres) and it has been
found impracticable to find farm tools for the sudden multi-
plicity of these dwarf farms. The acreage recommended for
Hungarian soil and climate is around 300 acres as the low-
est justifiable economically. Farmers are discouraged and
claim the Russians are seizing most everything they can
lay their hands on. Because of these circumstances, the
farm production at present is estimated as only 25% of what
it was under German domination.

There is a verv laroe Russian army in Hungary. At the~} 0 I .I

commencement of the year, reports estimated this force as
1,200,000 men. The main body, which is particularly
strong in artillery and armor, is on the high ground some
thirty to forty miles west and northwest from Budapest. A
strong advance guard holds the east bank of the Raba
River and connects on its right with the Russian Army in

AUSTRIA

There is a large Hussian force present, estimated at about
500,000 men. Some 125,000 of these are first-class attack
troops, partially supplied from Russia, and fully equipped.
The balance are second-class troops whose discipline is re-
ported as leaving much to be desired. These latter live off
Austria and use animal-drawn transportation.

SLOVAKIA

As of January 1946, the largest reported organized resist-
ance to Russian occupation is in Slovakia. In the moun-
tains in the south part are one Slovak and one Russian (anti-
Communist) division. These are reported as complete
with artillery and armor. They are controlled by a Corps
Headquarters, the commander of which is a Hussian (anti-
Communist) general. Liaison exists with the Polish U n-
derground. No Hussian operations against this hostile
corps have been reported, but it is possible they may be
undertaken after the snow has disappeared from the high
areas held.

Numerous Germans are stated to be with the Slovak
Corps. Due to desertions from the Hussian ranks, the TO
strength of the anti-Communist division is ceing main-
tained.

Polish government is pro-Russian and is opposed by the
Underground. The 18th Polish (pro-Russian) Di\'ision
"as known to be in line against Underground forces near

I
BiJh-stockat the close of February.

I~ an effort to obtain the support of the peasants, Russian
:.occupation in Poland and in East Prussia resulted in con-

r
nscating the large landed estates and dividing them into
;tJndard farms of five hectares (about 12~ acres). Due to
ilieclimate and soil, American agricultural experts consider
that the smallest farm economically justified is 100 acres
and anything substantially less is sure to lead to depressed
~reas. Numerous dwarf farms cannot support the popu-
lation. Immediate difficulties have been intensified by the
impossibility of finding enough tools for the multiplicity
of new farms. As a result of these measures famine is ap-

Ipearing.
The Poles are raising an army-strength unknown-to

,upport Russia. Assuming that the present population is
about 70% of what it was before the war, it should be prac-
ticable to raise thirty divisions. A very large Russian force
is in Poland but is kept away from main cities and conse-
quently its strength and composition are unknown. Lowest
and highest estimates from observers who have been in
Poland place the strength between one million and two and
a half millions.

BORNHOLl\l

This island, belonging to Denmark, is garrisoned by
about 6,000 Russians. They have treated the inhabitants

,fairly and have not interfel~ed with communications with
Den'mark. Denmark has made no objection. There are
some 5,000 British troops at Copenhagen. If objection is
made to the Russians in Bornholm, consistency would re-
quire objection to British in Copenhagen. For good and
sufficient reasons Denmark wants the British to remain,
and consequently the Russians remain in Bornholm. This
Iras a former German air base and is excellent for that

(purpose ..

RUSSIAN-OCCUPIED GERMANY

, This is being Sovietized as rapidly as possible and many
: Germans are joining the Communist Party. However, the
Imajority of Germans do not like the Russians, and should

I there be an election today, there is no doubt that it would
be heavilv anti-Russian a'nd anti-Communist. .

I Report~ indicate a withdrawal of Russian troops from
I Germany. In February the Russian troops in Poland and.

Occupied Germany were regrouped by corps and armies
and some observers considered this as a preparation for a

; military campaign.
, . Russia has in reserve a l;uge body of German officers,
~Including about fifty generals, headed by Generals von

Paulus and \'on Sevdlitz. These two individuals have been
conducting certain'schools and some German officers have
eft the British sector to attend them. This movement is

.contrary to the normal one which is to escape from Russia,
All that has been ascertained about the schools is that the
COursesgiven are partly military and partly political (Com-
munist) which is, of course, standard practice in Russia. To
date there has been no report of German-raised troops in
Russian employment.
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Austria. and on its left with a Yugo-Slav army, which
form natural wings to the main force, in Hungary.

The Danube crossings are held by strong detached forces.
Between the Danube and the Tisza rivers is a strong force,
presumably the GHQ resen'e. Services and technical
troops, which include amphibious and naval units, are east
of the Tisza.

The disposition of what appears to be the main Russian
mass of maneuver is such that it would be possible to ad-
vance westward on either or both banks of the Da n)..lbe, ad-
vance into north Italv, or move south toward Greece or
Istanbul. As noted p~eviously, the strategical possibilities
of the Russian deployment may have been subordinated to
the logistical desire to transfer the supply of the troops to
occupied areas, yet the strategical possibilities cannot, how-
ever, be overlooked.

YUGOSLAVIA

The left of the foregoing mentioned Russian army in
Hungary is covered by a Russian directed Yugoslav army.
According to reports of American correspondents and Brit-
ish obsen'ers, seventeen divisions have been identified,
amounting to 250,000 men. These hold a prolongation of
the Russian line east of the Raba River and face northwest.

In the rear of this Yugoslav army, which is under the
orders of p,llarshal Tito, is an Underground which is active
in sabotage and in attacks on critical points. The head of
the Underground is General ivlihailovitch. This general
was formerly recognized by the Allies, and was equipped by
them during the war with anns and munitions. He is faith-
ful to King Peter and has a considerable following. Since
the war the Allies have recognized J\llarshal Tito and their
aid to Mihailovitch ceased.

The Underground has one division operating in Monte-
negro, and another in east Bosnia, but these divisions are
believed to have not over 6,000 men each present for duty.
Under the circumstances, the military position of Mihailo-
vitch would -appear to be hopeless with the end of winter.
However, recent reports indicate he is gaining strength
from elements of the population which are anti-Tito.

ROL\IANIA

A large Russian army is present. Its strength has been
reported as anywhere from one to two and a half millions
but none of these reports come from competent obsen'ers.
It is probable that there are at least a half million Russians
in Romania, and there may be many more.

BULGARIA

No large Russian force is reported in this country. The
Bulgar army of twelve to fourteen divisions is under Rus-
sian control. Reports from Turkey claim that the majority
of these divisions are opposite her frontier. The Russian
army in Romania is in position to promptly support the
Bulgars if necessary.

SP~IN
Spain is a new center of trouble. It could conceivably

become an area of military operations.
Spain h~iust about twice the area of Great Britain and

March-April J

about half as much populati9n. Excluding overseas terri.
tory the area is 194,800 square miles, and the population
prior to recent wars was over 21 millions.

The present political government of Spain arose from
events which commenced in 1936. On 16 February of that
year an election was held for the Cortes, or national parlia-
ment, which gave the Left parties 256 members as againSt
205 for all other parties. The popular vote gave the left
4,356.599 votes out of 9,408,550 ballots. The Left, althouoh
composed of Republicans, Socialists, Communists and In.
archists, united in a single ticket. The Right, composed of
Monarchists, Conservatives, Agrarians, etc., had separate
tickets for each party. The Left, although wanting a popu.
lar majority, won easily.

The Left ousted the President of Spain on the following
6 April by vote of the Cortes, and a new Left President was
elected. Each side charged the other with preparing a re\'o-
lution. The Left, being in possession of the government,
undertook to make radical changes. Many of these \\'ere
just, such as division of landed estates, revision of taxes.
etc., but obtaining these aims by legal methods was con-
sidered too slow. Murder of proprietors of estates and ~
seizures of the land by tenants followed, but though the 1
government officially deplored these excesses, it failed to
prosecute the offenders. \Vith immunity a practical prom-
ise, the disorders increased and spread to the murder of I

. prominent leaders of the Right merely because they \\'ere
leaders.

This led to the revolution of July, 1936, of the Right
parties on the ground that if its leaders did nothing they'
would be killed anyway, and they might as well take a
chance and fight it out. As nearly as can now be deter-
mined, the Right and Left were nearly evenly balanced as
to popular votes at that time. Each had slightly under 50'l(
of the ballots.

The Army in Spain has regularly taken part in politics
as standard practice. The corps of oHicers, who are well'
educated, have always taken part 'in political movements ..
As in most armies, their tendency was to be conser\'ati\'e
and they therefore sympathized' with the Right parties.
They readily aareed under the circumstances to meet, ,0

violence with violence and to start a revolution.
General Francisco Franco was then the Commanding

General in the Canan' Islands and the second ranking
General of the Army. \Vhen the revolution broke out on
18 July he flew to l\,{orocco and assumed command. Shortly

'thereafter his superior was killed in an air accident, and
Franco succeeded to the position of Commander in Chief.
The title Commander in Chief soon included that of Chief
of State. General Franco still holds both posts.

The revolution started in July, 1936 and lasted until
January, 1939. It was bloody, and caused extraordinary
damage to property. In the seven years which have passed
since, Spain has avoided wars and has attempted to restore
life to normal but only partial progress has been made. In
general, law and order prevail but economic conditions are
poor.

During \Vorld "Var II Spain's preference was for the
Axis. This has been charged by the Allies as due to General
Franco but it is not certain that his actions did not represent
the views of the ma' oritv of his eo Ie. There is a Com:
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uni5tParty i~1Spain. bu~ it is a minority. The excesse: of of Libya and lor Cyrenaica and a base on the Red Sea hom
ciril war. Justly or unJustly, have been charged agamst forme~ ltalia~ colo'nies.
Communists, and the country is strongly anti-Com- The foregoing Russian demands are an extension of a

~

uni5tand anti-Russia, as representing Communism. Spain century-old effort of Russian gO\'ernments to control the
not 5~ecially ~ro- Fa:cist or p~o-Na~i; the government is exit to the J\ lediterranean Sea via Istanbul. The demand

jifa]iwflan but of a v~nety.pecullar to Itself. for bases beyond the Istanbul area is new. If Russia suc-

~

5ince the conclUSIOn 01 \Vorld \Var II the Allies have ceeds, it will haye a north and south line of bases across the
de pronouncements against General Franco. charging eastern J\ lediterranean, cutting the existing British west to
[ he should be removed on account of his fonner pro- east line. Turkey has definitely announced that she will

xissympathies. Spain has admitted this, but represents fight rather than 'cede territory to Russia and has mobilized
~t its sympathy did not include hostile acts, such as those her three armies. Of these one guards Istanbul, one is on

Ita"'. Austria, Hung<u\' and other nations, which seem the Caucasus frontier, and the third is in GHQ reserve.

r
hJr~ been forgiven In.' 'the Allies.

~ AZERBAIJAN
.\t the end of February, France closed its frontier, ceased

Irlations with Spain, and made plea to obtaining planes There are two states of this name. One is a Soviet Re-
fF mthe United States or Great Britain for French use in public within Hussia, and the other is the northwest proy-
~rnt of war. Spain, on its part, mobilized increased forces ince of Iran. The two adjoin and are inhabited by the same
J [he French frontier. These forces include some 1\ loorish race, which is different in language, customs and religion
.\isions which are attack troops. from that in the rest of Iran, which is occupied by the
I The United States, Great Britain and France on 4 rdarch Persian race.

~

adea common declaration inviting the Spaniards to oust The two Azerbaijans were originally one state. By suc-
.eneral Franco, as they did their then President in 1936. cessive attacks during the last cent.ury, Hussia captured that
he declaration disclaiI;'s any idea of military intervention. part now incorporated within the Soviet Union. In July,
I The history of Spain ind{cates that foreidn interference 1941, Hussia and Great Britain attacked Iran, overthrew
~likely to u~ite all or most of the Spanish"" parties. Span- its government, and installed a new government. By treaty
~rds have often had differences among th~mselves, but in January. 1942, Iran agreed to foreign occupation-Russia
~re preferred to settle their own problems without outside in the north, and British in the south-for the duration of
interference. the war and six months thereafter. The United States soon

after participated with the British occupation and developed
an important rail and truck line of communications from the
Persian Gulf to Russia over which an immense quantity of
Lend-Lease goods were shipped. The United States never
had any treaty right for its action but assumed it as a British

Main allv.
I)rior to the war the British and Americans had oil con-

cessions in south and central Iran. The British develop-
ments have been opened in Arab territory south of Iran.

Iran Azerbaijan is a fertile province and normally raises
a surplus of food. This is much needed in Iran but is valu-
able to Russia also. There are also valuable mineral deposits
including unproved oil fields. Russia in 1944, and subse-
quently, asked for a concession for these fields but which
Iran denied, on the ground that no further foreign conces-
sions would be granted to anyone.

In November, 1945, a revolt occurred in Azerbaijan.
According to Iran claims this was a put-up job. Ru~sia,
which had occupied Azerbaijan, immediately interned all
Iran troops on the ground that this avoided disorders and
prohibited the sending of any Iran troops into Azerbaijan.
As a result of this action an autonomous government was
established. It is understood that this autonomous govern-
ment is prepared to grant Russia the desired oil concessions,
and is to ask for the retention of Russian troops in order to
preserve law and order.

According to the treaty, occupation was to end on 2
i\larch 1946, six months after the surrender of Japan.
There was, however, no evacuation of Russian troops. In
the meantime the United States forces were withdrawn bv
31 Decemter 1945, and the British have nearly completed
withdrawal.

The Russian occupation of Azerbaijan, if unopposed. will

lInrest, coupled with minor disorders, is general.
I nors and interests are:

A general desire of the native races to be completelv in-
jfpencknt. .

r\ desire of the British to retain control of the Suez Canal.
ncluding adjacent Palestine and Egypt.
, :\ joint American and British desire to continue to domi-
late the valuable oil industry.

A desire of Russia to obt;in oil properties so far denied
Jer,plus military bases throughout the Levant.

RUSSIA'S DEl\lANDS IN TIlE MEDITERRAl'EAN SECTOR

According to German papers, Russia asked as earl\' as
19-10 for acknowledgement of her right to military occ~pa-
IOn of Homania and Buloaria and the establishment of
Dilitary bases on both the Bosphorus and Darda~elks
)traits. The refusal 01' Gennan\' to aoree to this resulted inh I) . ""e lusso-Gennan war, which started in June, 1941. As a
esult Russia gained Romania and Bulgaria for military
lUrposes,despite the fact that the western Allies have not
~reed to this.
. The Russian demand for bases on the Istanbul Straits has
le(n unofficial, but appears government-inspired. Likewise,
new demand, made on 20 December 1945, asked for

~..sionby T urkev of a ISO-mile strip along the Black Sea
rn T rabizon (inclusi,'e), to the Russian Frontier. An

I/l]~ialapplication has been made for assignment to Ru<>sia
~ military Case in the Dodecanese Islands for occup3tion
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CHIN~

been a French mandate, and some French troops rcma
The dominant Power is Great Britain, which conquered t
country from France in 1941. The people are damori
for withdrawal of all British and French troops. and
knowledgment of their independence. There has been so
rioting but no serious military operations have occurred.

British and French have agreed in principle to e"acua
their troops. The French, by letter of 13 December 194
declined to withdraw immediately, claiming it was fit
necessary for the UNO to guarantee measures of securit
which were not specified. Since the French are retaini
troops, the British feel it necessary to do the same.

For some twenty y~ars there has been civil \\'ar in Chi
between the Kuomintang (Nationalist) Party headed
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, and the Kungehantan'
(Communist) Partv, headed bv Chairman Mao Tse-tun

On 10 January,' 1946, thr~ugh the mediation of t
American ambassador, General George C. l\hrshall, a tru
was signed. This prescribed cessation of hostilities a
preliminary measures for a permanent peace. \Vith mim
exceptions there has been a cessation of hostilities on th
basis of freezing the troop positions of both sides. T
truce made ~n exception-the Nationalist troops were au
thorized to go ahead with the relief of Russian troops i
Manchuria.

This truce is remarkably similar to a truce signed
tween the same parties, who at the time had the sam
leaders, on 22 September, 1937. That truce \\'as not co
plied with by either side. In view of that experience, jud,
ment should be reserved as to the prospects of the preseT
truce having better success.

Both truces were made under similar military conditior
-the overwhelming superiority of the Kuomintang armi I
In 1946, this had come about through the surrender of val
quantities of Japanese weapons and munitions to the Ku ,
mintang while the Communists received little. The Ku
mintano for veal'S has been the recipient of Lend-Lease w'I:> ,

supplies and since the surrender of Japan, the United Stat
has sold (on credit) to China large additional suppli
Furthermore the United States has trained the Kuomintan
forces.

In ,'iew of all this aid, which has been denied to th .
Communists, the latter are relatively weak. They have 1]

armor, probably not over 16 batteries of artillery and litt!
ammunition for these, no air forces, and no naval forc
The U. S. Navy transports Kuomintang troops as necessa0
the Air Transport Command flies troops and supplies for i

For other reasons, in 1937, the Communists were ho ,
lessl\, outclassed. The truce then made gave them an oppo. ,
tunitv to avoid decisive battles and possible defeat. T .
same'situation has again arisen. It is therefore probable thz.
the tnlce will be kept temporarily, regardless of the ultAl
mate outcome, which "Cannot be foreseen.

.MANCHURIA

Accordino to a treatv between China and Russia signI:> ,

on 14 Auoust, 1945, and which the United States aro
proved, China ceded jurisdiction over the large prO\'ince
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SYRIA AND LEBANON

This is the Le,'ant proper. Since \Vorld \Var I it has

presumably result eventually in the uniting of the t\\'o
Azerbaijans into a sinole SO\'iet state, but whether or not. ;::,

the inhabitants wish this is unknown. Occupation of Azer-
baijan increased the Russian frontier with Turkey by 200
miles, and would be a material strategical factor should war
occur.

The Russian occupation also opens contact with the
Kurds. These are a turbulent people, who roam about the
area where the frontiers of Turkey, Iran and Iraq come
tooether. The Kurds used to be armed bv the Turks foro ,
the purpose of exterminating Armenians. Iraq reports in-
dicate that the Kurds mav now be armed bv Russia, and
may attack the Iraq oil fi~lds during the cOI~ing summer.
To meet this possibility, the Biitish maintain two air bases
within Iraq.

PALESTINE

Palestine covers the Suez Canal and is a valuable base to
the British. The local situation revolves around the effort
to impose a Jewish state where the majority of the present
inhabitants are Arab.

The Arab states have ~ League, which is active. Its CP
is at Cairo. From a miltiary point of view, Arabs are good
fighters, but they lack industrial resources to maintain an
armv, have no naval or air forces, and are scattered over an
im~ense collection of first-class deserts. Thev are conse-
quently unable to maintain effective military ~pposition to
the great Powers.

The Arabs, being alllVIoslems, have a strong moral influ-
ence among their coreligionists in Iran, in India and in
French North Africa and some influence in Turkev. To
unnecessarily incur the antagonism of the Arab Lea'gue is
to invite trouble, particularly in India and North Africa.
Consequently the situation is delicate.

After various statements the Arab League announced on
2 March a new formal objection to a Jewish state in Pale-
stine. The substance of the objection is:

The promises made to the Jews to establish a Jewish state
were contrary to the promise to make no territorial changes
without the free consent of the peoples invoh'ed. The Arabs
have never consented.

\Vhile all Arab states, animated by a spirit of charity, are
willing to open their countries to Jewish refugees. this is
contingent upon the British and Americans doing the same,
and proportionately to their populations and wealth. Pales-
tine should take no more Jews th:m they now ha,'e, since it
has alre2dy largely exceeded its prorata share.

Russia has shown an interest in the Arab cause and has
increased its consuls and agents in Palestine and adjacent
countries. The Arabs are neither pro-Russia nor Com-
munist and have not heretofore shown any special interest
in Russia. Yet there is a danger that they might accept
Russian aid if forced bv insistence on unlimited Jewish
immigrations into Palestine.

In Palestine, the British have naval, air and ground bases.
The Jews have started minor guerrilla activities, which to
date have had a nuisance value only, but keep the country
disturbed.
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Quler~Iongolia, contingent on the inhabitants of that area
'ino for independence. Outer 1\longolia has been con-

~Ied by Russia, in about the same way as Japan controlled
\Ianchukuo. Both l\longolia and 1\lanchukuo were ostensi-

\"independent states, and both had their own diplomatic
~'ices. The "election" was duly held, and as expected
t one vote was cast for China. All ,'otes were unanimous
continued control by Russia.

In return for this important cession, Russia agreed to
acuate 1\lanchukuo (now renamed Manchuria) within
ree months of the end of the war, which would have been
December 1945, subject to retention of Port Arthur as a
ilitary base, and Dairen as a commercial base, together
ith a 50% interest in the main railroad line to those places.
The Russian occupation was extended a month at a time
til 2 February. It was a fact that China had no troops
ailable to relieve the Russians until January. At that time,
ing American air and naval transportation, the 5th and

2nd Infantry Armies and the 13th Armored Army had
en concentrated southwest from i'vlukden while the 1st
irborne Force (92d and 94th Armies) was in the
eiping area. (Chinese armies are equivalent -to American
rps, ha\'ing 2 or 3 divisions, nominally of 10,000 combat
rength each.) China announced that she was ready to
lie\'e the Russians.
The evidence now available is that Russia did evacuate

oops until 15 January. After that date, but prior to the
d of the month, a change of policy occurred and the

• acuation stopped. A small force of Chinese was admitted

[

'" lukden, and has since been confined to quarters. Chi-
e,e "governors" have been admitted to the sub-provinces
t as they have no troops or other command, they are help-

.s.
On 21 January, Russia officially demanded from China

cknowledgement that all Japanese industries in Man-
huria were lawful booty for Russia. Manchukuo, under
panese rule, had extensive industries-about nine times

, much as all the rest of China. Russia claims these were
rimarily for war purposes against her, and consequently a
roper prize of war.

China has refused to accede to the Russian demand and
as appealed to the Unite.d States. As this account closes,
he Russians continue to hold Manchukuo, less the railroad
rom southwest of Mukden to\vard Tientsin.

THE SOUTHE~ST ~SI~
COMM~ND

ThlJ Command at the end of the war was a joint British-
merican one, under Lord Louis Mountbatten, British
.~y, as Commander in Chief. Thereafter, except for
ISon detachments, American participation was with-
a\~n. By General MacArthur's GO 1, of 1 September
9'b, the mission of the SEA was to accept the surrender
d evacuate the Japanese forces in. Burma, Malava, Thai-
nd, Indo-China and the Netherlands Indies: French
oops SOOnarrived to aid in taking over Indo-China. and
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Netherlands troops came for duty in their former posses-
sions.

No military operations have taken place in Burma and
1\lalaya. The Japanese surrendered and have been con-
centrated in the Riouw Archipelago (near Singapore). Dis-
sident natives, reported as having numerous arms, have Red
to the mountains and jungle.

A peace treaty was signed in Thailand on 1 January. By
its terms, certain areas in 1\lalaya mainly inhabited by
Thais, were re-ceded back to the British. To avoid the Thais
considering themselves as one nation, the use of Thailand
as a national designation was prohibited, and Siam assigned
as a name. The name Siam is unknown locallv. Siam
agreed ~o furnish the British, without compensation. one
and a half million tons of rice. There were other onerous
conditions. This treaty has caused bad feeling in Thailand
as the quantity of rice demanded is claimed to be way be-
yond what is economically possible. It is reported that the
Siamese army, which is intact and Japanese equipped,
maintains liaison by radio and messenger with all the other
countries in the SEA

Indo-China was in the past autumn the scene of severe
fighting. The natives are organized for independence un-
der the Viet Nam Party. The French have employed their
2d Armored Division (previously with our 7th Army in
France) and a Colonial Division. At the end of February,
the French announced that an agreement had been reached.
with the Viet Nam for independence within the French
Empire. The terms are not yet known. Thereupon the
SEA relieved the French from further duty except that the
SEA reserved command as to evacuation of Japanese troops,
which has not yet been undertaken.

Main military operations have been in Java and to a
lesser extent elsewhere in the Netherlands Indies. The
native populations of Sumatra and Java are respectively
about ten and forty-five millions. In Sumatra, British troops
hold Palembang, Padang and Medan. Japanese troops
hold their stations. No Dutch troops are reported.

In Java, the British with the 5th, 23d and 26th India
Divisions, and the 6th Airborne Division (previously in
the Arnheim campaign) hold Batavia, Semarang and Soera-
baja on the north coast, and the interior stations of Buiten-
zorg and Bandoeng. The British are closely besieged, but
since the first of the year, only patrol activities have taken
place. The 16th Japanese Army is functioning and has
cooperated with the British. The British have allowed no
Dutch troops to come in contact with native forces, but are
conducting secret negotiations between the natives and the
Dutch.

The natives have a force of about ten divisions fairly
well equipped, and based on Soerakarta which is thei~
GHQ. There are only meager facilities for manufacturing
munitions and when existing stocks are expended it would
seem impracticable to maintain a war against the white
races who can receive unlimited supplies and replacements
by sea and air. The natives could probably maintain a guer-
rilla warfare for a long time and completely disrupt busi-
ness. For this reason a war is undesirable, and a peaceful
settlement is being sought.
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IX Air Defense Command
34th AM Brigade
4-l-th AAA Rrioade

Of all the diversified equipment and arms of our brand
the 90mm antiaircraft gun is probably the most represent;,
tive of the glory we won in every Theater of this war. I
a manner, it symbolizes teamwork, the keynote of successf 1, .-
operations .

lvlr. Dean Cornwell has captured and recorded th'
~pirit in his exciting painting of the 90's reproduced her
The scene is authentic and is based on numerous sketch
each of which was carefullv checked for correctness (
detail before the action was r~duced to canvas .

The JOURNAL is grateful to Brown &- Bigelow of 51. Pau
Minnesota,. for permission to reproduce j\lr. Dean Co
well's now famous painting .

i i i

Unit Histories
The following unit histories ~ave been received at t

JOURNAL office:

Hawaiian AAA Command
Third Arm\' AM;A
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ADDITIONAL MEJ\IBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

BRIGADIER GENERAL EDWARD A. STOCKTON. JR.

BRIGADIER GENERAL EDWARD A. EVANS

BRIGADIER GENERAL RUPERT E. STARR

COLONEL HOBART HEWETT

COLONEL W. I. BRADY

COLONEL ANDREW P. SULLIVAN

COLONEL E. GRAHAM l\IARTIN

SECRETARY-TREASURER

BRIG. GEN. AARON BRADSHAW. JR.

•••••••• * •••••

PRESIDENT

The United States Coast
Artillery Association

OFFICERS

UEUTENANT GENERAL LEROY LUTES

VICE-PRESIDENT

COLO~EL W. I. BRADY. Editor
COLONEL R. K. KAUFF~lAX, Associate Editor

T/Sgt. James W. Hobbs. Circulation ~Ianager
T-.l Thad Y. ~Ianns, Assistant Cir. ~Igr.

T-4 ~eil n. Guseman. BOQkkeeper

Fifl)-fiflh }'t'_" of P"bJiolioll

x

COLONEL W. 1. BRADY

Coast Artillery Jollrnal

The purpose of the Association shall be to promote
the effzciency of the Coast Artillery Corps by lI/-(1il/-

taining its standards and traditions, by disseminating
professional knowledge, by inspiring greater effort
towards the improvement of materiel and methods
of training and by fostering 1Ilutual understandil/g,
respect and cooperation among all arms, branches
and components of the Regular Army, National
Guard. Organi::!'d Reserves, and Reserve Offzcers'
Training Corps.

The- JOURl'AL prints articles on subjects. of pr-~fes~
sional and general interest to officers of all the com-
ponents of the Coast Artillery Corps in order to
stimulate thought and provoke discussion. However,
opinions expressed and conclusions drawn in articles
are in no sense official. They do not reflect the opin-
ions or conclusions of anv official or branch of the
\Yar Department. .

The JOURNAL does not carry paid advertising. The
JOURNAL pays for original articles upon publiea-
tion. Manuscripts should be addressed to the Editor.
The JOURNAL is not responsible for manuscripts
unaccompanied by return postage.

• * * * * r * * * * * * * * * • * *
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A refresher course for officers detailed for duty with the
National Guard or aRC will be held immediate'ly prior to
such assignment and will consist of a thirty-day course
of instruction at the Coast Artillery School, Fort Monroe,
Virginia, or the A.AA School at Fort Bliss, Texas.
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Refresher Courses for R.A. Instructors
It is contemplated that all army officers detailed for duty

with the ROTC will attend a refresher course immediately
prior to such assignment. This refresher course will con-
sist of two periods, a ten-day course of instruction at Fort
Belvoir, Virginia, and a twenty-one-day course of instruc-
tion at the branch school for AA officers, Fort Bliss, Texas.

Instruction at Fort Belvoir will consist of branch-imma-
terial courses of indoctrination and administrative duties
in ROTC and will include a series of lectures by prominent
civilians, such as college professors, and by senior officers
on duty in \Vashington. Instruction at Fort Bliss will con-
stitute a general refresher course in AAA.

It is believed that no seacoast artillery instruction will be
given in ROTC:

Armored. Other components of the r\nny have their own
programs for the higher education of officers.

It is planned to start the first courses with the summer
sessions of 1946. l\ lost summer sessions start in June or
early July ..

Enrollment is limited to officers of the Regular Am1)' and
to officers of the National Guard, Organized Reserve Corps,
and the Army of the United States who have submitted ap-
plications for commission in the Regular Army or who are
Cate!!orv I volunteers and who indicate their willinoness to~ , 0
continue on active duty for a period of at least four years
subsequent to the completion of the course, unless com-
missioned in the Regular Anny prior to the expiration of
that period .

To be selected for detail as a student, the officer must:
Be commissioned in a basic branch of the Army Ground

Forces; be a volunteer for schooling under this program;
have a current efficiency rating of at least excellent; have
a minimum of one year of commissioned service; have a
degree of Bachelor of Science or its equivalent, with a good
foundation in mathematics; not have passed his 28th birth-
day on 1 June of the year he is to begin the course. This
last requirement may be waived in the case of very well
qualified applicants ;vho are under 35 years of age, C:reven
older, if the applicant has been engaged in work specially
qualifying him as a student. The length of time away from
study is the final governing factor.

Reactivation of Advanced Course, ROTC
\Var Department 'Circular No. 300 dated 3 October

1945 authorized the reactivation of the CAC advanced
course, ROTC, at the following universities and colleges:

University of i\llaine; Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology; University of New Hampshire; University of Dela-
ware; Fordham University; University of Pittsburgh;
Hampton Institute; Virginia Polvtechnic Institute; Univer-

NE\VS AND COi\I~IENT

~

..HOth Ar\A A\ V Battalion
441st AAA A\V Battalion
455th AM A\V Battalion
463d AAA r\\V Battalion
516th AAA Gun Battalion

(12Omm)
534th AAA A\V Battalion
548th AAA A\\1 Battalion
567th AAA AW Battalion

~~

Iher units which have published histories or contem-
te doing so are urged to send copies to the JOURNALfor
r permanent file, which will be used as a readily accessi-
_ourceof CAC historv.. ;

l\'lassachusetts Institute of
Technology

University of Pennsylvania
Illinois Institute of Technol-
ogy

University of Michigan
University of Rochester
University of California
(Los Angeles)

University of California
(Los Angeles)

California Institute of Tech-,
nology

Johns Hopkins University
University of California
(Berkel~v)

University of Chicago
Princeton University

~his program applies only to officers commissioned in a
Iearm of the Armv Ground Forces, i.e., Infantry, Cav-
. Field Artillery, Coast Artillerv, Tank Destro{,er and

Civil Schooling For Regular Army Officers
Inorder to keep abreast of scientific developments, evalu-
them and apply them to the use of the Am1Y, a large

mber of officers highly educated in the basic sciences is
uired. To provide such officers, it is planned, as part of
postwar educational system of the Army, to provide

turaduate instruction at selected educational institutions
"as many officers as possible ..

Courses oenerallv will be of two years' duration, start-0; ;
with a term of refresher training usually during the
mer session. They are designed to give the student
anced instruction in mathematics and the basic sciences,
to provide also in the latter part of the course a certain

aunt of specialized instruction for each student, to qual-
. him in the field of engineering, or science, which is
interest to the Armv Ground Forces. The level of edu-
ion to be attained is'the master's degree.
The options as to specialization and the universities
tativelyselected to conduct the courses are shown below.
e list possibly may be changed or expanded.

Option Institlttion

munications Engi- University of Illinois
eering
eetronics

uided Missiles (Propul-
n and aerodynamics of)

uided Miss{les (Guid-
lee of Atomic Energy)

946
9th[\AA Brigade

hAAA Brigade
lh.AAABrigade

9rhAAAGroup
, -IhCA Battalion

(I55mm)
IhCA (AA) Battalion
IhAAA Gun Battalion

3dAAA Gun Battalion

tamotive Engineering
I ticsand Light
rustics
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sity of Alabama; George School of Technology; ~ lississippi
State College; The Citadel; University of Cincinnati; Uni-
versity of Illinois; Michigan State College; Kansas State
College; University of Kansas; Uni\'ersity of Minnesota;
Washington University (St. Louis, Mo.); .Agriculture and
Mechanical College of Texas; University of California;
University of California at Los Angeles; University of San
Francisco; Utah State College; University of \\lashington.

In addition, a number of Universities and Colleges have
recently submitted requests to the \Var Department for the
installation of senior units. It is possible that CAC units
may be activated at some of these schools. The following
schools have requested "CAC," "Senior Unit," "Field Artil-
lery," or "Artillery":

College of the Holy Cross, \\Torcester, Mass., Artillery;
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va., FA and Inf.;
LaSalle College, Philadelphia, Penna., FA and Inf.; Flor-
ida A and M College, Tallahassee, Fla., Senior Unit; Uni-
versity of North Carolina, Chapel I-lill, N. c., F A;
~[ercer University, Macon, Ga., Artillery; John Carroll
University, Cleveland, Ohio, CAC; University of Toledo,
Toledo, Ohio, Senior Unit; Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
Peoria, 111.,Senior Unit; Chicago City Junior College, Chi-
cago, 111.,Senior Unit; Lake Forest College, Lake Forest,
111.,Senior U nit; Grand Rapids Junior College, Grand
Rapids, i\lich., Senior Unit; University of Detroit, Detroit,
Michigan, FA; Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois, FA.
and Med.; \\layne University, Detroit, Michigan, CAC
and FA.; Marquette University, Milwaukee, \Vis., Artil-
lery and Inf.; Drury College, Springfield, Mo., Senior Unit;
vVentworth Militar)' Academv, Lexinaton', ~'Io., Senior, 0

Unit; Louisiana State Normal College, Natchitoches, La.,
CAC (AA); A and 1\11 College of Arkansas, Monticello,
Ark., CAC; St. Mary's University, San Antonio, Texas,
FA.; Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas, FA;
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M., F.A.;
Gonzaga University, Spokane, \\lash., FA.; Phoenix Junior
College, Phoenix, .Ariz., Senior Unit.

ORC
Officers of the Organized Reserve Corps today are giv-

ing serious thought to future policies and plans for the
training and employment of this vital force.in our National
Security System. This is shown by the marked increase of
memberships in the Reserve Officers' Association, and the
organized Reserve Corps.

The plan drafted for the United States military estab-
lishment calls for a three component set-up, the Regular
Army, the National Guard and the Organized Reserve
Corps.

The Organized Reserve Corps will be composed of the
Active Reserve, and an Inactive Reserve. The Active Re-
serve will consist of those individuals and units sufficient in
numbers and types which will, together with other compon-
ents, constitute an over-all balanced force in the Army of
the United States. The number and types of units to be
activated will be dependent upon the approved V/ar De-
partment Troop Basis for the Organized Reserve.

The plan calls for the organization of the Reserve com-
ponent into three classes. Class A will include fullv or-

ganized units, complete with full T /0 complement of
cers and enlisted men with all organizational equipme
Class B units will be provided with a full complement
officer personnel and enlisted cadre plus a portion of
equipment. Class C units will be those provided onl\' \\i

a full complement of officer personnel. '
Allocation' of these units will be based on the densit\'

male population of military age within certain section's
the country so as to provide proper distribution of the un
within military areas, the availability of personnel for t
units requiring technically trained personnel, and t
availability of regular army and National Guard units'
facilitate training.

Reserve Units will be organized initially as class C un
and will progress until they have reached the 1\ class.

Officers who receive assignments in one of these un
will be assigned in the grade held in the aRC; ho\\'ere
officers with wartime experience who have satisfactori
performed duties of a higher grade may be promoted to ~
T /0 vacancies in such units. Graduates of ROTC a
Officer Candidate School will form a source of subsccjue I

procurement as well as officers who served honorably in t

armed services.
Initial assignments of enlisted men will be made fr I

volunteers who are veterans having served honorably in t ]
armed services in the present war. Other sources of enl~
ment will be the men being discharged from the armed.
vices and from the voluntary enlistments in the ORC.

Officers and enlisted men' who are not assigned to OR
units will constitute a reservoir of strength needed for t~~

expansion of the Army of the United States and as repIaj
ments for all components. All enlisted men will be C( a
sidered in the Active Reserve, and Officers who meet t:
standard prescribed by the \\Tar Department will be clas
as Active Reserve. Officers who fail to meet these standar
will be classed as Inactive Reserve.

T raining objectives will be accomplished through: (
active duty, (2) attendance at service schools, (3) i
active dut); training, (4) Army Extension Courses.

Every opportunity will be provided for enlisted men a.
officers to advance and earn promotion. Included will
the opportunity to progress through the entire system
military schooling for both enlisted men and officers.
serve officers will be offered the opportunity to attend 1 ,

same courses as officers of the Regular Army. Seled
enlisted men will be detailed to officer candidate sch
and become eligible for appointment as second lieutenan
The grades and ratings for enlisted men assigned to un
will be the same as those prescribed for Regular Army.

Instructors will be assigned to the Organized Rese
Corps in sufficient numbers to efficiently supervise the.
struction and administration of all units. \\Tarrant Offi
or enlisted instructors will be assigned to assist comJ11
sioned instructors on the basis of one or more for e
commissioned instructor.

The provision for fully manned and equipped Rese
Units probably is the most progressive step yet taken.
training members of the Reserve component. In addit
to the training value of uninterrupted contact between
liste~ men and officers in perfecting themselves as well
their unit for emer ency sen'ice, the es it de corps d



COLONEL, CA-Reserve.
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Inspectors VS, Instructors
The Coast Artillery Journal

Gentlemen:
Most of the officers who served in one or more training

centers became disgusted with inspectors, especially the in-
spectors who had spent many years in the army, were pre-
sumably well qualified, and could have been of great assist-
ance to us-but weren't. After leaving the training centers,
we hoped we had seen the last of the inspectors. LInfor-,
tunately, we had noC; they still plagued us to the war's end .

In the ETO I commanded a 90mm Gun Battalion. One
day I was asked if I desired my battalion to be visited by
a Gunnery Instruction Team that had been organized at
the Camp Davis AAA School for the purpose of instruction
in the new SCR 584 Radar and M-9 Director. My im-
mediate reaction was "no," because I had had too many so-
called instructors only to find out that they were inspecting
or snooping, and I presumed these would be no different.
However, I agreed to their coming because we needed in-
struction badly. The team actually instructed rather than
inspected and 'we profited immensely. Other battalion com-
manders became familiar with the purpose of these teams
and they, too, requested their assistance. The Instruction
Teams received numerous commendations from units in
the field and were always in demand. I never heard of an

fff
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b,' membership in a unit with flesh and blood identIty second lieutenants at camp is strongly recommended; the
[her 'than one on paper is inestimable. pay will interest them and the glory will put the clincher
.\lrhough it is realized that the information presented on it. The ignorance they will display should make them
re is scant, it is all that is available at the present time. buckle ~own to wear off any rough spots displayed .
.\s plans progress and new information becomes avail- The fourth year should be devoted to branch-immaterial

'Ie it will be disseminated to the field. subjects, such 'as leadership, administration, courts-martial,
mess management, and a few hours of military history. A
few hours should be devoted to instruction in combined
anns, but it must be remembered that the youno Reserve
officer must specialize in a particular arm to'be of value in
event of war.

During the entire four years, don't waste time on teach-
ing the students basic things that add nothing to his stature
as an officer. Setting B' arm for seven weeks didn't teach
me much, nor did the time I spent learning the workings
of the old IO-ton Holt tractor that used to be used to tow
GPFs. A lot of time may be saved if the instructor uses a
little imagination and ke~ps in mind the duties of Reserve
junior officers. Teach him what a B' arm is, but don't
make him set it for more than five minutes. The function
of a starting motor is important but not important enough
to devote five class hours to it when a qualified motor me-
chanic will do the fixing anyhow.

These ideas are in rough form, but they may be of some
value. One final thought is important: there should be a
few men selected OLIT at the end of each year-enough to
get rid of the coasters who don't give a darn anyhow, and
to make the rest decide whether they want a Reserve com-
mission badly enough to work for it. If they don't, the
Reserve Corps will be healthier without them. For good-
ness sake, stop coaxing and babying men to take Reserve
commissions.

ROTC Program

~l.\ST r\RILLERY JOllRNAL

l;entlemen:

Here are my ideas on the ROTC program.
The worst single thing about the past ROTC program
I know it is the fact that students are, under the condi-
ns which I studied, learning the higher arts before they

am the basic techniques, and before they acquire the
me of mind of the disciplined soldier. I believe that the
t thing to be pounded into ROTC students is the fact
t officers are soldiers, and that soldiers live a different

e from civilians.
Basic lOR, military courtesy, group living, military bear-
g and neatness, and the other basic qualities that are im-
ied in the word soldier are best taught in a camp-even a
mp of short duration. The ideal solution would be to
ve students attend this camp during the summer vaca-
n between the freshman and sophomore years. Since the
vanced students are the perfect instructors for this basic

p, and would learn while teaching, a suggested camp
, edule would be:

1st two weeks: Advance students only attend nreparatory
arrival of basic students.
3d, 4th, 5th and 6th weeks: Combined training.
itlz week: Advanced students of!ly.
The freshman year should be devoted to branch-imma-'
rial subjects. The goal should be to make the students
ink and act like soldiers, and to make them want to think
d act like soldiers.
Begin the advanced course with the second year. This
ill permit more hours of instruction and will appeal to

e students because of the pay received. Spend the year
becoming familiar with all the armament and equipment
the branch, skipping lightly the repairs and maintenance
at a mechanic can learn in a few days, but bear heavily
such things as what it is used for, why it is used for that
rpose, what it developed from, what is wrong with it a'nd

. hat is being done toward future development and some,
, t vcry little, drill in its use. Include the basic branch sub-

ts that were not given in summer camp. Don't waste
e instructing in how to adjust valves on the Diamond-T

h.-ton truck or on the nomenclature of small arms and
teriel.

, ,The third year should be devoted to branch subjects
: Ih special emphasis on gunnery and communications, to
~I~de the operations of an AAOR. Do not attempt to
aMy students in individual operations. Teach them the
'hY"-don't devote many hours to conducting a drill
.ere one man learns only one job. A few hours of aqillery
IImay be conducted if eguipment is available. If.equip-
,nt is not available, no time should be spent in teaching
lIerydrill from a book. The use of Juniors as provisional



Aerial Counterspies

Special aircraft, known as "Ferrets," packed full of elec-

Reorganization

In line with streamlining of the Army, it has been pro-
posed that Headquarters Army Ground Forces be con-
verted to a Headquarters Army Group and be moved to
Fort Monroe, Virginia. In event of aboye change, it is
probable that the Coast Artillery School would be moved
to Fort Story, Virginia, or Fort Scott, California.

fl'l'

Courtesy of Army Ord ....
Assembling the German V-2 Rocket

tr;nic equipment, served during the war as aerial COunt
spies in ferreting out the enemy's most closely gUar
radar secrets. Details of .their equipment and activities \\'
revealed by Headquarters, Air Technical Service
mand.

The Ferret carried equipment which not only receir
and recorded enemy radar signals but analyzed them f
rate, size and shape of pulse, determined their frequen
and established the geographic location of the radar. So
and established the geographic location of the radar.-
euce Nell's Letter.

German V-2 Rocket Tests

The Army Ordnance has acquired a number of captun
parts of the German V-2 rocket bomb and have assembl
a number of these bombs in the U.S.A. These rockets a
to be test fired this summer at \"hite Sands Pro\'ir
Ground, near Las Cruces, New Mexico. The l)rimary p
pose of these firings is to develop a defense against su
rockets ..

The Anny Ordnance has invited the Navy, Annv ,
Forces, and 'Army Signal Corps to participat~ in th~ t
firings in order to obtain all possible research data pertai
ing to missiles of this type.

Known characteristics of the German V-2:
Maximum range, 210 miles; Maximum ordinate, ~

miles; maximum speed, 3,600 mph (5,600 f/s); maximu
'terminal speed, 2,400 mph (3,600 f/s); length over-a\
46.7 feet; diameter of body, 5.4 feet; total weight, 13 tm
with liquia fuel; warhead, 2,200 pounds, H.E.

Rocket is launched vertically. It is radar tracked a
radio controlled until it is pointed in direction of target.
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The Simpson Board

The \\lashington (D. C.) Post, on 28 March 1946, re-
ported that the Secretary of \Var has approved the Simpson
Board report on reorganization of the Army to take effect
between 15 April and 15 lYlay, and that provisions of the
Simpson Board recommendations wiII be placed in effect
by executive order.

Verification of this action cannot be secured from the War
Department at the time this issue goes to press.

inspector receiving a unit commendation, much less being
.in demand.

In all fairness, I must state that many Brigade, Group,
and Battalion commanders acted as individual instruction
teams and offered assistance and advice based on their ex-
perience, but many still stuck to the old style formal inspec-
tion. Formal inspections are admittedly necessary, but I
believe they should be made infrequently. >(-

The expansion of the army at the beginning of the war
was so oreat and the necessity for battalion commanderso ,
such that it was impossible to select all good ones. Too, they
had had no opportunity for making a thorough study of the
equipment they were to use. In my particular case the
SCR 268 was still a big secret when I went overseas.
Everyone had somewhat of a fear of it, and in early 1941
we weren't even allowed to visit the building in which it
was housed at Fort J\llonroe. \\lith the arrival of the SCR
584 in England in 1943, and the necessity for all operators
and battery officers to receive instruction, there was little
chance and no time available for battalion commanders to
take training.

From my experience, a .good battalion commander is one
who has spent years with a battery and was a good battery
commander; he has been confronted with the same prob-
lems his present batteries are facing. If a battalion com-
mander acts as an instructor rather than an inspector he will
be much in demand and wiII be welcomed to a battery
area.

Let there be more instructors and fewer inspectors.

J. S. ALBERGOTrI

Lt. Col., CAC Res.
(CO, 184th AAA Gun Bn.)

"'EDITOR'S NOTE: It is believed that in brigades, groups and
battalions, inspections 'should be made by the exec1/tive
officers.



.TEST SECT-ION
n)' illdividual, whether or not he is a member of the service, is invited to submit constmctive suggestions relating to
blemsunder study by the Seacoast Service Test Section, Army Ground Forces Board No.1, or to'present any new

problem that may properly be cOllsidered by the Section. Comlllunications should be addressed to the President, Sea-
rst Service Test Section, Army Ground Forces Board No.1, Fort Monroe, Virginia.

kills pertaining to Alltia!rcraft Artillery should be sent to the Antiaircraft Test Section, Army Ground Forces Board
~o. 1, Fort B?iss, Texas.

I COLONEL R. E. DINGEl\lAN, Director

LT. COL. JAMES T. BARBER
LT. COL. ANDREW \\T. CLEl\lEl\'T
LT. COL. VVILLIAl\1R. MURRIN
LT. COL. GEORGE B. \\TEBSTER, JR.

, The Plotting Board T13. The Plotting Board Tl3, re-
rend)' service tested, has not been recommended for adop-
tionas a standard item of equipment. Although it will not
lecome a standard item, a brief description of this auto-
llatic plotting board is offered for the academic interest of
SeacoastArtillery personnel. The Plotting Board Tl3 has
!fen used successfully for instruction and training pur-
lOses.

The T 13 is an automatic plotting board for use with gun
lata computers of the M8 series. The present position of
he target and its predicted position are plotted continuously
md automatically by electro mechanical means to a scale
)f iOO yards to the inch. X, and Yo voltages which represent
he coordinates of the present position, and ~ X and ~ Y
~ltages are introduced from the computer into summing
Implifiers in the plotting board. Through servo mecha-
lisms the pen carriages are then automatically positioned.
t does not furnish independent means of reading ranges
Ind azimuths. The plot is made by two automatic pens,
Inepresent and one predicted position, on a 3~-inch square
if paper drawn from a roll over a stressed glass surface.
rwo plotting zone selector switches per~t. the ready selec-
ion of the part of the field of fire desired to be covered by
he plotting board. Zones are 9,000 yards on a side and
election is arranged so that there is a I,SOD-yard overlap
Ietween zones. A display board mounted on a wall near
he plotting unit indicates. which target area is represented
inthe plotting unit. ....
The 400 watts of power required for operation of the

llotting board is obtained from the gun data computer M8
IY way of the junction box and interconnecting cables.
The plotting board cannot be placed in the semi-trailer

klusing the Gun Data Computer M8N but it must be em-
~a~ed indoors in order to protect it from the elements. It
elghs approximately 1,000 pounds.
Instructions for installation of base-end data trmlsmissi01l

1fstems. A test installation of base-end data transmission
"'Stemfacilities, made in accordance with tentative Signal--

l\IIAJORDALE vV. OLSEN
MAJOR JOHN C. LINDERl\lAN
CAPTAIN C. \\T. ZIEGLER, 0.0.

Corps instructions, has been completed in the Harbor De-
fenses of New York. This installation embodies features
found desirable in previous Coast Artillery Board tests.
lVlembers of this Section recently inspected the installation
and checked its operation, which was found to be satisfac-
tory. As a result of this inspection, it has been recom-
mended that the instructions be published by the Signal
Corps as a guide for future installations in harbor defenses.

Battle AmwlUzcing System, Navy Type M.CT. The
service test of the Battle Announcing System, Navy Type
MCT, has been completed recently. Included with this
test was a comprehensive study of announcing and inter-
communicating equipment for seacoast artillery use. Used
in conjunction with the battle announcing system is the
Navy Type IA intercommunication unit and a proposed
amplifier speaker which form a complete system for furnish-
ing alarms, battle announcing and intercommunication.

The need for an efficient. and effective system for con-.
veying commands at noisy locations, such as gun emplace-
ments, power rooms, and qu~rters, has long been recog-
nized. As a result of this service test, it has been found that
the Navy Turret Battle Announcing System, Type MeT,
fulfills the requirement in modern seacoast defenses for
high level announcing equipment. This turret announcing
system consists of' a central control station and up to ten
remote talk-back stations. It will provide amplified, high
level, two-way communication between the control station
and the remdte stations. The system operates on lIO-volt,
single-phase, 60-cycle power.

The Navy Type IA intercommunicating unit has been
found suitable for providing instantaneous selective trans-
mission of information and instructions within batteries
and command posts, limiting the necessity for repetition of
messages by telephone operators. This intercommunicating
unit, with suitable interconnecting cables, provides ampli-
fied and selected communication in a system of 2 to 11 sta-
tions. It operates on lID-volt, single-phase, 60-cycle power
and is enclosed in a splashproof case with shock mountings.
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To provide amplified voic~ communication over normal 380 tons to load waterline; and a speed of approximal
fire control telephone circuits between command posts, an' 12 knots. It shall be of all welded steel hull construe
amplified speaker has been proposed as an adjunct to the and powered by two diesel engines which will deve
intercommunicating system. This unit wil} amplify rela- 300 HP at 675 rpm. The final determination of the t\'pe
tively low level incoming signals to give an output of one drive to be used will be dependent upon the results ~f I

watt on the loudspeaker and will give a level of approxi- of captured Gemlan \'essels equipped with cycioidal pro
mately one milliwatt on the outgoing line. It will be blast- Ins.
proof and sprayproof. Firillg Circuits, 6-iJlclz Barbette Can-iages 1\11, .\1

Harbor defense mille plmzter. A study was undertaken M3, aJld i\I4. Considerable difficulty has been experien
to develop a harbor defense mine planter to replace the M 1 by various batteries with failures of the firing circuits
mine planters which have many undesirable features. In 6-inch Barbette Carriages 1\'11, 1\'12, 1\B, and 1\14.
conjunction with the Transportation Corps, military and First Service Command traced the difficulty to Recepla
technical characteristics of the proposed mine planter were Plug A218926 on the firing key cable and the Series
presented and were later approved. Plans and specifications ceptacle A218927 in the Receptacle Box Assembly CS75
for the mine planter were prepared under the direction of This Service Command recommended instalhltion of
the Transportation Corps and were submitted to the Sea- enclosed moistureproof switch having two positions. 0

coast Service Test Section for comments and recommenda- for Case II and one for Case III fire. The findinos a1:>

tions. The plans and specifications were approved with recommendations were concurred in by this Section and
minor corrections and it was recommended that a pilot was recommended that action be taken to accomplish I

model of the craft be built. The following are some of the modification of all subiect batteries.
general characteristics which were included in the plans It is desired to poi~t out that the majority of subj
and specifications. The mine planter will have: length of handled bv the Seacoast Service Test Section are classifi
126 feet; beam of 35 feet; depth of 12 feet; draft, when and that information pertaining to them cannot be pu
loaded, of 7 feet forward and 9 feet aft; displacement of lished in the JOURNAL.

Now in process of assembly is the Army's newest super bomber, the
XB-36, a six-engined pusher type plane, described by General H. H.
Arnold as larger, faster and more powerful than the B-29 Superfortress.
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Fort. Bliss "

I Antiaircraft Replacement
I Training Center

COLONEL EVAN C. SEA1\IAN, Comma1ldi1lg

Colonel Evan C. Seaman assumed command of the Anti-
laircraft Heplacement Training Center on February 6 upon
departure of Brig. General I-Iarry F. Meyers to another
command.

ihe critical need for replacements in overseas theaters
caused a reduction in the training program from 17 weeks
10 13 weeks followed shortly by another cut to 8 weeks.

~

2273d AAA Command
By Colonel Clifford R. Jones

'\Iajor General George F. Moore arrived in)-Iawaii on
~ February 1946 to assume command of the Hawaiian
Artillery Command vice Major General Henry T. Burgin,
who will soon complete 45 years of service. On 21 Novem-
ber 1945, Brigadier General Leonard L. Davis assumed
command of the 2273d Antiaircraft Artillerv Command
~Hawaiian) succeeding Brigadier General vi. yV. Irvine,
who was appointed commanding general, yVestern Pacific
Base Command.

\Vith the 48th and 70th Brigades and the 128th and
123d Groups deactivated, the command is now comprised
of three groups. The 36th MA Group is commanded bv
Colonel \V. L. McPherson, the 139th Group by Colonel
Donald C. T redennick, and the 98th Group bv Colonel
Pierre B. Denson ..

The primary problem of the command has been to keep
pace with the demobilization proQram. Emphasis has also
been given the procurement of the maximum number of.

-

Trainees consequently must be prepared for overseas ship-
ment within slightly more than two months after they
report to induction centers and don the army uniform.

Despite the condensed program, the quality of the in-
struction and the number of required basic subjects remains
approximately the same under the accelerated program. A
new map-reading field problem has been designed by the
S-2 Section under Major Hex Hagan, and is now being
conducted on the desert terrain in the Forest Park-Anapra
area. The problem gives the recruits practical application
of such apparently complicated concepts as resection, in-
tersection, contours, and marching on compass traverse.
Small-arms training naturally cannot be reduced and con-
sequently occupies a large portion of the training schedule,
including qualification on the 1\'1-1 ritle, and familiarization
with the Thompson submachine gun, hand grenades, the
carbine, and bazooka.

To satisfy requisitions fOTreplacement troops, all artillery
training at the present time is on 40mm automatic weapons
materiel, eliminating the training formerly recJuired for self.
propelled weapons, searchlight, and 90mm specialists at
the Centralized Schools.

The demobilization program has resulted in the loss of
experienced overhead personnel. This seriously handi-
capped the training center for a period of several weeks.
Cadre replacements, however, have been brought in from
those infantry replacement training centers which recently
have been closed.

Hegular Army enlistments, the postwar restoration program,
Information and Education activity, and the training of
key personnel. Outstanding progress has been made.

All of our units are now garrisoned on permanent posts,
Forts Shafter, Huger, and Kamehameha, and Schofield Bar-
.racks.

During January, the 120mm guns of the AAA Command
were calibrated by the 251st Ordnance Ballistics Detach-
ment, which has spent considerable tiine "down under." It
was their first calibration of this type of weapon. Thirty-
two guns were calibrated by the electronic equipment of
the detachment and a mean corrected muzzle velocitv was
calculated for each gun. This and other tests produced
interesting results and indicated the value and advisability
of continued experimentation of this type on a broader scope
if 'possible, so that the results may be more definite and of
greater value to the other commands. It is worthy of note
here that Master Sergeant Joseph V. D'Onafrio, and Tech-
nicians Third Grade Alvin \V. McDermott and Eugene V.
yVest, alreadv overdue for release from the Armv, volun-
teered to del;v their return to the mainland in ord~r to con-
duct these te;ts.
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PERSOl\'NEL CHANGES

The following changes during the month of Januan
1946 occurred at the Antiaircraft Artillery School:

1st Lt. Stanley.J. Davies
1st Lt. David L. Eickhoff

Maj. Palmore A. Ferrell
Maj. George L. Ford
Maj ..William E. Holmes
ivlaj. Eugene M. LiII
i\llaj. Jack C. Maldonado
Maj. Edward J. Mathes
Maj. Lawrence N. Reiman
Capt. Benjamin BeII
Capt. Casper S. Bornman
Capt. Roy L. Carpenter
Capt. David E. Deines
Capt. Howard \V. Feindel

Capt. Robert H. Kassner
Capt. Millard F. Lowrance
Capt. Carl F. Modine
Capt. Victor F. Thomas
Capt. Charles W. Thompson

1st Lt. Benjamin H. Fallin

1st Lt. Carl E. Anderson
1st Lt. WiIIiam J. Arnold
1st Lt. Paul H. Bachelor
1st Lt. vVilliam C. Cramer

ARRIVALS

Name New Out)' ~
Lt. Col. Lynn C. Chamberlain Dept. of Miscellaneous Subjec
Lt. Col. Philip V. Doyle Dept. of i\liscellaneous Subject
Lt. Col. Fred J. Newman S-4, AAAS I
Lt. Co!. William H. Price Division of Instruction .
Maj. Veto Blekaitis Dept. of Training Literaturi'

and Visual Aids I
S-3, AAAS
Dept. of Fire Control
Dept. of Extension Course
Dept. of Flak Analysis
Dept. of Tactics
Dept. of Miscellaneous Subject;
Dept. of Fire Control
Dept. of Radar
Automotive Dept.
Dept. of Tactics
Dept. of Miscellaneous Subject!
Dept. of Material and Tech-

nique
Dept. of Flak Analysis
JACD
Dept. of S-4
Dept. of Miscellaneous Subject!
Dept. of Material and Tech-

nique
Capt. Ralph J. Truex Dept. of Fire Control
Capt. Charles A \Vooten, Jr. Dept. of Material and Tech-

nique
Dept. of Training Literature

and Visual Aids
Dept. of Radar
S-4, AAAS
Dept. of Tactics
Dept. of Material and Tech-

nique
Dept. of Communications
Dept. of Material and Tech-

nique
S-4, AAA5~ ~

Cain. James L. Zipf
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request of the XIX Tactical Air Command at Biggs Fie
Texas.

Other officers programs include an officers refres
course, an instructors course, two radar courses, a profes
of military science and tactics course, three siunal c. ;:,

munications courses, and two motor courses.
The enlisted program includes a mas~gunn~ cour

a fire control course, a searchlighrelectricians couiSe.
" course for artillery mechanics, and a noncommissioned

cers c?urse. 1vlos; courses haye a 14-week program.
The 284th AAA Automatic Weapons Battalion (Sel

Propelled) has been activated here and is training und
the supervision of the AAA School. It is commanded
Lieutenant Colonel Joseph H. Twyman, Jr.

First Sergeant Stewart T. Campbell of the Searchlig
Detachment has been decorated with the Bronze St
lVledal for meritorious service with the 895th AAA A\\
Battalion in France, Gemlany, and Austria.

FORT BLISS, TEXAS

BRIGADIER GENERAL ROBERT H. VAN VOLKENBURGH

Acting Commandant

In the development of the postwar program, the Anti-
aircraft Artillery School has, within the last few months,
undertaken a series of interesting new projects.

The First Antiaircraft Artillery Guided Missile Battalion
has been activated to assist the Army Service Forces in
developing ground-to-air guided missiles. The Battalion is
now commanded by Lieutenant Colonel George F. Pindar.
It consists not only of antiaircraft personnel but also has
former ordnance and signal corps officers on its staff. Tacti-
cal doctrine and suitable tables of organization for guided
missiles are being formulated.

The Flak Analysis Test Firing Project is seeking to ob-
tain basic data on the accuracy of AAA fire. Photographic
records will be obtained on 12,000 rounds fired with 90mm
guns and 5,000 rounds fired wirh 40mm guns. The most
modern weapons are used under a \,'ide variety of condi-
tions against targets flying at combat speeds and faster. The
amount of error contributed by each piece of equipment
involved in the firing is being computed. The project re-
quires the obtaining of data not secured in ordinary firing
practices. \\Then completed, the information obtained will
enable the air forces to minimize loss and damage to aircraft
from AAA fire.

The school now has a display of captured German,
Italian, and Japanese antiaircraft materiel for instructional
purposes. Among the more important pieces are a German
K-36 fire control director, two models of the German 88mm
gun, the Japanese 1200110 dual purpose gun, and a wide.
variety of automatic weapons, including such types as the.
German 20mm and the Japanese dual 25mm guns.

Over 32,000 documents pertaining to antiaircraft have
been filed at the school library. These provide valuable in-
formation on antiaircraft phases of tactics, military engi-
neering, and history of \\Torld \Var II. The collection is
consulted by Army Ground Forces boards for material on
development of ground-to-air guided missiles.

The Research and Analysis Course represents the pro-
gressive trend at the AAA School. The course prepares
officers to conduct independent analytical studies and to
translate their findings into logical conclusions and recom-
mendations. Part of the course is devoted to research meth-
ods, current materiel, and accepted technique, followed by
research on a problem of the student officer's own choosing.

Two Air Officers Courses are being given currently. One
is for officers from Army Air Bases throughout the coun-
try. The course includes such subjects as antiaircraft tac-
ti~s, AAA materiel, both foreign and our own, and Rak and

, r-y-ll 1 ('0 rY'" ..
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Headquarters Building of the Antiaircraft Artillery School at Fon Bliss, Texas .

The following changes, during the month of February
146 occurred at the Antiaircraft Artillery School:

).Archibald D. Fisken
Co!.Ramon C. Dougan

. Co!.Fred F. Newman
Co!.James N. Sexton •
Co!.Wm. A. Stricklen, Jr.
i. Paul A Anson

• Lt. Robert A. Inman Dept. of Radar
, ~Lt.Alvin L. Jonker S-4, AAAS
. ~Lt. John M. Keenan S-4, AAAS

.t Lt. Roy S. Lutes S-4, AAAS
l Lt. Robert L. Saville, Jr. Dept. of Flak Analysis
ILt.Charles R. Fish S-4, AAAS
'OJG Newton F. Freeland Automotive Dept.

I
'OJGHorace M. Birch S-I, AAAS

1 OJG Eugene \V. Coe S-4, AAAS
'OIG Walter B. Fike Automotive Dept.
roJG Francis A Klaiber Hq. AAAS

\ 'OJGJake K. Meyers S-4, AAAS
\ OJG Joe G. Taylor Automotive Dept.
~VOErastus N. Hamrick Automotive Dept.

I DEPAHTURES

Dept. of T acties
TL & VA
Dept. of Mise Subj
Dept. of Ext Courses
Dept. of Fire Control
Dept. of Ext Courses
Dept. of Tactics
Dept. of Ext Courses
1. G. D.
Dept. of J\llisc Subj
Dept. of Misc Subj
Dept. of Mise Subj
FATFP
Dept. of J\lat & Tech
S-2 Section
Dept. of Fire Control
TL & VA
S-4 Section
S-4 Section
Dept. of Mat & Tech
Dept. of Fire Control
S-4 Section
Radar Dept.
Radar Dept.
Radar Dept.
Dept. of Ext Courses
S-3 Section
Dept. of Ext Courses
Dept. of Misc Subiects
Dept. of Mise Subjects
Dept. of lVlaterial & Technique
Dept. of Ext Courses
Dent. of Nlisc Subjects
FATFP
S-I Section
Dept. of Material & Technique
Radar Dept.
Dept. of Mise Subjects
Dept. of Ext Courses
Radar Dept.
Radar Dept.
Radar Dept.
Radar Dept.
Fire Control Dept.
Fire Control Dept.
S-4 Sprtion

Maj. William J. Bennett
Maj. Charles \V. Brandt
Maj. John T. Browne
?\laj. William A. De Palo
Maj. Alvis F. Jackson
Maj. I-brry C. Laudenslager
Maj. Jack L. Oakey, .
Maj. \Voodrow J. Steichen
Maj. John H. Walters
Capt. John E. Boyd
Capt. Lewis H. Burruss
Capt. Carmine J. Cianfrocca
Capt. Jethro T. Hudgins
Capt. Manning E. Hutchinson
Capt. Paul Loeser, Jr.
Capt. <Sharles \V. Matthews
Capt. John E. i'\'lorton
Capt. Roland \V. Robinson
Capt. George \\T. Seabrook
Capt. Paul L. Terry
1st Lt. Joe W. Alexander
1st Lt. Leo D. Babb
1st Lt. George Beck
1st Lt. Frank S. Benford
1st Lt. Barton C. Brown
1st Lt. George R. Calkin
1st Lt. Theodore H. Cooper
1st Lt. Garold VV. Curo
1st Lt. Joseph P. Fraser, Jr.
1st Lt. James E. Hollihand.
1st Lt. Howard Jackson
1st Lt. William L. Mitchell
1st Lt. Lawrence B. Peterson
1st Lt. Kindall L. Peterson
1st Lt. vValter E. Rahte
1st Lt. Clarence S. Reburn
1st Lt. Stuart N. SenninQ:er
1st Lt. Granger G. Speed
1st Lt. lack vV. VhiQ:ht
1st Lt. \Villiam EttinQ:off
2d Lt. Norman C. Hammond
2d Lt. James H. Thomason, Jr.
C\VO Gustave H. Belot
CWO Richard C. Colburn
C\\TO Abraham E. Fishkin
C\VO lohn \V Sl1l1iv:ln

ARRIVALS

New Duty
Executive Officer
FATFP
S-4 Section
Dept. of Instruction
S-3 Section
Dept. of Instruction

t Lt. Clarence S. Reburn

lpt. John O. McCahon

laj. Tom B. Strother

\ Lt. lVlichael Halkewicz

tl apt. William G. Day

t'
. ILt. James A Suddeth

,l:;"~hom" B. Wh;te ~:::JW" College, Newpon,
, R.I.
..Co!.Benjamin D. \Vhedbee The Armored Sch., Fort Knox,

Kv.
Ml"' SVC Language Sch., Ft.

Snelling, l'vlinn.
AGF Repl Depot # 1, Camp

Pickett, Va.
AGF Repl Depot # 1, Camp

Pickett, Va.
AGF Repl Depot # 1, Camp

Pickett, Va.
AGF Repl Depot # 1, Camp

Pickett, Va.
AGF Repl Depot # 1, Camp

Pickett, Va.
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;"Iaj. Gen. G. Ralph i\leyers
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284th AAA AW Bn
284th AM AW Bn
284th AAA A\V Bn
284th AM A\V Bn
284th AAA AW Bn
AARTC, Ft Bliss, Texas
1st AAA Gi\1 Bn, Ft Bliss.

Texas
AGF Repl Depot # 1, Camp

Pickett, Va.
284th AAA A\V Bn I
AGF Hepl Depot #2, Ft Or I

Calif.
284th AAA AW Bn
AGF Repl Depot; 1, Camp

Pickett, Va.

WOJG Robert A. Erickson
WOJG John C. Harper

2d Lt. Richard C. Solow
CWO Verl M. Curtis

2d Lt. Harold O. TaYlor

1st Lt. Jay E. Chambers
1st Lt. Edward Z. Trieskev
1st Lt. Charles \V. Despai~
1st Lt. Joseph H. Huneke
1st Lt. Russel C. Pearce
1st Lt. Rufus I. Gann
1st Lt. Charles \V. Johnson

DEPARTURES

Out)'
Det. of Patients, WBGH, El

Paso, Texas
284th AAA AW Bn (Com-

manding Officer)
Det. of Patients, WBGH, El

Paso, Texas
School Troops
284th AAA A\V Bn
284th AAA AW Bn
284th AAA A\V Bn
284th AAA AW Bn
383d Ord. Maint. Company
School Troops
284th AAA A\V Bn
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Capt. Edward Y. Ridgeley
Capt. Herbert C. i\lcKee
1st Lt..i\lilton \V. Garber
1st Lt. Arthur P. i\luenks
1st Lt. Paul E. Adams
1st Lt. Robert Evans
1st Lt. John i'd. Coonan, Jr.
1st Lt. Roy E. Albery

Capt. Dalton i\loore, Jr.

Name

The Coast Artillery Sch~ol
i\'IAJORGENERALROBERTT. FREDERICK,C01llmandant

Capt. Addison C. Kistle
Capt. George A. Peirce
Capt. Arthur E. Planitz
Capt. Fin W. Hall
Capt. Lester B. Townsend, Jr.
Capt. James S. Tretten
1st Lt. Gregory i\ I. Dillon
1st Lt. Joseph T. Donohue. J r.
1st Lt. L. T. Gray, Jr.
1st Lt. Philip W. Groetzinger
1st Lt. John P. King
1st Lt. Roy B. Koeneman
1st Lt. W;lter A. Lohmann
1st Lt. Joseph c. Polancic
1st Lt. l\lax E. \Veeks
1st Lt. Blaine E. Young

Judge Advocate General's Der
Dept. of Submarine i\lining
Training Aids Officer
Aide-de-camp
Dept. of Engineering
Assistant Personnel Officer 1

Dept. of Artillery j
Dept. of Artillery
Field Artillery Liaison Pilot
Artillery Training Detachm
Motor Transportation Officer~
Mine Training Detachment'
Assistant Supply Officer
Field Artillery Liaison Pilot
Dept. of Artillery
Dept. of Artillery

ARRIVALS,

PERSONNEL CHANGES

1 NOVEMBER 1945~31 JANUARY 1946

Col. Kenneth G. Wickham
Lt. Col. Homer B. Chandler
Lt. Col. Frederick E. Dav
Lt. Col. Alexander Gren'don
Lt. Col. Charles W. Hill
Lt. Col. John M. Moore
Lt. Col. H.ichard R. Moorman
Lt. Col. Frank B. Moses
Lt. Col. George F. Peirce
i\laj. Thomas D. Caulfield
Maj. James T; Hennessy
Maj. William F. Kuhn
Maj. Frank J. Polifka
i'vlaj. Elton D. Winstead
Capt. Paul S. Burger
Capt. Thomas Clements
Capt. John L. David
Capt. \Villiam H. Deadwyler
Capt. George F. Heide
Caut. Benjamin I. Hill

DEPARTURES

i\hj. Albert W. Adams
iVlaj. Robert S. P. Rumazza

Col. Charles E. Atkinson
Lt. Col. Roger A. MacArthur
Lt. Col. Walter A. Rude

Name New Out)' I
Brig. Gen. Lawrence B. \Veeks Office Chief of Staff, Natio1

. Guard Bureau, Washingt1
D. C.

Retired
Separated from service
ASF Personnel Repl Depol

Camp Beale Calif., wit]
temporary duty en route ~
Yale University

Separated from s~rvice
AGF Repl Depot # 1, Cal

Pickett, Va.
lvlaj. James K. Searcy Separated from service
Maj. Hugh L. Stewart, Jr. Separated from service
Maj. Frank L. Thornhill Separated from service
Maj. Theo F. Treadway, Jr. Separated from sen,ice
Maj. \Valter L. \Vood Separated from service
Capt. John H. Armstrong Separated from service
Capt. Everett C. Brill Separated from service
Capt. \Varren C. Francis Separated from service
Capt. Lawrence C. Gordon 1321st SCU, Fort Eustis, \'
Capt. On,ille R. Harris Separated from sen'ice
Capt. James E. Mason Separated from sen'ice
Capt. Edmund F. McLaughlin Separated from sen,ice
Capt. Alfred L. Raiche McGuire General Hospital~

Name New Duty
Maj. Gen. H.obert T. Frederick Commandant, The Coast Artil-

lery School
Secretary
Dept. of Tactics
Dept. of Artillery
Dept. of Engineering
Dept. of Tactics
Dept. of Training Publications
Dept.of Artillery
Dept. of Engineering
Dept. of Submarine Mining
Dept. of Engineering
Dept. of Submarine Mining
Dept. of Training Publications
Dept. of Artillery
Dept. of Engineering
Dept. of Engineering
Dept. of Engineering
Dept. of Engineering
Dept. of Training Publications
Dept. of Artillery
Dept. of Engineering
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Coast Artillery School Detach-
ment

Librarian
Dept. of Engineering
1\line Training Detachment
1\line Training Detachment
Dept. of Engineering
Supply Section, CA School
Dept. of Training Publications

WOJG Kurt L. I'doritz
'vVOJG James E. Sullenger
WOJG J\!larvin L. TrinklePublications

ARRIVAU;

New DlIty
Dept. of Tactics
Dept. of Training

PERSONNEL CHANGES

1 FEBRUARY-28 FEBRUARY 1946

~allle

~,Co!. Frank S. Harrisr.Col. C<o'g< f. ~hi"

~

6 NE\VS LETTERS

~~. Andrew J. Stewart Separated from service Capt. Alfred B. Cooper
Lr.Harry S. Achey AG F Repl Depot -# 1, Camp

Pickett, Va. Capt. Thomas E. Leachman

~

Lr.Francis E. Bashaw Separated from service 1st Lt. John L. Lester
Lr.William J. Berger AGF Repl Depot -# 1, Camp 1st Lt. Charles C. Reischel

Pickett, Va. 1st Lt. Francis \V. \-VeIch, Jr.
Lt. Ravmond E. Bitticks Separated from service 2d Lt. John Zito

r Lr.Sa~'lUei F. Crabtree, J r. Separated from selTice C\VO Charles B. Duckworth

~
Lr. Frederick 1\1. Daly AGF Repl Depot #1, Camp WOJG Lester O. I-{aines

Pickett, Va.
1;1 Lt.Norman J. Dorff Separated from service DEPARTURES
~Lr.John R. Fee' AGF Repl Depot #1, Camp Name NelVDlIt)'

Pickett, Va. i\laj. 'vValter A. Johnson Separated from service

~

Lr. Charles B. Harris AGF Repl Depot #1, Camp Maj. Leonard'H. Meermans Separated from service
Pickett, Va .. Maj. 'vViliiam H. Nicolson Separated from service

Lr.Robert F. Kendall Separated from service Capt. Karl G. Baresel Separated from service
Lr.Walter V. Kirkwood, Jr. AGF Repl Depot # 1, Camp Capt. Richard D. Brady Separated from service

I Pickett, Va .. Capt. Lorse U. Brook Separated from service
IlrLr.Francis C. Kull AGF Repl Depot # 1, Camp Capt. Lewis M. Eisaman Separated from service
\ Pickett, Va. Capt. Frank R. Hamlett, Jr. Separated from service
~ Lt. Charles A. Palm, Jr. Separated from service 1st Lt. Olof \\T. Aho Separated from service

f:

Lt. Leland 1\1. Phillips Separated from service 1st Lt. Gregory 1\1. Dillon Separated from service
Lt. Arthur C. Skinner, Jr. Separated from service 1st Lt. Kenneth J. Gross Separated from service

~Lt. Franklyn A. Smith Separated from service 1st Lt. Roy B. Koeneman Transferred to HD of San
51 Lt. William P. Wolf Qi\'IRP, ASFTC, Camp Lee, Francisco, Fort Winfield
\ Va. Scott, Calif.

1st Lt. Francis C. Newsome Separated from service
1st Lt. Howard R. Roos Separated from service
C'vVO 1\larion G. Brashear Transferred to Office of Mili-

tary Attache, Tegucigalpa,
Honduras

Separated from service
Separated from service
Separated from service

Harbor Defenses of
Puget Sound

Brigadier General James H. Cunningham, who had been
~command of the Harbor Defenses of Puget Sound sin~e
\~lay 1939, is now on'leave in Florida and will retire from
t:tive service on 30 April. Colonel Kenneth Rowntree isr new Harbor Defenses Commander.

L

Activity in the Harbor Defenses has been confined almost
entirely to the lil:>eral application of compound, rust pre-
ventive, heavy, to all armament. In spite of tremendous
casualties via the discharge route the cosmoline coup ap-
pears to have been successful, and this Army establishment
is prepared to cope with any emergency except one \\'hich
involves shooting or manpower.

The decrease in personnel has resulted in the placing of
Forts Casey, Flagler, Ebey, and Camp I-Iayden on a care-
taking status and almost total curtailment of military activi-
ties at Fort \Vorden. Present indications are that in the
near future the military species on the Olympic Peninsula
will become extinct.

Postwar planning, however, is progressing on an opti-
mistic scale in spite .of the present situation. The Harbor
Defenses of Puget Sound can point with pride to its selec-
tion as one of the permanent postwar establishments, al-
though very few individuals here have enough faith in their
personal permanence in this area to begin preparing their
fishing tackle for the spring salmon ru'ns.



« « « « BEST
General

THE EGG AND 1. By Betty MacDonald. In 1927 the author
married a' man who was fired with the idea of opening a chicken
ranch in the Northwest. They moved to a ranch on the Olympic
Peninsula, and with a great deal of humor she chronicles her
complete disenchantment with chickens and farm life. There is
much, too, in her story about her neighbors, the thriftv and
critical Hickses and the carefree and borrowing Kettles: lip-
pincott $2.75.

THE CIANO DIARIES, 1939-1943. Bv COllnt Galea::::o CiUllO.
Complete and unabridged. this diary \~'ritten by' Count Ciano,
son-in-law of Benito i\lussolini and Italy's Foreign i\linister from
1936-1943, is all-re\'ealing of Nazi machinations and of i\ Iusso-
lini's treachery, during those fateful years of 1939-1943. It is
edited by Hugh Gibson and has an Introduction by Sumner
\Velles. A small portion was serialized in newspapers and por-
tions were introduced in evidence at the German \Var Crimes
Trials. DOllhleday Doran $4.00.

THE ANATOi\IY OF PEACE. By Emery Hel'es. This is a
journey into the realm of world politics with the future of
world peace as stake. Albert Einstein has called it "The answer
to the present political problem precipitated by the release of
atomic energy." Harper $2.00.

UP FRONT. By Sgt. Bill Mallidin. Cartoons and text which
complement each other perfectly, giving the reactions of the
author-artist who spent three years with the 45th Di\'ision, to

BOO1\. CLl B SFLECTIO'~
MARCH

Book-of-the-Mollth Club
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF WIL-
LIAM ALLEN WHITE""."" .. , ,$3.75

Macmillall
PeoPle's Book Club

PORTRAIT OF A MARRIAGE. , . , .. $2.50
By Pearl Buck. Day

Literary Guild
DA VID THE KING ~ $3.00

By Gladys Schmitt. Dial
J ullior Literary Guild

6,7,8 Year Olds
WIND ISLAND $2.00

By Hedvig Collin. Vikillg
9, 10, 11 Year Olds

THE WONDERFUL VOYAGE " ..... $2.00
By Ruth L. Holberg. Doubleday Dorml

Girls 12-16
THE STORY BEHIND GREAT MEDI-
CAL STORIES $2.00

By Elizabeth R. Montgomery. McBride
Boy 12-16

BRAVE COMPANIONS $2.00
By Ruth A. Knight. Doubleday Dorau

Religious Book Club
DA VID THE KING $3.00

By Gladys Schmitt. Dial
Scientific Book Club

YOU AND THE UNIVERSE $3.50
By John J. O'Neill. JJ7ashburn

front-line lighting and the men who fought. Sgt. i\lauldin's
toons have been awarded the Pulitzer Prize. "Torld $3.00.

SOLDIEH OF DEi\IOCRACY. By Kemleth S. Daris. This
length biography of Dwight Eisenhower, the boy from
wrong side of the tracks who rose by the d~mocratic proc _
become one of the greatest commanders of hIstory, required
years in the writing. The author has given us an i!TIponant
story, one of a state, a family, and a man. DOllhleda} D
$3.50.

PLEASANT VALLEY. By LOllis Bram~eld. By Bromlield
farmer, not the novelist. The author tells how he brouoht
gether four derelict farms ih Pleasant Valley, Ohio, and r~t
them. It has much about the animals of his farm, Somet
of the legends of the valley. It also expounds some of his
theories about farming. Harper $3.00.

THE AGE OF JACKSON. By Art/zllr M. Sclzlesi/lger, Jr
lono, solid \'olume on Andrew Jackson and the Democ~ ~Party, from the aftermath of Jeffersonian ideas through
Civil \ Var, with special emphasis upon politics and politici
Little BraHm $5.00.

LOVELY IS THE LEE. By Hobert Gibhi/lgs. The author
of rambles through the Hi\"er Lee country of Ireland with a
ture of anecdote and stor\", folklore and scenerv, bird lore
fishing, and good talk. Ill~lstrated with wood e~gravings by
author-artist. Dlltton $3.00.

HEVEILLE FOR HADICALS. By Salll Alinsky. Little knO\I~
most Americans are the People's Organizations which \
sprung up, composed of underprivileged people who hal'e bar
together to fight their own economic, social, religious, and
litical battles. One of the leaders takes his readers el'en' ste
the way, from the reasons for the movement's inception tct
build-up and its accomplishments. University of Chicago S?,

THE LIFE OF THE HEAHT. Bv Fra/lces \Vinll'ar.
colorful story of George Sand, a daziling woman who in
mantic period dared to be modern. As in her biographi
Bossetti, Oscar \Vilde, and \Valt \ Vhitman, Frances \Vir
succeeds in portraying the famous novelist vividly against
background of her times. Harper $3.50.
PLANTATION PARADE. Bv Hamett T. Kane. A hu
intimate study and a sharply et~hed social picture of the en
French, and American world of 18th and 19th century Louisii,
Here are tales of the great plantations and plantation ho
and of the families who own them. Morrall' $3.50.
FARMER TAKES A WIFE. By John GOllld. The autho
"Pre-Natal Care for Fathers" has collected a number of \
New England stories of his ancestors and the queer charal
of his i\\aine farming community. It is dry rather than upn
ous humor (though there's some of that) and local color. Mo of
$2.00. ,

\VASHINGTON TAPESTRY. By Olive Ewing Clapper. B'
on the diaries, notes, and writings left by the famous newspa
man, Raymond Clapper, this is the inside story of \Vashin~t
officialdom during the last twenty-five years, of the events
made history from Hoosevelt's inauguration in 1932 to his d
in 1945. It is interspersed with Mrs. -Clapper's own pe .
stories and anecdotes of prominent \Vashington personal~
Wlzittlesey $2.75. J

TRY AND STOP i\\E. By Bennett Cerf. The funniest crJ:
comments, and stories of our wittiest citizens in the litera~~' '.
entertainment worlds, as reported by Mr. Cerf in his wnt
for the magazines, have been collected in book form with
illustrations by Carl Rose. Sill/on [;; Sch1lSter $3.00.
THE PRACTICAL COGITATOR. Bv Charles P. Cllrtis"
Ferris Greenslet. An anthology of thought-compelling selCClt
long and short, prose and verse, from many languages in f
translations, covering a wide range of world literature. Its. I
pages hold a liberal education which may be taken consecutJ
or nibbled at intermittently. Houghton Mifflin $3.00.

I "1 D.1. "
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APRIL

HOOh.. eLl B SELECTIO''-\

Order fro1ll

The Coast .Artiner~- Journal
I}.~I Pennsyhania AVf:: .. ,'I,.W'. \X d'>hington 4. D C.

Book-of-tbe-Montb Club
(1) MAN-EATERS OF KUMAON ... $2.00

By Jim Corbett. Oxford
(2) THE SNAKE PIT $2.50

By Mary Jane Ward. Random
Literary Guild

W'AKE OF THE RED WITCH $2.75
By Garland Roark. Little BrolVn

Junior Literary Guild
6,7,8 Year Olds

THE RUN\X' A Y SHUTTLE TRAIN .. $2.00
By Muriel Fuller. McKay

9, 10, 11 Year Olds
WE ARE THE GOVERNMENT $2.00

By Mary Elting & Margaret Gossett.
Doubleday

Girls 12-16
GOING ON SIXTEEN $2.00

By Betty Cavanna. If/'estmillster
Boy 12-16

PETAR'S TREASURE $2.00
By Clara Ingram Judson. Hougbton
Mifflill

HE RIVEH ROAD. By Frances ParkillSoH Keyes. An absorb-
g panoramic story of life on a great Louisiana sugar plantation,
Ie Heloise, in the turbulent years between the ending. of

'orld \Var I and the present, and of its owners, the proud and
ssionate d'Alvery family. A long colorful novel filled with
matic action, romance, surprise, and suspense. lUessner $3.00

FORE THE SUN GOES. DOWN. By Elizabeth Metzger
~ll'ard. The story is a sort of super-Dr. Christian, "Our Town"

. set in \Villowspring, Pa., in the 80's. Here Dr. Dan Field
ho has loved Pris Sargent from afar all his life) does his best
bring the wealthy Sargents and Albrights in touch with the

llple of l\ludtown. There is no plot-just the life of the town,
clash of prejudices, the hope in the younger generation.

911bledayDoran $2.75.

~ASTELAND. By Jo Sinclair. A study of John Brown (born

f

e Braunowitz), who hates his father and is ashamed of his
mily and his religion. Gradually his doctor and his sister
,bby bring him to mental health, and give him understanding.
psychoanalytic tale with a fairy-tale ending. Harper S2.~0.

> iE TUHQUOISE. By Anya Seton. The setting of this story
jSante Fe and New York in the 70's. \Vhen Terry Dillon de-
lied her in New York, Fey steeled herself to the pursuit of
eey and position through marriage to financial wizard Simeon
twer. But she found her ultimate happiness was in self-abne-

Ion. HOllghtoll 1\'1iff/ill $2.50.

!'RITrEN ON THE WIND. Bv Robert Wilder. Piratical old
~drel\' \Vhitfield had made milliO'ns out of the tobacco business
I~onh Carolina; his children, Cary and Ann-Charlotte, were
~ded brats as youngsters, bored neurotics as adults. This is the
ry of their lives and the lives of their friends and lovers.
t/lam $2.75.

liE ZEBRA DERBY. By Max Shllimall. Shulman's special~1of zany humor in a travesty on the postwar world pic-
OJ by the planners. Asa Hearthrug, of "Barefoot Bov with
. k," is now out of the Army and lookin for a job. He tries

~

Fktion
CH OF TRIUi\lPH. By Erich Maria Relllarqlle. Ra\'ic is a becomes so disgusted with determined efforts to treat him as a

an refugee doctor in Paris, just before the war, who must mental case that he goes home to the farm and his girl. Lode-".ctice clandestinely and be ready for flight or deportation at stone LaToole. Illustrated by \ViII Crawford. Doubleday DoraH
times. He falls in love with Joan l\ladou, breaks with her $2.00.

~~~ ~~~n~e~\~~eshatSetor;:~;~~t\?~ ~~ G:~~a;;.d \t~~\~~g~ FOREVEH Al\IBEH. Bv KathleeH Winsor. Set in Restoration
break of war he is off to a French concentration camp. The England, this long (o~'er 1,00D pages), \'igorous, bustling .
. is long, not too swift and full of philosophical conversa- picaresque romance depicts the step by step rise of the ambitious

.,ns.A1'PletoH-CeHtllry $3.00. Amber St. Clark, illegitimate child of noble blood, from the
lowest level of society to the highest as favorite mistress of

.. IE KING'S GENEHAL. By Daplllle dll Mallrier. This is Charles II. It is utterly realistic in its portrayal of the squalor of

~

bablY the best of .the ~uth?r's historical novels. After a ra~her the underworld and the glamor and intrigues of the court. Mac-
'ie-lite prologue, It skips sixteen years and becomes a straight lIli/laH $3.00.
antic adventure story of the English Civil \Var, with the

~

Iight on .Sir Richard "Gren\'ill~, arrogant General ~vh~m the THE \VH lTE TOWEH. By Jallles Ramsey Ullman. \Vhen
liamentanans called Skellum and whom the bigWigs on Caj)tain "Iartin Ordway parachuted from his wrecked plane, he
o\\"n side hated for his caustic tongue and his military bri!- landed near the \ Vhite Tower, the Swiss mountain he had tried
ceo Crippled Honor I-Iarris tells the story-set largely in a to climb years ago. He and Carla Dehn (fugitive from a Nazi

; nor with a "ghost," a secret tunnel, etc. DOllbleday Doran husband), German soldier Hein, Frenchman Delambre, and
others try once more to climb the mountain, each finding some

.-5. emotional fulfillment. Essentially a story of mountain climbing,
HE BLACK ROSE. By TllOlIlas B. Costain. A long, colorful, sometimes exciting, occasionally dull and over philosophical.

well-done historical novel bv the author of "Ride with l\le." Lippincott $3.00 .
. is deals with the experiences 'of the thirteenth-century \Valter
Gurnie, his friend Tristram Griffen, and the beautiful i\hryam THE STREET. By AmI Petry. The "street" of the title is

the Black Hose) on the road to Cathay and back in feudal Eng- Harlem's I] 6th Street, where Lutie Johnson, a good-looking
J:d. DOllhleday Doran $3.00. Negress, struggles to earn security for herself and her young

son against the pressure of social circumstanccs and the violence

~

IDESI-lEAD REVISITED. By Evelyn \Vallgh. A long, sub- of overcrowded streets and housing conditions. HOllghton
ntial picture of English society between wars, and of a family Miff/in $2.50.
stantly in conflict with its own spiritual urge. Charles Ryder

Isof his friendship for young Sebastian Flyte, who became a
nkard to esca-pe his family; of his Im'e for Lady Julia, Se-

ftian's sister, and her sacrifice of love to conscience. It is full
odd, sophisticated people-wealthy, aristocratic, frustrated.
tie BrolVn $2.50.



COAST AR-:-~LLERll ORDER
(\\1.D. alld A.G.F. orders covering tile period 1 Januar)' 1946
tllTOUgh 28 FebTl/ar)' 1946. Promotiolls alld demotiolls are 1I0t
illeluded.)

Assi glllllen t
IRTC, Camp Croft, S. C.
Ofc. Dir. l\ IiI. T ng. ASF, \\'

ington, D. C.
AAAOHP, .Fort Bliss, Texas
Relieved from detail in ICD
Relieved from active dutv
Hq. First Army, Fort Br;gg, f\.
HD of Los Angeles, Fort ~I

Arthur, California
Detai]ed in Air Corps
Counter Intelligence Corps Ce

Holabird Signal Depot, Ba
more, Maryland

Special Services Division, AS
New York. New York

To retire
Relieved from active duty
AGF Board No.1, CA Secti

Fort Monroe. Virginia
AGF Board No.1, AA Secti

Fort Bliss, Texas
Detailed in CE
AAAOHP, Fort Bliss. Texas
OC of S, I & E Division, \Va

ington, D. C.

Farwick, Harry A C.

Polak, Edward T.
Sauter, Frank
Schwager, l\Iartin J.

l\Ium~a, Van I.
l\IcCarthv, William B.
Mclaughlin, John J.
Peirce, George A

Leland, James D.
Lynahan, John K.
Maker, Charles M.
Matthews, \Villiam G.
Moore, David J.

Assignlllent
Relieved from ac.tive duty
Relieved from active duty
Re]ieved from active duty
Student, Schoo] of Military

ernment, Charlottesville,' Va
Relieved from detail in AGO
Relieved from active duty
Relieved from active duty
Army Information School, (

]isle Barracks, Pa.
Distribution Division, ASF, \V

ington, D. C.
Relieved from active duty
HD of Delaware, Fort ~Ii]es.

De]aware
Relieved from active duty
Relieved from active dut~r
Relieved from detail with lnfa
Relieved' from detail with FA
3d Service Command. Baltim

Md.
Relieved from active duty
Relieved from active dut~,
Relieved from active dut~, 1
Coast Artillery Schoo], F~rt ~I,

roe, Virginia I
Relieved from detail in AGD
Relieved from active duty
AGF Board No.1, AA Section I

Fort Bliss, Texas (
Senn, Arthur L. Detai]ed in T.c. J
Sheridan. Thomas J. Relieved from active duty
Shirley, \i\Tilliam M. Relieved from active duty
Stephens, Richard H. Detailed in IGD
Vanderslice, Granberry A. Hq. First Army. Fort Bragg, ~.
\1 __ ;\.T~ __ ~_ T ~~ .1 'f '7 n T: •.• .1 C__ .', .J.

Ghaster, Earl F.
Houston, Turner O.

Christiansen, Lawrence \-V.
Coot.:, William T.
Del\ Iarea, l\ Iichael A.
Eng]ish, Howard L.

Captains
Bernique, Hoger P.
Callahan, Charles M. Jr.
Camp, Sanders
Catlin, John E.

Majors
Baker, l\Iarshall \\T.
Brooks, Robert L.

Osthues, Henry E.

Heynolds, \-Valter R.
\Valker, John W.
\iVard, Frederick G.

Hall, G]enn O.

Gulick. John l\Icl\I.
Hahn, Edward I-I. Jr.

Johnson, Halph M. Jr.
Karr, Stephen \V.
Linderman, John C.

Cretvs, Harold G.
Diet~, Waldemare E.
Ebeling, Edward C.
Farr, Richard
Grow, Neville L.

Assignlllent
Planning Di\'. ASF, \i\Tashington,

D. C.
To retire
To retire
Nat'l I-Iq. SS System, Washing.

ton. D. C.
I-Iq. AGF, Gen'l Elec. !Vlfg. Co.

Syracuse, N. Y.
Hq: AGE App]ied Physics Labo-

ratory, Johns Hopkins Univer-
sitv, Baltimore. l\larvland

OC ~f S, I and E Div:, Washing.
ton, D. C.

To retire
PMS& T, North Carolina State

College, Raleigh, N. C.
USl\IA, West Point, N. Y.
AAA School, Fort Bliss, Texas
Relieved from active duty
D_T' ~..-I rM~:.'_ .1•• ':.

JANUARY

Assignlllent
I-Iq. ARC, Alexandria, Va.
To retire
AGO
CAS\V, Washington, D. C.
To retire .
6th Service Command, Camp

Grant, Illinois
To retire
To retire
To retire
Procurement Div. ASF, \-Vash.

ington, D. C.
To home to await retirement
To retire
AGF Repl Depot No.1, Camp

Pickett, Va.
USl\IA, West Point, N. Y.
AGO, \Vashington, D. C.
Hq. 1st Servo Command, Boston,

Massachusetts
Relieved from active duty
Readjustment Div. ASF, \Vash.

ington, D. C.
To retire
Det. Patients, \-Valter Reed Hosp.

\Vashington. D. C.
To home to await retirement
Relieved from active duty
Planning Div. ASF, \Vashington,

D. C.
Oct. Patients, ASF Regional

Hosp. Fort Belvoir, Va.
Command and General Staff

School, Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas.

Re]ieved from active duty

Tomlin. Robert F.

Revbold. Franklin B.
Ru'ddell. James C.

Larson, \Verner

\Veddell. \iVilliam A.

Holterman, Gordon H.

McBride, Robert \-V.
Nelson, John G.

Gilman, Seymour I.

Orman, Leonard l\1.
Stricklen, \-Villiam A. Jr.
Vischer, Peter
H "11' IJ__l..~_. \ L

Day, Philip S.
Drake. Leland R.
Fultz. William S.

Dunsworth, James L.
Flanigen, Barrington L.
French, A\'ery J.
Gough, Deane A.

Sanger. Donald B.
Sharpe, Russell T.
Sturman. J. Foxhall. Jr.

Gross, Felix A.
Henn. John S.
Jeffords, William Q.

Kenerick, Kenneth R.
Kreuger. Robert H.
Lavery, Arthur L.

Lincoln, Francis I-I.
l\'lorrow, Samuel I-I.

CO/OlleiS
Aldrich, Harry S.
Bowman, Orley DeF
Carter, Clifton C.
Carter, Marshall S.
Cook, Thomas C.
Coyne. Vincent P.

\Vhittemore, Irving C.

Lieutenant Colonels
Cory. Ira W.



COAST ARTILLERY ORDERS

AssigllIllellt
Discharge Re\'iew Board, OS\V,

St. Louis, 1\'10.
To retire
To home to await retirement
To retire
To home to await retirement
To attend AGF Orientation

Course for Officer PO\Vs
To retire .
To home to await retirement
AAORP, Fort Bliss
Commandant Pacific Coast Re-

ceIVIng Branch, Disciplinary
Barracks, Camp i\kQuade, Cal.

Transferred to Air Corps
To retire
Detailed in GSC
Transferred to Infantry
To retire
Detailed in GSC
To home to await retirement
1-10 of Chesapeake Bay, Fort

Ston', Va.
Coast ~\rtillery School. Fort Mon-

roe, Virginia .
To retire
Detailed in GSC
P1\IS&T, University of San Fran-

cisco, San Francisco, California
Department of State, \Vashington,

D. C.
Detachment of Patients, ASF

Regional Hospital, Fort Belvoir.
Virginia

To home to await retirement
Distribution Division ASF, Kansas

City, Missouri
University of Delaware, Newark,

Delaw;re

79

Assigllment
Relieved from active duty
i\,lobilization Division, ASF,

Washington, D. C.
Transferred to QMC
Relieved from active duty
CAORP, Fort Monroe, Virginia
To retire
To retire
i\'lilitary Intelligence Service

\Vashington, D. C.
Relieved from active duty
Hq. SS System, Fort Lewis, Wash-

ington
To retire
Civil Affairs Division OC of S,

\Vashington, D. C.
Detailed in CMP
Headquarters, AGF, \Vashington,

D.C.
9th Service Command \-VDPC,

Fort Lewis, \Vashington
Relieved from active duty
To GSC with troops

FEBRUARY

Payne, Raymond G.
Peay, James H. B. Jr.

Hayman, Firman K.
Hillberg, Lauri J.

McCormick, John K.

Gilbreth, Joseph H.
Hartman, Roland F.

Ervin, Thomas E.
Fultz, \VilIiam S.

Biswanger, Theodore, Jr.
Blair, Ben B.
Bourne, Robert F.
Brewerton, Henry R.
Congodon, Norman A.
Davis, Edward G.

Lieutenant Colonels
Barron, Clarence B.
Beaumont, Charles R.

Zimmer, Layton A:

White, Leon A.
Young, Ellsworth

\Valker, E. B.

Van Buskirk, Robert J.

Potts"Adam E.

Davis, \Villiam V.
Doney, Carl S.
Easte;day, George \V.
Gibson, Roy S.

Colollels
Adams, Cad R:

Arthur, Robert
Benz, Herbert T.
Chapman, Charles A.
Christian, Francis L
Crews, Leonard D.

Rowland, Arthur E.
Scheer, Charl~s H. E.
Stuart, La Rhett L

Guyer, Lawrence i\1.
Hill, Ira B.
Holden, Frank H.
Jablonsky, Harvey J.
Mackin, Robert N.
1\loore, Russell Y.
1\lorgan, 1\laurice
1\IcCatty. Kenneth

Assigllmellt
Relieved from detail in AGO
Detailed in JAGD
AAAORP, Fort Bliss, Texas
2d Service Command, Fort

Slocum, N. Y.

Assignment
916th AAF Base Unit, Orlando,

Florida
Relieved from active duty
9th Service Command, 'Phoenix,

Arizona
Relieved from detail in F.A.
Relieved from detail in F.A.
Relieved from detail in F.A.

ICon,John C.
patrick, David A.

Jr Lieutella/lts
~ander, Joe \V.

rson, Richard F.
er. Clement C.
es. Benjamin R.

filler.Benjamin F.

ius
alker.Sidney R.
ard.Charles \\l.
eiss. William P.
ill3ker. William W.

~er, Seymourrball, \\rilliam N.

p, Frederick 'E.
m, Clarence S.

.lor, Harold O.

Ic<nld Lie1l tenfln ts
hackes,Alexander

~

Robert T.
'ningham, Harry.L Jr.

,I. George E. J r.
ids. George B.

Assigllmellt
AAAORP, Fort Bliss, Texas
HD of Boston, Fort Banks, 1\lass.
Detailed in AGO
Detailed in T.c.
1\lilitary Intelligence Sen'ice,

\Vashington, D. C.
Relieved from active duty
Relieved from detail in F.A.
Relieved from active duty
Counter Intelligence C;rps i\hn-

hattan Engineering District,
Oakridge, Tennessee

Relieved from active duty
1-10 of Los Angeles, F~rt Mac-

Arthur, California
d.George \V. Believed from active duty
tche\" Thomas J. Relieved from active duty

~Iet.Louis E. Hq. Fifth Service Comm;nd, Fort
\ Haves, Ohio

[

\\>on,Charles J. HD ~f New Bedford, Fort Rod-
man, Mass.

peman, Elmer N .. 1-10. of Los Angeles, Fort i\lac-
Arthur, California

rsey, George E. Relieved from active duty
rbbs, William M. OC of S, I and E. Division

[

ID' Carl, Jr. Relieved from active duty
a\'.Clvde F. FDRP, ASF Training Center, Fort

Benjamin Harrison, Ind.
Min, Isaac F. Relieved from active duty

IcCann,Thomas A. Relieved from active dut~,
(Cloud, Robert R. Relieved 'from detail in AGO
rsons,Thomas L Detailed.in JAGD

~lin. 1\lyron Detailed in lVlAC
r<>inson,Norman C. AAAORP, Fort Bliss, Texas

~

nberg. David CARP, Fort Monroe, Virginia
!SSman,Kenneth R. Pl'v1GO, Fort Kearnv, R. L
•mins, Robert Detailed in AGO '

~gleton, Jordan C. 2d Service Command, Pine Camp,
I New York
~duth. James A. Relieved from detail in F.A.
Irhorst,Frank J. Jr. Relieved from active duty
lachsmuth, John E. OASW, \VD Strate~!ic' Services
I Unit. Washin~ton, D. C.
rei.nberg,Lee S. Relieved from detail in Cavalry
~Icher, Theodore M. Relieved from active duty
(hiteman. T rum'lI1 C. Jr.. Relieved from detail in AGO
"illiams,David B. Readiustmp.nt Div. ASF. \Vash-

ington, D. C.
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. LielltelUlIlt C%llels

Peterson, Arthur C.

Schutz, Akin H.
Simons, 1\laurice 1\I.
Symons, Arthur
\fail, \Villiam H. Jr.
Virag, Alfred

\Varner, Arthur H.
\Vertz, \Villiam W.
\Veyand. Fred C.
Wi;th. Arthur J.

Majors
Bauserman, \Varren V.
Decker, "',Tillis F.
Doulens, Roger B.

Fasce, Egi V.
Fribance, Austin E.
George, Robert B.
Hoag, Raymond W.

Hubbard, J\llahlon G.

Kirk, Robert D.
Lewis, Harold F.
Lewis, Jesse L.

Lynn, Edison A. Jr.

Merrill, Richard N.

Motherhead, Charles J. Jr.
Parker, John T.

Pratt, Richard G ..
Scott, Edwin G.
Stano, Ferdinand

Tellalian, Aram H. Jr.
Walker, John W.

Yates, Jules D.

Captains
Andrews, vVilliam C.

Babcock, Russell B.
Barlow, Wallace D.

Brown, Milton H.

Brundage, Lyle D.
Burgan, Kenneth L.

Bye, Cecil J.
Cooney, John T. Jr.
Crook, Sydney L.
Feeney, Clinton

Assign JlIellt
1\ lilitary Intelligence Sen'ice,

Washington. D .. C.
Hq. SS System, Louis\'ille, Ky.
Transferred to Air Corps
Relie,'ed from acti,'e duty
USl\IA. West Point
l-ID of San Francisco, Fort \Vin-

field Scott, California
Relieved from active duty
Relieved from active duty
To GSC with troops '
HD of San Francisco, Fort \Vin-
field Ssott, California

Assignment
Relieved from active duty
Relieved from active duty
OC of S, WDBPR, Washington,

D. C.
Relieved from active duty
Relieved from active duty
Relieved from active duty
AGF Board No.1, Fort Bragg,

N.C.
Det Patients, Birmingham General

Hospital, Van Nuys, California
Relieved from active duty
Detailed in Cavaln!
Military Intellige~ce Service,

Washington, D. C.
Transferred to Ordnance Depart-

ment
8th Seryice Command

Dallas, Texas
Relieved from active duty
Legislative & Liaison Division, OC

of S, \Vashington, D. C.
Relieved from active duty
Camp Atterbury, Indiana
l\GF Board No.1, AA Section,

Fort Bliss, Texas
Relieved from active duty .
Military Intelligence Se~vice,

Washington, D. C.
Transferred to Infantry

Assignment
Intelligence Division, ASF, Wash-

ington, D. C.
Relieved from active duty
HD of Portsmouth, Ca~p Lang-

don, N. H.
Military Intelligence Sen'ice,

Washington, D. C.
Relieved from active duty
HD of Los Angeles, Fort Mac-

Arthur, Caljfornia
Relieved from active duty
Relieved from active duty
Relieved from active duty
Camp McCoy, vVisconsin

Cnptni ns
Ferrqnd, Robert L.
Garnhart, George H.

Green, Irwin R.
Halbert, Edward S.
Hallidav, 1\lichael
Hender~on, Charles A.
Hinshaw, Foster A.
Israelson, Nathaniel H.
Jonelis, Frank G.
Law, Fraser C.
Lea, Alfred L.

Logan, William T.

Marshall, John F.
Plant, Ottis M.
Robblee, Paul A.
Vanderslice, Grandbem' A.
\i\Teader, Richard J. -
West, John C.
vVilkerson, Dewitt C. Jr.

First Lielltenants
Barsky, Lawrence I.
Bridges, Jim L.
Cunningham, Martin J.
Geaney, John J.
Hankins, Charles F.
Herring, Charles T.

Hobbs, William M.

Kehoe, William M.
Kelsey, David

1\lannen, Maurice L.
Miller, William T.

Mishkoff, Walter

McArdle, John F. X.
Nichols, Rosswell C.
Preller, Frederick A.

Rose, Frank V.i. Jr.
Sievwright, Elmer B. Jr.

Slater, David W.

Smith, George A.
Snider, William C.
Strau bel, Louis A. J r.
Trinter, Vernon E.
\Villcox, Jake M.

Second Lielltenants
Lloyd, Frederick W.

Assi gll JlIellt
Relieved from active duty
AGF Board No. (, AA

Fort Bliss, Texas.
Detailed in T.G
Relieved from active duty
Detailed in IGD -
Relieved from acti,'e duty
Relieved from active du~'
WDPC Camp Atterbury: Ind.
Detailed in QMG
Hq. SS System, Atlanta, Ga.
AGF Board No.1, Fort Br

N. C.
Staff and Faculty, Command!

General S.taff School, Fon
Leavenworth, Kansas

Camp l\lcCoy, \Visconsin
Detailed in AGD
Detailed in JAGD
Hq. First Anny, Fort Bragg,l\
HD of Delaware, Fort l\liles,
Relieved from active dut\,
Relieved from active dut),

Assignment
Relieved from active duty
PMGO, Washington, D: C.
Relieved from active dut)'
AAORP, Fort Bliss, Texas
Relieved from active duty
Counter Intelligence Corps Ce

Holabird Signal Depot, B
more, Maryland of

2d Service Command, NYPE.
Brooklyn, New York I

Relieved -from active dut)'
916th AAF Base Unit, Orla

Florida
Relieved from active duty
Military Intelligence Service, ~

Washington, D. C. I
2d Service Command, Fort U

New Jersey I
To home to await retirement
Relieved from active duty
2d Service Command, Fort Har

ton, New York
Relieved from active duty
244th AAA Searchlight Bn,

Orlando, Florida
HD of Narragansett Bay, For

Adams, Rhode Island
IRP, Fort McClellan, Ala.
Detailed in T.C.
Relieved from active duty
To home to await retirement
CARP, Fort Bliss, Texas

Assignment
4th Sen'ice Command, Memp

Tennessee

-
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NEW BOOKS OF PROFESSION~L INTEREST
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nationalistic conference of Casablanca to the internationalist
conference of Moscow," and has as underlying motif Germany's
realization that the military war was lost and the efforts she put
forth to win it politically, economically, and psychologically.
Scrivller. Price, $5.00,

BR:\SSEY'S NAVAL ANNUAL, 1945. Edited by Rear Ad-
iral 11. G. TlllIrsfiel.d. This is the 56th annual issue of this

JOlOUSauthority on the current activities of all the navies of
e world. Macmillall. Price, $6.50.

lIE AVIATION ANNUAL OF 1946. Edited by Regillald
/. Clel'elalli[ and Frederick P. Graham. Up-to-the-minute de-
dopments in the field of aviation, cO\'ering such subjects as jet
ropulsion, expansion in the use of personal aircraft, develop-
nt of adequate landing grounds, reorientation of youth to

hecomino Air Aooe.DOllbledav. Price, $4.00.f. 0 ,

.. \TILE REPORT. By Comdr. Walter Karig with Lt. Earl
Burtoll & Lt. Stephell Freelalld. This Battle Report continues
,hestory of our fighting Navy in World \Var II. It tells of the
"Jr in the Atlantic from the day the European Squadron was
notifiedthat Germany had invaded Poland to the crossing of
heRhine. Hillelzart. Price, $3.50.

,'ORLD \VAR ITS CAUSE AND CURE. By Liollel Curtis.
\mong the subjects of the forty-three chapters are: Birth of the
Commonwealth; Rise and Fall of the Greek Commonwealth;
Impact of Israel on Greece and Rome; the Commonwealth
aised to the National Scale; the Commonwealth Raised to

he Continental Scale; Napoleon to Hitler; \Var to End vVar;
.olonies;the League of Nations; and Dumbarton Oaks.
~lr. Curtis believes that security for nations can come only

through the enthronement of impartial justice between nations
andthe arming of justice with decisive force. He believes that
.he commonwealth which has risen from local to national
ale. then from national to continental scale, must be extended

oa world scale. Oxford 111livcrsity Press. Price. $3.25.

AUTOi\IATIC WEAPONS OF THE \VORLD. By M. M.
Joll1lso11, Jr., and Clzarles T. Haven. The original AlltOllzatic
Arms was published in 1941, but since then many new weap-
ons ha\'e been introduced and some have become obsolete.
Consequently, the text has been revised and enlarged greatly.
Included in this new edition are descriptions of all of the mili-
tary automatic arms, new and old, from pistols up to 40mm
automatic cannon, that were used by the United Nations, or bv
the Axis Nations during vVorld \\rar II. The authors, wh~
ha\'e written several books, about arms, ammunition, et cetera,
have both been engaged in research and development work in
these fields, and their writings are accepted as authoritati\'e.
H1illiam Morrow and Company, Inc. Price, $7.50.

A BASIC i\IANUAL OF MILITARY SMALL ARMS. By
\V. I-I. B. Smith. This is a revised and enlarged edition of a
book which was issued in 1943. The author, who is a well
known expert on firearms and a frequent contributor to firearms
journals, has compiled a highly informative book about how to
load, operate, and strip the infantry weapons used by the armies
of the world powers. Over 100 weapons are described, and
more than 500 photographs are used to illustrate the text. The
Military Service PllQlisl1ing Compan)'. Price, $5.00 .

ATOMIC ENERGY IN TI-IE COMING ERA. Bv David
Dietz. The author, who is a lecturer in general science ~t Clark-
son College of \Vestern Reserve and science editor of the

C\SABLANCA TO KATYN (VOL. Ill). Bv \Vaverlel' Scripps-Howard Newspapers, won the Pulitzer Prize in Jour-
Root. The author of The Secret HistoT1' of the \V~r continuds nalism in 1937. In this book. Mr. Dietz gives in a readable,
hisbehind-the-~cenes account of the dipl~matic and political entertaining style, a preview of some of the things which may
maneU\'ersof vVorld \Var II, which was brought up to 1942 be expected in the coming era of atomic energy, Dodd, Mead &
in the previous two volumes. It covers the period from "the Company. Price, $2,00.
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Accufate! eOJl1plete! Autkentic!

WORLD WAR II
A Concise Histor~

By
Roger W. Shugg and Major H. A. DeWeerd

The complete, inside story of this greatest of all wars cannot be told for
some time. Until it can be, here is the whole truth as nearly as it is possible
to determine it in limited space and from public sources. It is complete,
yet concise; the language is non-technical, yet militarily and historically
accurate. The authors are well known historians. This is the first reliable
history which covers the war to its close, including the developments which
made the conflict inevitable. No one is in position to speak authoritatively
about \'V'orld War II until he has read this book. Attractively bound, it is a
permanent historical record which will enhance any library. The remarkably
complete index greatly increases the value of this history.

464 pages 44 maps

$3.00

Published by Infantry Journal Press

lUarch 27th, 1946

Order from

The Coast ~rtillery Journal

34-page index

6:l1 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. WASHINGTON 4, D. C.




